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Introduction
In this work of Natural Derivational Phonology efforts will be made toward solving in a
natural way the problems that may arise in Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince & Smolensky
1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993a, 1995) and other puzzling problems. Serial derivation is
adhered to in Natural Derivational Phonology as in rule-based phonology (Chomsky &
Halle 1968). In Natural Derivational Phonology a constraint pair (C-pair) and an unpaired
deriving markedness constraint (unpaired constraint) perform phonological derivation. A
C-pair consists of a dominating markedness constraint M and the dominated faithfulness
constraint F in the form of M » F. It is satisfied provided that the markedness constraint is
satisfied and at the same time the paired faithfulness constraint is violated. Most
importantly, constraints apply singly or multiply to any candidate (underlying or not) in a
serial fashion in accordance with the natural ranking of universal ranking principles
(URP’s), letting evaluation constraints (E-constraints) evaluate their outputs. 2 And it
follows from serial derivation that the faithfulness constraint militates against the
disparity between any input (underlying or not) and the output derived from it.
The idea of composing a constraint pair develops from the formal notation of a
phonological rule in rule-based phonology. The rule A → B / C _____ D can be translated
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This work of Natural Derivational Phonology is constructed on the foundation of Paul Kiparsky’s
pioneering and innovative works. Part III is framed on the basis of ‘feeding’ and ‘bleeding’ (Kiparsky
1968a), along with ‘counterfeeding’ and ‘counterbleeding’ derived from them. Maximal Feeding Principle
(MFP (30)) is established thanks to ‘M-feeding’ derived from ‘feeding’. The Revised Alternation Condition
(RAC (31)) (Kiparsky 1973b) ushers in ‘derived environment’, and it enables the significant and necessary
distinction between ‘neutralization process’ and ‘allophonic process’ to be drawn. No Reanalyzing
Constraint (NRC (33)) originates from the suggestion from RAC. No Reanalyzing Principle (NRP (82)), a
Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC, is established on the basis of ‘derived environment’,
‘neutralization process’ and the discussion about abstractness (Kiparsky 1973b). The establishment of
Allophonic Constraint Principle (ACP (102)) and Rich Base Principle (RBP (104)) is heavily indebted to
Kiparsky (1968a). Vacuous Application Principle (VAP) introduced in (225) is the Natural-DerivationalPhonology version of ‘vacuous application of a rule’ in Kiparsky (1973a). The Derivedness Constraint
(DC) Schema (35) is built upon ‘derived environment’ and ‘neutralization process’. The Counterfeeding
Constraint (CFC) Schema (65) is founded on ‘counterfeeding’ and ‘derived environment”. In a word, the
universal ranking principles (i.e., MFP, NRP, ACP, RBP and VAP) and the two evaluation constraint
schemata (i.e., the DC Schema and the CFC Schema), of which Natural Derivational Phonology is
principally made up, are grounded on Kiparsky’s insightful works.
The abridged version of this work was submitted to Phonology in 2003. It was not accepted, but I readily
acknowledge my indebtedness to two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments.
2
‘Constraint’ will be used interchangeably with ‘unpaired constraint’, ‘markedness constraint’ of a C-pair
and ‘C-pair’.
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into the C-pair *CAD » F (A), where F (A) requires that A be faithful to input A.3 The Cpair M » F agrees with the ranking where M outranks F in OT. Not until the markedness
constraint *COMPLEX, for instance, constitutes a C-pair with the faithfulness constraint
MAX or the faithfulness constraint DEP do we know whether it demands that a segment be
deleted or inserted. This simple illustration may in a way support the idea of composing a
constraint pair. And it is noteworthy that the C-pair M » F coincides with the initial state
constraint hierarchy (Smolensky 1996b).
Natural Derivational Phonology widely diverges from OT. Significantly, the natural
ranking of URP’s invalidates the language-particular constraint hierarchy that yields
factorial typology. And constraints do not evaluate candidates unlike constraints in OT; Econstraints, which may be ranked, evaluate the candidates that they derive.
Despite the wide divergence from OT, Natural Derivational Phonology cannot do
without the dichotomy between M and F, which is absolutely essential for composing Cpairs. And tableaux are employed with the necessary change made, and notations,
constraints and terms employed in OT are widely adopted.

Part I. Simplified Tableau and the Basic Universal Ranking Principle
I will examine a tableau that may be constructed in OT, which will lead to simplifying the
tableau to be constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology. The basic universal ranking
principle will then be proposed. It allows constraints to apply whenever their structural
descriptions (SD’s) are met. It plays an important role in solving the problems OT may
encounter and it successfully deals with the cases for which cyclic application of a rule or
the theory of local ordering is asserted to be required. At the end another URP will be
proposed.
1. Simplified Tableau
In this section I will show the way to construct a simplified tableau in Natural
Derivational Phonology by the process of trimming off unnecessary elements from an OT
tableau.
The discussion about the phenomenon of nasalization in Korean will serve our purpose.
In Korean the non-continuant obstruent is assimilated to the following nasal consonant in
nasality. This is exemplified in the following examples (Lee 1976):
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This should not be taken to mean that every rule in rule-based phonology can be translated into the
corresponding C-pair.
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(1) Nasalization in Korean4
/mak-na/ → [ma-na] cf. /mak-´/ → [mak-a] mak ‘prevent’
/ip-man/ → [im-man] cf. /ip-e/ → [ip-e] ip ‘mouth’
/kut-ne/ → [kun-ne] cf. /kut-ˆn/ → [kut-ˆn] kut ‘harden’
/na/ ‘interrogative’ /´/ ‘imperative’ /man/ ‘particle (only)’ /e/ ‘locative’
/ne/ ‘declarative’ /ˆn/ ‘adnominal’
The root-final obstruent is nasalized, triggered by the suffix-initial nasal consonant.
The following rule of nasalization takes care of the nasalization observed above in rulebased phonology:
(2) Rule of Nasalization in Korean
[-son] → [+nas] / _____ [+nas]
This rule may be transformed into the following ranking of the constraints in OT:
(3) Constraint Ranking for Nasalization in Korean in OT5
*[-son] N » IDENT (nas)
Instinctively, we may construct the OT tableau where this constraint ranking guarantees
the surface form ma-na from /mak-na/:
(4) Tableau for /mak-na/ → [ma-na] in Korean in OT
/m1a2k3-n4a5/
*[-son] N IDENT (nas)
a.
m1a2k3-n4a5 *!
*
b. → m1a23-n4a5
The wrong candidate (a) violates the higher-ranking *[-son] N but the expected surface
form (b) violates only the shaded IDENT (nas).
In OT in reality the phenomenon of nasalization cannot be dealt with in so
straightforward a manner as in this tableau. Besides the wrong candidate m1a2k3-n4a5 (the
candidate identical to the underlying representation; henceforth, the underlying candidate)
a surprisingly large number of wrong candidates can be presented: m1a2φ3-n4a5, m1a2k3φ4a5, m1a2k3-t4a5, m1a2k3-n4a5, and what not. And to filter out these wrong candidates a
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The hyphen ‘-’ represents the morpheme boundary ‘+’.
In Korean data the allophonic voicing of the non-continuant plain obstruent between voiced segments
will not be considered. The vowel ´ is [-high, +back, -low, -round].
5
The dominated faithfulness constraint IDENT (nas) requires that [nas] be faithful to the nasality of the
target [-son] (cf. (61), where the target in the SD of the markedness constraint is bold-faced).
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great number of faithfulness constraints must outrank the markedness constraint *[-son]
N.
The following enriched tableau for tableau (4) will make it fairly clear that this is the
case:
(5) Enriched Tableau for /mak-na/→ [ma-na] in Korean in OT
F
/m1a2k3-n4a5/
*[-son] N IDENT (nas)
a.
m1a2k3-n4a5
b. → m1a23-n4a5
c.
m1a2k3-φ4a5
d. m1a2φ3-n4a5
e.
m1a2k3-t4a5
f. m1a2k3-n4a5
g. m1a2t3, 4-a5
h. m1a2l3-n4a5
i.
m1a2k3-t4a5
j.
m1a2k3-s4a5
k. m1a2k3-c4a5
l.
m1a2n4-k3a5
m. k3a2m1-n4a5
n. m1a2k3-a5n4
o. m1a23, 4-a5
p. m1a23-φ4a5
q. m1a2m3-n4a5
.
.
.

*!
*
* (MAX)!
* (MAX)!
* (IDENT (nas))!
* (DEP)!
* (UNIF)!
* (IDENT (PL, lat))!
* (IDENT (C. G., nas))!
* (IDENT (cont, nas))!
* (IDENT (ant, nas))!
* (LIN)!
* (LIN)!
* (LIN)!
* (UNIF)!
* (MAX)!
* (IDENT (PL))!
.
.
.
.
.
.

*
*
*
.
.
.

The number of the highest-ranking faithfulness constraints included in F is surprisingly
large. In addition to an amazing number of the wrong candidates presented in this tableau
numerous wrong candidates can be presented. This is why Chomsky’s (1994) remark that
all words in all languages might be pronounced as ba in OT cannot be lightly dismissed.
Imagine how many faithfulness constraints included in F must be exploited to prevent
/mak-na/ from becoming ba and what not! And imagine how many faithfulness
constraints included in F must be exploited to prevent all words in all languages from
becoming ba and what not!
In tableau (5) the expected surface form m1a23n4a5 (b) is chosen, since it satisfies the
dominating markedness constraint *[-son] N and it also violates the dominated
faithfulness constraint IDENT (nas) without incurring the violation of any instantiation of
F. In the meantime, candidates (c-n) violate the instantiations of F, and candidates (o-q)
violate them crucially even if they satisfy *[-son] N and they also violate IDENT (nas).
The expected surface form does not violate any instantiation of F, while all the wrong
candidates except the underlying candidate violate the instantiations of F. In brief, the
4

tableau above discloses the fact that only the candidate m1a23-n4a5 (b), namely, the
candidate that satisfies the constraint ranking *[-son] N » IDENT (nas) without violating
any instantiation of F survives. Consequently, we do not need to have recourse to the
numerous faithfulness constraints that may be included in F, and we never have to worry
about the wrong candidates presented in the tableau and the numerous wrong candidates
to be presented there. It is supremely important to note that *[-son] N that dominates
IDENT (nas) is the only markedness constraint whose SD meets the underlying
representation out of the markedness constraints existent in Korean. And the expected
surface form is the only candidate to be presented in the tableau, since it is the only
candidate that satisfies the only qualified markedness constraint *[-son] N that dominates
IDENT (nas).
What the discussion hitherto concludes is that the constraint ranking *[-son] N » IDENT
(nas) (3) transformed from the rule of nasalization (2) produces the expected surface form
without drawing on the cumbersome F or any device comparable to it. As a consequence,
we are enabled to simplify tableau (5), employing only the constraint ranking *[-son] N »
IDENT (nas). (The check √ represents the satisfaction of the constraint ranking.)
(6) Tableau for /mak-na/ → [ma-na] in Korean
/mak-na/ *[-son] N » IDENT (nas)
→ ma-na √
The expected surface form ma-na satisfies the constraint ranking *[-son] N » IDENT
(nas). This constraint ranking is the only constraint ranking in Korean the SD of whose
markedness constraint meets the underlying representation. And the expected surface
form is the only candidate that it can derive, which qualifies it to be the only candidate to
be presented in the tableau. This simplified tableau, where the constraint ranking *[-son]
N » IDENT (nas) functions as a C-pair, is the representative tableau that will be
constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology. Moreover, this tableau is equivalent to the
tableau (4) constructed in agreement with our instinct except that the underlying
candidate violates *[son] N. In fact the underlying candidate does not contravene the
constraint *[-son] N, since constraints do not evaluate candidates in Natural Derivational
Phonology.
The awkward instantiations of F of which those in tableau (5) form only an
insignificant part and the numerous candidates to be filtered out by them are eliminated
from the tableau to be constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology. Therefore, only the
candidates derived by the qualified constraints besides the underlying candidate are to be
found in a tableau in Natural Derivational Phonology.
2. Serial Derivation and the Basic Universal Ranking Principle
In this section I will discuss the question of serial derivations generally practiced in rulebased phonology. They offer insuperable difficulties to OT. A difficult problem OT may
encounter is that the derivation of a surface form at a single step cannot capture the
interconnectedness with those of other related words.
5

In rule-based phonology, for instance, the serial derivation /li/→ ni → ni → [φi]
(‘family name’) in Korean is unquestionable, as is illustrated in the following rule-based
derivation (Lee 1976):
(7) Rule-Based Derivation of /li/ → [φi] in Korean
/li/
ni
ni
φi
[φi]

Underlying Representation
l → n Rule ( l → [+nas] / {##, C#} _____ )
Palatalization ([C, COR] → [-ant] / _____ {i, y})
n-Deletion (n → φ / ## _____ )
Surface Representation

The surface form is derived by the serial application of the rules standing in a feeding
relation.
The motivation for the rules employed in derivation (7) becomes evident when we
examine the following data. Note that the serial derivation of /l/ → n → n → [φ] is
interconnected with the derivations of /l/ → [n] and /l/ → n → [n].
(8) Words with l-Initial Roots in Korean6
a. Derivation of /l/ → [n]
/lo/ ‘family name’: /lo#pak/ → [no#pak] ‘family names’
/ka#lo/ → [ka#no] ‘family names’
cf. /so#lo#pak/ → [so#lo#pak] ‘family names’
/lak/ ‘fall’:
/lak#su/ → [nak#su] ‘eavesdrops’
/ta#lak/ → [ta#nak] ‘success or defeat at the polls’
cf. /ha#lak/ → [ha#lak] ‘depreciation’
b. Serial Derivations of /l/ → n → [n] and /l/ → n → n → [φ]
/li/ ‘family name’: /kim#li#pak/ → kim#ni#pak→ [kim#ni#pak] ‘family names’
/li/ → ni → ni → [φi]
cf. /co#li#an/ → [co#li#an] ‘family names’
/lyu/ ‘stream, flow’: /sa#lyu/ → sa#nyu→ sa#nyu → [sa#nφu]7 ‘upper
stream’
/lyu#sok/ → nyu#sok→ nyu#sok → [φyu#sok] ‘speed of a
current’
cf. /ha#lyu/ → [ha#lyu] ‘downstream’
In (a), the l → n rule is required. In (b), Palatalization applies to the intermediate forms
derived by the l → n rule. Besides, n-Deletion is necessary, and it applies to the
intermediate forms derived by the l → n rule and Palatalization. The three rules standing
6

The roots are all Sino-Korean; there is no root that begins with l in native Korean.
The
allophonic change of l to r in the intervocalic environment in Korean will not be considered.
7
The glide y drops after a palatal consonant.
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in a feeding relation apply serially, deriving the surface forms. n-Deletion is required
independent of the words with l-initial roots: the surface form φyo#so is derived from
/nyo#so/ ‘urea (/nyo/ ‘urine’)’ through the serial derivation /nyo#so/ → nyo#so →
[φyo#so] (cf. /ta#nyo#py/ → ta#nyo#py → [ta#nφo#py] ‘diabetes’).
The rules employed in derivation (7) are transformed into the following C-pairs. The
target in the SD of the markedness constraint in a C-pair is bold-faced in order to indicate
definitely to which element in the input the dominated faithfulness constraint must be
faithful. The bold-faced target corresponds to the target in the statement of a rule in rulebased phonology.
(9) C-Pairs Transformed from the Rules Employed in (7)8
a. l → n Rule: *{PW[, C#}l » IDENT (nas)
b. Palatalization: *ti » IDENT (ant)
c. n-Deletion: *PW[n » MAX
The (allophonic) C-pair *ti » IDENT (ant) converts coronal anterior consonants to palatals
when it is followed by i or y, and t and i in the SD of *ti respectively represent coronal
anterior consonants, and i and y.9
Derivations like that in (7), namely, the derivations in which more than one
intermediate stage is involved in rule-based phonology (non-flat derivations) pose serious
problems to OT, which basically admits no serial derivation. This will be demonstrated by
constructing OT tableaux, each of which is followed by the corresponding tableau
constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology.
With the constraints established in (9) I will construct the OT tableau that corresponds
to derivation (7), which may supply the clue as to where problems lie. It is evident that at
the least the markedness constraints *{PW[, C#}l, *ti and *PW[n that outrank the
faithfulness constraints are respectively necessary to rule out the wrong candidates in (b),
(c) and (d).10
(10) Tableau for /li/ → [φi] in Korean in OT
/li/
*{PW[, C#}l *ti *PW[n IDENT (nas)
a. → φi
b.
li
c.
ni
d.
ni
.
.
.

IDENT (ant)

MAX
*

*!
*!
.
.
.

.
.
.

*!
.
.
.

*
*
.
.
.

8

*
.
.
.

.
.
.

Familiar constraints employed in OT are not defined.
The non-geminate l is not palatalized.
10
In the OT tableaux to follow, M and F in a C-pair will be segregated and placed in separate cells, and no
phonetic element of the constraints is bold-faced. And the term ‘derive’ will be used in the exposition of the
OT tableaux.
9
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This tableau claims that the expected surface form φi (a) is derived from the underlying
representation /li/ by the violation of the faithfulness constraint MAX. The violation of
this faithfulness constraint presupposes the satisfaction of the dominating markedness
constraint *{PW[, C#}l, the only constraint whose SD meets the underlying representation,
since faithfulness constraints militate against the disparity between underlying
representations and outputs in OT. The derivation of /li/ → [φi] at a single step by the
ranking *{PW[, C#}l » MAX entirely ignores its interconnectedness with the derivations
exemplified in (8): its interconnectedness with the derivations /lo#pak/ → [no#pak] and
/kim#li#pak/ → kim#ni#pak → [kim#ni#pak]. To capture the interconnectedness the first
intermediate candidate ni must be derived from /li/ by the violation of the faithfulness
constraint IDENT (nas) that is dominated by the markedness constraint *{PW[, C#}l as
no#pak and kim#ni#pak are respectively derived from /lo#pak/ and /kim#li#pak/. The
second intermediate candidate ni must be derived from the first intermediate candidate ni
by the violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT (ant) that is dominated by the
markedness constraint *ti as kim#ni#pak is derived from kim#ni#pak. And the surface
form φi must be derived from the second intermediate candidate ni by the violation of the
faithfulness constraint MAX that is dominated by the markedness constraint *PW[n.
In order to remedy the innate defect of OT, constraints must be allowed to apply singly
or multiply to any candidate (underlying or not) whenever their SD’s are met in Natural
Derivational Phonology. To achieve this end the basic universal ranking principle (URP)
is proposed in the first instance:
(11) Apply-M Principle (AMP)
Apply M.
M represents a constraint. Not only does AMP allow constraints to apply singly but also it
allows more than one constraint to apply simultaneously, resulting in serial derivation.
Armed with AMP and the C-pairs presented in (9), we can derive the surface form φi
from the underlying representation /li/ in Natural Derivational Phonology. *{PW[, C#}l
derives the intermediate candidate ni from the underlying representation. From this
intermediate candidate *ti derives the intermediate candidate ni. And *PW[n derives the
surface form from this last intermediate candidate. The surface form is derived serially
from the underlying representation by the constraints standing in a feeding relation mainly
according to AMP.
The serial derivation is mirrored in the following tableau. A C-pair is satisfied if the
markedness constraint is satisfied and the faithfulness constraint is violated at the same
time. The check √ represents the satisfaction of a C-pair or an unpaired constraint. In a
tableau candidates are arranged in the order of their derivation. It is therefore desirable to
number them: the underlying candidate is numbered 0, the candidate derived from it is
numbered 1, and so on.
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(12) Tableau for the Forms with l-Initial Roots in Korean in Natural Derivational
Phonology
*{PW[, C#}l » *ti »
*PW[n »
IDENT (nas)
IDENT (ant) MAX
a. /li/

b. /lo#pak/
c. /kim#li#pak/

0.
li
1.
ni
√
2.
ni
3. → φi
0.
lo#pak
1. → no#pak
√
0.
kim#li#pak
1.
kim#ni#pak √
2. → kim#ni#pak

√
√

√

In this tableau only the constraints *{PW[, C#}l, *ti and *PW[n can apply out of those
existent in Korean. As a natural result, only the candidates derived by them can be
presented. The presented order of the candidates reveals that the surface forms are derived
serially in a feeding fashion. In (a), the surface form is derived serially passing through
the consecutive stages /li/ → ni → ni → [φi], which corresponds to the rule-based
derivation in (7). At the first stage *{PW[, C#}l derives [1] from the underlying
representation, feeding *ti. Fed *ti derives [2] at the second stage. It in turn serves as the
input to *PW[n. This constraint at the last stage derives the surface form. The surface form
is derived serially from the underlying representation, passing through three stages of
changes effected by the constraints in a feeding way. *{PW[, C#}l and *PW[n are ranked
according to AMP, but see subsection 8. 3 for the ranking of *ti. The interconnectedness
between the derivation in (a) and those in (b-c) is perfectly captured in the serial
derivation mainly according to AMP in Natural Derivational Phonology: the derivation of
[1] by *{PW[, C#}l in (a) is interconnected with that of [1] by the same constraint in (b-c),
and that of [2] by *ti in (a) with that of [2] by the same constraint in (c).
I will adduce another case from a Kyungsang dialect of Korean (Choe 1974). Here the
processes for vowel fronting and vowel coalescence take part. The following examples
illustrate their effects. The suffix-initial [-back] in (b) is a subsegment. A subsegment,
which is also known as a floating feature, lacks the root node (Zoll 1996). In Korean it
does not float but it occupies its own position in a morpheme like a full segment.
(13) Vowel Fronting and Coalescence in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean11
a. /cuk-i/ → cuk-i → [cik-i] cf. /cuk-/ → [cuk-] cuk ‘die’
/s’ok-i/ → s’ok-i → [s’ek-i] cf. /s’ok-/ → [s’ok-a] s’ok ‘be cheated’
cf. /mk-i/ → [mek-i] mk ‘eat’
/sk’-i/ → [sek’-i] sk’ ‘mix’
11

In Korean  is [-high, +back, -low, -round] (see footnote 4).
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b. /ca-[-back]u/ → cæ-u → [ce-u]
cf. /ca-ko/ → [ca-ko] ca ‘sleep’
/k’a-[-back]u/ → k’æ-u → [k’e-u] cf. /k’a-ci/ → [k’a-ci] k’a ‘hatch’
cf. /s-[-back]u/ → [se-u] s ‘stand’
/i/ ‘causative, passive’ // ‘imperative’ /[-back]u/ ‘causative’
/ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’ /ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’
For the fronting of back vowels in (a), and the coalescence of a vowel and a subsegment
in (b) the C-pairs *[V, +back] C1 i » IDENT (back) and *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF
are required respectively. The vowels u and o derived from the respective vowels /u/ and
/o/ by the former are unrounded by the C-pair *[V, -back, +round] » IDENT (round).
Namely, i and e are derived through the serial derivations /u/ → u → [i] and /o/→ o → [e]
by the constraints standing in a feeding relation. And the vowel æ derived from /a-[-back]/
by the C-pair *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF is raised to e by the C-pair *[V, -back,
+low] » IDENT (low). It is derived through the serial derivation /a-[-back]/ → æ → [e] by
the constraints standing in a feeding relation.
We can construct the OT tableau for a form in (13a). It is obvious that the markedness
constraints *[V, +back] C1i and *[V, -back, +round] that outrank the faithfulness
constraints are respectively indispensable to filter out the wrong candidates in (b) and (c).
(14) Tableau for Vowel Fronting in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean in OT
/cuk-i/ *[V, +back] C1i *[V, -back, +round] IDENT (back) IDENT (round)
a. → cik-i
b. cuk-i
c. cuk-i
.
.
.

*

*

*
.
.
.

.
.
.

*!
.
.
.

*!
.
.
.

This tableau claims that the expected surface form cik-i (a) is derived from the underlying
representation /cuk-i/ by the violation of the faithfulness constraints IDENT (back) and
IDENT (round). The violation of these faithfulness constraints presupposes the satisfaction
of the dominating markedness constraint *[V, +back] C1i, the only constraint the SD of
which meets the underlying representation. The derivation at a single step by the ranking
*[V, +back] C1i » IDENT (back), IDENT (round) wholly disregards the interconnectedness
between this derivation and the derivation /mk-i/ → [mek-i]. To capture the
interconnectedness the intermediate candidate cuk-i must be derived from /cuk-i/ by the
violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT (back) that is dominated by the markedness
constraint *[V, +back] C1i as mek-i is derived from /mk-i/. And the surface form cik-i
must be derived from the intermediate candidate cuk-i by the violation of the faithfulness
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constraint IDENT (round) that is dominated by the markedness constraint *[V, -back,
+round].
We can now construct two tableaux for the forms in (13) mainly according to AMP in
Natural Derivational Phonology:
(15) Tableau for Vowel Fronting in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean in Natural
Derivational Phonology
*[V, +back] C1i » *[V, -back, +round] »
IDENT (round)
IDENT (back)
a. /cuk-i/
0.
cuk-i
√
1.
cuk-i
√
2. → cik-i
b. /mk-i/

0.
mk-i
1. → mek-i

√

In (a), the surface root vowel i is derived by *[V, -back, +round] even if the underlying /u/
cannot serve as its target. The front vowel u_ of the intermediate candidate cuk-i [1], which
is derived by *[V, +back] C1i, meets its SD. The presented order of the candidates shows
that i is derived serially by the constraints standing in a feeding relation, passing through
the stages /u/ → u → [i]. *[V, +back] C1i is ranked according to AMP, but see subsection
8. 3 for the ranking of *[V, -back, +round]. In (b), the surface form is derived by *[V,
+back] C1i. The derivation of [1] by *[V, +back] C1i in (a) is interlinked with that of the
surface form by the same constraint in (b).
(16) Tableau for Vowel Coalescence in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean in Natural
Derivational Phonology
*[V, +back] [-back]]SUB »
UNIF

a. /ca1-[-back]2u/

b. /s1-[-back]2u/

0.
ca1-[-back]2u
1.
cæ1, 2-u
2. → ce1, 2-u
0.
s1-[-back]2u
1. → se1, 2-u

*[V, -back, +low] »
IDENT (low)

√
√
√

In (a), suffice it to say that the vowel e1, 2 of the surface form is derived in a serial manner
by the constraints standing in a feeding relation, passing through the stages /a1-[-back]2/
→ æ1, 2 → [e1, 2]. *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB is ranked according to AMP, but see subsection
8. 3 for the ranking of *[V, -back, +low]. The derivation of [1] by *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB
in (a) is interlinked with that of the surface form by the same constraint in (b).
I will cite the third case from Icelandic. The process of u-Umlaut converts a to o_ when

it is followed by orthographic u (phonetic u_) with C0 intervening. And the umlauted o_
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reduces to u in an unstressed syllable (the initial syllable bears a stress). The following
derivations are illustrative (Anderson 1974, McCarthy 1994):
(17) u-Umlaut in Icelandic
/domar-um/ → domo_r-um → [domur-um] ‘judge (Dat.pl.)’ cf. domari ‘judge
(Nom.sg.)’
/hera-um/ → hero_-um → [heru-um] ‘region (Dat.pl.)’ cf. hera ‘region
(Nom.sg.)’
The surface root vowel u in the unstressed syllable is derived from /a/, undergoing the
serial change /a/ → o__ → [u]. The C-pair *aC0u (u-UMLAUT) » IDENT (back, low, round)
takes care of the process of u-Umlaut. And the C-pair *[-stress, -high, -low] » IDENT
(high) forbids unstressed mid vowels.
We can now construct the OT tableau for a form in (17). It is indubitable that the
markedness constraints u-UMLAUT and *[-stress, -high, -low] that outrank the faithfulness
constraints are respectively essential to discard the wrong candidates in (b) and (c).
(18) Tableau for /domar-um/ → [domur-um] in Icelandic in OT
/domar-um/ u*[-stress, -high, -low] IDENT (back,
UMLAUT
low, round)
*(?)
a. → domur-um
b.
domar-um *!
*!
*
c.
domo__r-um
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

IDENT
(high)
*

.
.
.

This tableau claims that the expected surface form domur-um (a) is derived from the
underlying representation /domar-um/ by the violation of the faithfulness constraints
IDENT (back, low, round) and IDENT (high). The violation of these faithfulness constraints
presupposes the satisfaction of the dominating markedness constraint u-UMLAUT, the
only constraint whose SD meets the underlying representation. The derivation of u from
/a/ at a single step by the ranking u-UMLAUT » IDENT (back, low, round), IDENT (high)
creates insuperable difficulties owing to such derivations as /barn-um/ → [born-um]
(‘child (Dat. pl.)’). To capture the interconnectedness the intermediate candidate domo_rum must be derived from /domar-um/ as born-um is derived from /barn-um/ by the
violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT (back, low, round) that is dominated by the
markedness constraint u-UMLAUT. And the surface form domur-um must be derived from
the intermediate candidate domo_r-um by the violation of the faithfulness constraint IDENT
(high) that is dominated by the markedness constraint *[-stress, -high, -low]. Moreover,
the violation of the subfaithfulness constraint IDENT (back) of the faithfulness constraint
IDENT (back, low, round) cannot be justified in deriving the expected surface form, since
[+back] of the underlying /a/ remains unchanged in its surface realization of u. The
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faithfulness constraint IDENT (back, low, round) that includes the subfaithfulness
constraint IDENT (back) is, however, indispensable for derivations like /barn-um/ →
[born-um].
We can now construct the tableau for u-UMLAUT mainly according to AMP in
Natural Derivational Phonology:
(19) Tableau for u-UMLAUT in Icelandic in Natural Derivational Phonology
u-UMLAUT »
*[-stress, -high, -low] »
IDENT (back, low, round) IDENT (high)
a. /domar-um/ 0.
domar-um
1.
domo__r-um √
b. /barn-um/

2. → domur-um
0.
barn-um
1. → born-um

√
√

In (a), u-UMLAUT derives [1], changing /a/ to o__. *[-stress, -high, -low] derives [2],

changing o_ of [1] to u. The presented order of the candidates reveals that u is derived in a
serial fashion by the constraints standing in a feeding relation, passing through the stages
/a/ → o__ → [u]. u-UMLAUT is ranked according to AMP, but see subsection 8. 3 for the
ranking of *[-stress, -high, -low]. 12 The derivation of [1] by u-UMLAUT in (a) is
interconnected with that of the surface form by the same constraint in (b).
In the last place, Korean provides a case in which a sequence of segments undergoes
serial change. In the following examples the processes participating in (a) and (b) apply
serially in (c):
(20) Deletion of  and l in Korean (Lee 1976)
a. Deletion of  after l
/sal-myn/ → [sal-φmyn] sal ‘live’
/ul-myn/ → [ul-φmyn] ul ‘weep’
/al-myn/ → [al-φmyn] al ‘know’
cf. /mak-myn/ → [mak-myn] mak ‘prevent’
b. Deletion of l before n
/sal-na/ → [saφ-na] cf. /sal-ko/ → [sal-ko]
/ul-ne/ → [uφ-ne] cf. /ul-ci/ → [ul-ci]
/al-ni/ → [aφ-n)i] cf. /al-ko/ → [al-ko]

12

See footnote 16. Even if u-UMLAUT is to be ranked according to ACP (102) that will be established in
subsection 8. 2, it remains certain that the expected surface form in (a) is derived in a serial fashion.
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c. Serial Derivation of /l-n/ → l-φn → [φ-φna]
/sal-na/ → sal-φna → [saφ-φna]
/ul-na/ → ul-φna → [uφ-φna]
/al-na/ → al-φna → [aφ-φna]
cf. /mak-na/ → [mak-na]
/myn/ ‘condition (if)’ /na/ ‘interrogative’ /ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’
/ne/ ‘declarative’ /ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’ /ni/ ‘interrogative’
/na/ ‘conjunctive (but)’
The vowel  is deleted after l (a), and l is deleted before n (b). In (c), the sequence /l-n/
reduces to φ-φn, passing through the serial stages /l-n/ → l-φn → [φ-φn] by the processes
operative in (a) and (b). For the deletion of  and l the C-pairs *l » MAX and *ln » MAX
are respectively required.
The established constraints construct the OT tableau for a form in (20c). It is apparent
that the markedness constraints *l and *ln that outrank the faithfulness constraint MAX
are respectively necessary to rule out the wrong candidates in (b) and (c).
(21) Tableau for /sal-na/ → [saφ-φna] in Korean in OT
/sal-na/ *l *ln MAX
a. → saφ-φna
b.
sal-na
c.
sal-φna
.
.
.

**
*!
.
.
.

*!
.
.
.

*
.
.
.

This tableau asserts that the expected surface form saφ-φna (a) is derived from the
underlying representation /sal-na/ by two violations of the faithfulness constraint MAX.
The violations of this faithfulness constraint presuppose the satisfaction of the dominating
markedness constraint *l, the only constraint the SD of which meets the underlying
representation. The derivation /sal-na/ → [saφ-φna] at a single step by the ranking *l »
MAX makes it utterly impossible for its interconnectedness with the derivations in (20a-b)
to be captured. To capture the interconnectedness the intermediate candidate sal-φna must
be derived from /sal-na/ by one violation of the faithfulness constraint MAX that is
dominated by the markedness constraint *l as sal-φmyn is derived from /sal-myn/.
And the surface form saφ-φna must be derived from the intermediate form sal-φna by one
violation of the faithfulness constraint MAX that is dominated by the markedness
constraint *ln as saφ-na is derived from /sal-na/.
In Natural Derivational Phonology AMP authorizes the following tableau for the forms
in (20) to be constructed:
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(22) Tableau for the Forms in (20) in Korean in Natural Derivational Phonology
*ln » MAX
*l » MAX
a. /sal-na/

b. /sal-myn/
c. /sal-na/

0.
sal-na
1.
sal-φna
2. → saφ-φna
0.
sal-myn
1. → sal-φmyn
0.
sal-na
1. → saφ-na

√
√
√
√

In (a), the intermediate candidate [1] is derived from the underlying representation by *l.
The surface form is derived from [1] by *ln. The surface structure φ-φn is derived from
the underlying structure /l-n/ by the constraints standing in a feeding relation, going
through the serial stages /l-n/ → l-φn → [φ-φn], according to AMP. The derivation of [1]
by *l in (a) is interconnected with that of the surface form by the same constraint in (b),
and that of [2] by *ln in (a) with that of the surface form by the same constraint in (c).13
Note that the surface forms in (a) and (c) are the same.
Undoubtedly, the problems encountered in non-flat derivations are perplexing to OT. It
has nonetheless been demonstrated that they are solved naturally in Natural Derivational
Phonology: surface forms are derived serially by the constraints standing in a feeding
relation mostly according to AMP.
3. AMP and Cyclic Application
It is claimed that cyclic application of rules resolves certain ordering paradoxes (Kiparsky
1982, 1985). An ordering paradox, however, will be proven to be resolved by the
application of constraints according to AMP in Natural Derivational Phonology.
A typical case will be drawn from Catalan (Mascaro 1976, Kiparsky 1985, Kenstowicz
1994). In the following examples the nasal consonant n is assimilated to the point of
articulation of the following consonant, and the word-final stop drops after a homorganic
nasal consonant.

13

In view of such derivations as /tal-ko/ → [tal-ko] (*[talφ-ko]) (/tal/ ‘different’) *l must be
constrained by the DC on itself constituted from the DC schema (35) to be established in section 5; it
requires that *l not apply to the non-derived intramorphemic structure l (see also (154c)).
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(23) Nasal Assimilation and Cluster Simplification in Catalan
a. /bEn/ → [bEn] 3. sg. bEn ‘sell’
/bEn-s/ → [bEn-s] 2. sg.
/bEn-k/ → [bEN-φ] 1. sg.
→ [binφ] ‘twenty’
→ [bint-E] ‘twentieth’

b. /bint/
/bint-E/

/bint pan-s/ → [bimφ pan-s] ‘twenty breads’
/bint kap-s/ → [biNφ kap-s] ‘twenty heads’
c. /bEn-k bint pan-s/ → [bEN-φ bimφ pan-s] ‘I sell twenty breads’
The rule of nasal assimilation and the rule of cluster simplification are required for the
two phenomena mentioned above.
According to Kiparsky (1985), the (23c) form is derived in a cyclic fashion in Lexical
Phonology as in the following:
(24) Nasal Assimilation and Cluster Simplification in Catalan in Lexical Phonology
/bEN-k
biNt
paN-s/
Underlying Representation
Lexical
bEN-k
bint
pan-s
Nasal Assimilation
bEN-φ

binφ

____

____
____
[bEN-φ]

bimφ
____
____
____
[bimφ] [pan-s]

Cluster Simplification
Postlexical
Nasal Assimilation
Cluster Simplification
Surface Representation

Nasal Assimilation is both lexical and postlexical: it must both precede and follow Cluster
Simplification. Note that the stem-final m of the surface form bEN-φ bimφ pan-s is
derived by the postlexical Nasal Assimilation.
The rules employed in (24) can be stated as the following constraints:
(25) Constraints in Catalan
a. Nasal Assimilation: Assimilate n (or N) to the following consonant in place of
articulation (NA)
b. Cluster Simplification: *[[C, +nas] [C, -son, -cont]]PL]PW (CS) » MAX
In Natural Derivational Phonology these two constraints apply in a serial fashion
according to AMP.
The serial application is exemplified in the tableau for the (23c = 24) form:
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(26) Tableau for Nasal Assimilation and Cluster Simplification in Catalan
/bEn-k bint pan-s/ NA CS » MAX
bEN-k binφ pan-s

√

√

2. → bEN-φ bimφ pan-s

√

√

1.

NA and CS respectively apply to /bEn-k/ and /bint/, deriving [1], according to AMP. In
deriving the surface form CS applies to the intermediate form bEN-k, and NA, fed by CS,

applies to the intermediate form binφ pan-s, according to AMP. The surface form is
derived in a serial manner according to AMP.14
The serial application of constraints according to AMP successfully deals with the case
that exploits cyclic application without having to distinguish between ‘Lexical’ and
‘Postlexical’. In a sense cyclic application in Lexical Phonology is a precursor of serial
derivation according to AMP that allows constraints to apply whenever their SD’s are
met.
4. AMP and Local Ordering
Aided by a URP to be established in this section and another URP (NRP (82)) to be
established in subsection 8. 1, AMP deals properly with the cases for which the principles
of natural ordering that embrace the theory of local ordering are proposed. For them,
naturally, constraints have only to apply in a serial fashion in accordance with the natural
ranking of URP’s that include AMP in Natural Derivational Phonology.
The Icelandic u-Umlaut process will be treated on the basis of the analyses made and
the data presented in Anderson (1974) and McCarthy (1994) (see also Anderson 1972,
Oresnik 1972, 1977, Kiparsky 1993, Lakoff 1993 and Kenstowicz 1994). Recall that a is
converted to o_ by the process of u-Umlaut when it is followed by orthographic u

(phonetic u_) with C0 intervening (see (17)). The following data are representative.
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Even if the archiphoneme /N/ is posited as in (24), the result will be the same. We may reconstruct this
tableau with the archiphoneme /N/:
(i) Tableau for Nasal Assimilation and Cluster Simplification in Catalan
/bEN-k biNt paN- NA CS » MAX
s/
√√√
1.
bEN-k bint pan-s
2.

√√

bEN-φ binφ pan-s

3. → bEN-φ bimφ pan-s

√

According to AMP, three instantiations of NA derive [1], feeding CS, two instantiations of fed CS derive
[2], and NA, fed by CS, reapplies to [2], deriving [3].
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(27) u-Umlaut in Icelandic
a. Canonical Case
/barn-um/ → [bo_rn-um] ‘child (Dat. pl.)’ cf. barn ‘child’
/svang-u/ → [svo_ng-u] ‘hungry (Neut. Dat. sg.)’ cf. svangt ‘hungry
(Neut. Nom. sg.)’
/kall-um/ → (vi) [ko_ll-um] ‘(we) call’ cf. (eg) kalla ‘(I) call’
b. Trigger Available at an Intermediate Stage
/ragin-um/ → [ro_gφn-um] ‘gods (Dat. pl.)’ cf. ragna ‘gods (Gen. pl.)’
/katil-um/ → [ko_tφl-um] ‘kettle (Dat. pl.)’ cf. katli ‘kettle (Dat. sg.)’
/alen-um/ → [o_lφn-um] ‘ell of cloth (Dat. pl.)’ cf. alin ‘ell of cloth’
c. Deleted u as a Trigger
/πag-ul-an/ → [πo__g-φl-an] (*[πag-φl-an]) ‘taciturn (Masc. Acc. sg.)’ cf. πagga ‘to
silence’
/bagg-ul-e/ → [bo_gg-φl-i] (*[bagg-φl-i]) ‘parcel (Dat. sg.)’ cf. baggi ‘package,
parcel’
/jak-ul-e/ → [jo_k-φl-i] (*[jak-φl-i]) ‘glacier (Dat. sg.)’ cf. jaki ‘piece of ice’
d. Reduction of the Umlauted Vowel in Unstressed Syllables
/domar-um/ → [domur-um] ‘judge (Dat. pl.)’ cf. domari ‘judge (Nom. sg.)’
/hera-um/ → [heru-um] ‘region (Dat. pl.)’ cf. hera ‘region (Nom. sg.)’
e. Iterative Application
/fatna-um/ → [fo_tnu-um] ‘suit of clothes (Dat. pl.)’ cf. fatna ‘suit of clothes
(Nom. sg.)’
/bakar-um/ → [bo_kur-um] ‘baker (Dat. pl.)’ cf. bakari ‘baker (Neut. sg.)’
In (a), the rule of u-UMLAUT derives the surface forms in a simple manner. The
unstressed vowel in the forms in (b-c) is syncopated roughly in the context C _____ C - V
(Anderson 1974: 142).15 Paradoxically, in rule-based phonology the rule of syncope must
both precede the rule of Umlaut (as in deriving the surface forms in (b)) and follow it (as
in deriving the surface forms in (c)). To resolve the paradox Anderson (1974) proposes
the theory of local ordering. For the forms in (b) the rule of syncope and the rule of uUMLAUT apply in a feeding fashion (/ragin-um/ → ragφn-um (by the rule of syncope) →
[ro_gφn-um] (by the rule of u-UMLAUT)) (cf. (29b)), while for the forms in (c) they must
apply in a counterbleeding fashion (/πag-ul-an/ → πo__g-ul-an (by the rule of u-UMLAUT)
→ [πo__g-φl-an] (by the rule of syncope)) (cf. (29c)). This way of derivations accords with
the theory of local ordering. See (17) for the forms in (d).
In forms like those in (27e) the underlying trigger u causes the second a to umlaut to o,_
which is reduced to u in the unstressed syllable. The reduced u in turn causes the
preceding a to be umlauted. This manner of derivation is not allowed in the standard rule15

According to Anderson, further conditions must be imposed on “the relation between the consonant
following the syncopated vowel and the structure of the preceding syllable”.
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based phonology. The obstacle is surmounted in accordance with the principles of natural
ordering (Anderson 1974: 188-189). The following derivation complies with them:
(28) Derivation of a Form in (27e) in Accordance with the Principles of Natural Ordering
/fatna-um/ Underlying Representation
fatno_-um
Umlaut
fatnu-um
fo_tnu-um

Vowel Reduction
Umlaut

[fo_tnu-um]

Surface Representation

The application of Vowel Reduction at the intermediate stage creates the environment in
which Umlaut can reapply.
In analyzing the forms in (27) in Natural Derivational Phonology, the following Cpairs (including those employed in (19)) are required. The C-pair *aC0u (u-UMLAUT) »
IDENT (back, low, round) is posited for the process of u-Umlaut. The C-pair *[-stress, high, -low] » IDENT (high) bans unstressed mid vowels (the initial syllable bears a stress).
And the C-pair SYNC » MAX is responsible for the process of syncope.
The established C-pairs construct the tableau for the (27) forms:
(29) Tableau for u-Umlaut in Icelandic (M = M-fed)
SYNC » u-UMLAUT »
*[-stress, -high, -low] »
MAX
IDENT (back, low, round) IDENT (high)
a. /svang-u/
√
1. → svo_ng-u
b. /ragin-um/
1.
ragφn-um
2. → ro_gφn-um
c.

/πag-ul-an/

1.

πo__g-ul-an

2. → πo__g-φl-an
d.
1.

/hera-um/
hero_-um

√
√
M

√

√
√
√

2. → heru-um
e.
1.

/fatna-um/
fatno_-um

2.
fatnu-um
3. → fo_tnu-um

√
√
√
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A URP must be established prior to explicating this tableau. The terms to be employed
need to be defined. The constraints whose SD’s meet the overlapping structure in the
same input candidate are said to stand in an overlapping (O-) relation, and the constraints
whose SD’s meet the non-overlapping structures in the same input candidate are said to
stand in a non-overlapping (NO-) relation. Derivatively, constraints can be said to be Orelated or NO-related, to O-apply or NO-apply, and to O-derive or NO-derive a
candidate. Now for the question of establishing the URP. As regards the underlying
representation /πag-ul-an/ in subtableau (29c), the two constraints u-UMLAUT and SYNC
are O-related, but the former must apply before the latter, deriving the candidate πo_g-ulan. Notice that the application of u-UMLAUT that is O-related with SYNC to the underlying
representation derives the candidate πo_g-ul-an that meets the SD of SYNC. To the

candidate πo_g-ul-an SYNC applies, deriving the surface form πo_g-φl-an. The problem,
however, is how to make u-UMLAUT take precedence over SYNC. Noticing that uUMLAUT that is O-related with SYNC derives the structure that meets the SD of SYNC, we
may establish the following URP:

(30) Maximal Feeding Principle (MFP)
Apply M if and only if M M-feeds M.
Definition: M M-feeds M if M can derive the candidate with a structure Sn+1 from
the candidate with a structure Sn, where Sn and Sn+1 are identical except
the change(s) to be made by constraint(s), and both Sn and Sn+1 meet the
SD of M.
The constraints to be ranked by the same URP, which is checked by the natural ranking of
URP’s, are qualified to stand in an M-feeding relation. And once the M-feeding constraint
is established, it may apply with other constraints according to the URP that ranks it
previous to its establishment.
With MFP established I will return to the tableau for u-Umlaut in Icelandic. Even when
the same two rules or the corresponding two C-pairs must apply in a feeding manner on
the one hand and they must apply in a counterbleeding manner on the other, no problem
arises in Natural Derivational Phonology: every constraint has only to apply according to
AMP along with MFP and NRP in compliance with the natural ranking of URP’s. In (a),
u-UMLAUT derives [1] according to AMP. In (b), SYNC and u-UMLAUT apply in a serial
manner according to AMP, deriving [1] and [2]. In (c), u-UMLAUT M-feeds SYNC in
accordance with the natural ranking MFP » AMP, deriving [1]. M-fed SYNC derives [2]
according to AMP. The O-application of u-UMLAUT and SYNC to the underlying
representation according to AMP could derive the expected surface form. But the natural
ranking MFP » AMP precludes it. In (d-e), u-UMLAUT derives [1] according to AMP. *[stress, -high, -low] derives [2] according to NRP (82). (See also (19a) for (d).) In (e), uUMLAUT, fed by *[-stress, -high, -low], reapplies to [2] according NRP, deriving [3].16
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I am not quite sure whether u-UMLAUT is ranked according to AMP or ACP (102). If it is an allophonic
constraint to be ranked according to ACP, problems arise, because M-feeding M and M-fed M are to be
ranked according to the same URP. The discussion leading to the establishment of MFP will then prove
unfounded. And the derivation of [1] in (29c) must be reconsidered; we must establish an E-constraint on u20

The basic universal ranking principle AMP, assisted by the two universal ranking
principles MFP and NRP, renders unnecessary the principles of natural ordering that
embrace the theory of local ordering. It is no accident that the derivations in (29b-c)
accord with those in compliance with the theory of local ordering and the derivation in
(29e) accords with that in compliance with the principles of natural ordering in (28). In a
way the principles of natural ordering are harbingers of serial derivation in accordance
with the natural ranking of URP’s in Natural Derivational Phonology.

Part II. Derivedness
Section 5 will discuss the problems that may arise out of the application of constraints in
the intramorphemic or non-intramorphemic environment not derived phonologically. Here
the basic universal ranking principle AMP alone cannot bring about expected results.
Constraints are to be constrained by the instantiations of an E-constraint schema that rule
out their products. In section 6, in the meantime, it will be shown that constraints may
apply in the non-derived intramorphemic environment without regard to this schema.
They affect abstract structures, produce allophonic segments, or do the work of
morpheme structure conditions (MSC’s). And richness of the base will be reviewed in
terms of Natural Derivational Phonology.
5. Derived Environments
A constraint lain buried for a long while has come to be reinterpreted in Natural
Derivational Phonology. It was evolved from and intended to supplement Kiparsky’s
(1973b) Revised Alternation Condition presented below:
(31) Revised Alternation Condition (RAC)17
Non-automatic neutralization processes apply only to derived forms.
Definition: A form is derived with respect to rule R if it meets the SD of R by virtue
of the application of a rule or the combination of morphemes.
Its establishment was prompted by Kenstowicz & Kisseberth’s (1977) indication that nonautomatic neutralization rules may apply in the non-derived environment.
A case in point is given us by the derivation in (b) below in Yawelmani:

(32) i-Epenthesis and Vowel Shortening in Yawelmani
UMLAUT to the effect that u-UMLAUT to be ranked according to ACP must be ranked according to AMP in
case it is O-related with SYNC. Nevertheless, the validity of MFP, as formulated in (30), will not be
affected. And even if u-UMLAUT is ranked according to ACP, the serial derivations in (b, d-e) present no
problem. The argument about the establishment of MFP will be put forward again when explicating
subtableau (87b).
17
See Kiparsky (1973b) for the definition of non-automatic neutralization processes.
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a. /a:ml-hin/ ‘helps’ b. /a:ml-al/ ‘might help’
a:mil-hin
_____
_____
aml-al
[a:mil-hin]
[aml-al]

Underlying Representations
i-Epenthesis (φ → i / C _____ C{C, #})
Shortening (V: → [-long] / _____ C{C, #})
Surface Representations

In (b), Shortening, which is a non-automatic neutralization rule according to Kenstowicz
& Kisseberth (1977: 212), should apply to the non-derived intramorphemic string a:ml of
/a:ml-al/ to derive the surface form aml-al. This clearly constitutes a counterexample to
RAC.
On the basis of the cases which led Kiparsky (1973b) to motivate RAC and those
which evidently go counter to it, including the Yawelmani case, the constraint in question
was proposed in Lee (1982):
(33) No Reanalyzing Constraint (NRC)
The application of a phonological rule may not cause a morpheme to be reanalyzed.
The Finnish data adduced by Kiparsky in support of RAC as well as the Yawelmani case
were reconsidered in terms of NRC. In Finnish the non-automatic neutralization t → s
rule (t → s / _____ i) must not apply to the non-derived intramorphemic sequence ti of
/koti/ ‘house.’ Its application would change every underlying sequence ti to si in the
paradigm of /koti/, since a rule cannot apply to the intramorphemic structure without
affecting the same structure of the words belonging to the same paradigm. The across-theboard change of /koti(-…)/ to kosi(-…) by the t → s rule in the paradigm of /koti/ would
cause the morpheme /koti/ to be reanalyzed as /kosi/, compelling the latter to supersede
the former. Hence, the t → s rule is blocked by NRC from applying to the non-derived
intramorphemic sequence ti of /koti(-…)/. Contrariwise, the t → s rule applies to the
intramorphemic sequence ti in veti which is derived from /vete/ ‘water, Nom.’ by the
raising rule (e → i / _____ #), yielding the surface form vesi, without violating NRC. Its
application does not cause the morpheme /vete/ to be reanalyzed as /vesi/. It does not
change every underlying sequence te to si in the paradigm of /vete/: the surface
morpheme vesi has its allomorph vete in vete-na of /vete-na/ ‘water, Ess.’. In comparison,
Shortening converts the non-derived intramorphemic sequence a:ml of /a:ml-al/ to aml
in deriving the surface form aml-al in (32b). Yet its application does not contravene
NRC, because the surface morpheme aml has the allomorph a:mil in the surface form
a:mil-hin in (32a), which preserves the underlying long a:. Hence, Shortening affords no
excuse for reanalyzing the morpheme /a:ml/ as /aml/.
Despite the responsible task to discharge NRC possesses a serious drawback: it must
search every nook and cranny of the paradigm of a morpheme to check if the application
of a constraint in it causes the morpheme to be reanalyzed or not. It is not sufficiently
straightforward to filter out the candidates that violate it. 18 Eventually, an appropriate
version will take its place.
18

From now on NRC is interpreted to say that the application of a constraint may not cause a morpheme to
be reanalyzed.
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I will first consider the neutralization palatalization phenomenon in Korean for the
establishment of a Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC. In Korean the
neutralization palatalization process converts the coronal anterior consonant to a palatal
consonant when it is followed by i or y (cf. (9b)). Examine the following derivations to
see how it works (Lee 1976, 1980):
(34) Neutralization Palatalization in Korean
a. In the Non-Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/ti/ → [ti] (*[ci]) ‘where’
/pti/ → [pti] (*[pci]) ‘bear, stand’
b. In the Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/t’-[-back]u/ → [t’i-u] (→ *[c’i-u]) cf. /t’-ko/ → [t’-ko] t’ ‘float’
/t-[-back]u/ → [ti-u] (→ *[ci-u]) cf. /t-ci / → [t-ci] t ‘sprout’
c. In the Intermorphemic Environment19
/kut-i/ → [kuc-i]
cf. /kut-na / → [kut-na] kut ‘harden’
/pat-i/ → [pac-i] cf. /pat-e/ → [pat-e] pat ‘field, farm’
/[-back]u/ ‘causative’ /ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’ /ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’
/i/ ‘adverbial, nominative’ /na/ ‘conjunctive (but)’ /e/ ‘locative’
The neutralization palatalization process is blocked in the non-derived intramorphemic
environment (a), and it is blocked in the derived intramorphemic environment (b). And
naturally, it applies in the intermorphemic environment (c).
The C-pair *ti » IDENT (ant) in (9b) for the allophonic palatalization suffices for the
neutralization palatalization. And the C-pair *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF is required
for the coalescence of  and the subsegment [-back] for the forms in (34b). To rule out
the wrong forms in the parentheses in (34a), namely, the outputs of the neutralization
constraint *ti that applies to the non-derived intramorphemic structure it is necessary to
employ an E-constraint on *ti. (The forms in (34b) will be discussed later.) It needs must
require that the candidate with the structure derived by the neutralization constraint *ti in
the non-derived intramorphemic environment be filtered out. We can therefore establish
the following derivedness constraint schema (cf. the ranking schema for DEE’s (145)):

(35) Derivedness Constraint (DC) Schema20
Neutralization M must
(a) apply to SD if its SD is met in SI, or
19
20

‘Intermorphemic’ means ‘across-a-morpheme-boundary.’
Neutralization M’s are those which do not yield an allophonic segment.
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(b) apply only to SD.
Where SD = the structure derived phonologically.
Condition: SD can be SD by a specific M.
The DC on *ti, an instantiation of the DC schema, can now be stated. The
neutralization constraint *ti, an instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the
DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The DC on *ti says that *ti must apply to
derived structure if its SD is met in the intramorphemic structure. Note that the allophonic
*ti does not observe the DC on *ti (see (12)). In addition, for the forms in (34b) an
instantiation of the CFC schema (65) to be established in section 7 must be invoked. *ti,
an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (b) from the CFC schema with a
specific M = *[V, +back][-back]]SUB, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on *ti says
that *ti must not apply to the structure derived by *[V, +back][-back]]SUB.
With the DC on *ti and the CFC on *ti at our disposal we can construct the tableau for
the forms in (34). E-constraints and constraints are demarcated with a vertical thick line.
(36) Tableau for Neutralization Palatalization in Korean
DC CFC *ti » IDENT (ant)

a. /ti/
b. /t’-[-back]u/
c. /kut-i/

0. → ti
1.
ci
1. → t’i-u
2.
c’i-u
1. → kuc-i

*[V, +back][-back]]SUB » UNIF

√

*

√
*

√
√

In (a), *ti derives [1], but it violates DC, since it applies to the non-derived
intramorphemic structure. The DC on *ti, an instantiation of the DC schema, empowers
the candidate derived by *ti that applies to the non-derived intramorphemic structure to be
nullified. In (b), *[V, +back][-back]]SUB derives [1]. *ti applies to the structure derived by
*[V, +back][-back]]SUB, deriving [2]; hence, it violates CFC. In (c), *ti derives [1]
intermorphemically, which makes it immune to DC.
I will next discuss the cases adduced from Finnish, Sanskrit and Estonian, closely
following the exposition made and the data presented in Kiparsky (1973b). (He
established RAC on the basis of these cases.) The CFC schema an instantiation of which
is invoked in (36) has nothing to do with these cases.
The Finnish t → s phenomenon touched on at the outset of this section will first be
discussed. The t → s rule changes t to s before i in the derived intramorphemic
environment and across a morpheme boundary. Examples of this phenomenon follow:
(37) Finnish t → s Phenomenon
a. In the Non-Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/koti/ → [koti] (*[kosi]) ‘house’ /tila/ → [tila] (*[sila]) ‘room’
/aiti/ → [aiti] (*[aisi]) ‘mother’
b. In the Derived Intramorphemic Environment
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/vete/ → veti → [vesi] (*[veti]) ‘water (Nom.)’
cf. /vete-na/ → [vete-na] ‘water (Ess.)’
c. In the Intermorphemic Environment
/halut-i/ → [halus-i] ‘wanted’ cf. /halut-a/ → [halut-a] ‘to want’
The t → s rule and the raising rule are respectively transformed into the C-pairs *ti »
IDENT (cont) and *e]PW » IDENT (high). *ti must not apply in the intramorphemic
environment not derived phonologically (a). It applies in the derived intramorphemic
environment (b). And it applies in the intermorphemic environment (c). In consequence,
*ti must be constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint *ti, an
instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the
DC on itself. The DC on *ti says that *ti must apply to derived structure if its SD is met
in the intramorphemic structure.
The tableau for the (37) forms will show how the DC on *ti works:
(38) Tableau for the Finnish t → s Phenomenon
DC *e]PW » IDENT (high) *ti » IDENT (cont)
a. /koti/
0. → koti
1.
kosi
*
√
b. /vete/
1.
veti
√
2. → vesi
√
c. /halut-i/ 1. → halus-i
√
In (a), *ti derives [1], but it violates DC, since it applies to the non-derived
intramorphemic structure. In (b), *e]PW derives [1]. *ti derives [2], but it does not violate
DC, since it applies to the intramorphemic structure derived phonologically. In (c), it
derives [1] intermorphemically without violating DC.
Secondly, I will discuss Sanskrit Ruki phenomenon. The Ruki rule changes s to the
retroflex s` in the context {r, u, k, i} _____ . Just as in Finnish, it applies in the derived
intramorphemic environment and across a morpheme boundary. The following data
exemplify this:

(39) Sanskrit Ruki Phenomenon
a. In the Non-Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/kusuma/ → [kusuma] (*[kusuma]) ‘flower’ /pis/ → [pis] (*[pis]) ‘move’
/barsa/ → [barsa] (*[barsa]) ‘tip’ /kisalaya/ → [kisalaya] (*[kisalaya]) ‘sprout’
b. In the Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/s¤a#s-ta/
→ s¤is-ta → [s¤is-t`a]
‘taught’
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/ja-ghas-anti/ → ja-ks-ati → [ja-ks-ati] ghas ‘eat’
c. In the Intermorphemic Environment
2. sg.
bi-bhar-si ‘carry’
cf. da-da#-si
‘give’
Aor.
a-bha#r-s-am ‘I carried’
cf. a-ya#-s-am ‘I gave’
Fut.
vak-sya-ti ‘he will say’
cf. kram-sya-ti ‘he will go’
Desid. ni-n-sa-ti ‘he wants to lead’ cf. di-da#-sa-ti ‘he wants to give’
Dat. pl. agni-su
‘fire’
cf. sena#-su
‘army’
The markedness constraint *{r, u, k, i}s (RUKI) is required. RUKI constitutes a C-pair
with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (ant), which is based on the ground that s is [+ant, distr] and s is [-ant, -distr] (cf. Kenstowicz 1994: 31). It must not apply in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment (a). In (b), the vowel a# of the root /s¤a#s/ ‘instruct’ of the first
form is weakened to i in the weak grade environment. Hence, RUKI applies to the derived
intramorphemic sequence i plus s. Almost the same can be said of the second form. And
RUKI applies in the intermorphemic environment (c). Consequently, it must be
constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint RUKI, an instantiation of M
in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The
DC on RUKI says that RUKI must apply to derived structure if its SD is met in the
intramorphemic structure. The weakening process operative in the derivation of the first
form in (b) is taken care of by the C-pair VWEAK » F (a# → i).21
Thanks to the DC on RUKI the tableau for the forms in (39) can be constructed:
(40) Tableau for the Sanskrit Ruki Phenomenon
DC VWEAK » F (a# → i)
a. /kusuma/
0. → kusuma
*
1.
kusuma
b. /s¤a#s-ta/
1.
s¤is-ta
√
2. → s¤is-t`a
c. /bi-bhar-si/ 1. → bi-bhar-si

RUKI » IDENT (ant)
√
√
√

In (a), RUKI derives [1], but it violates DC, since it applies to the non-derived
intramorphemic structure. In (b), VWEAK derives [1]. RUKI derives [2], but it does not
violate DC, since it applies to the derived intramorphemic structure. In (c), it derives [1]
intermorphemically without violating DC.
In the third place, the phenomenon of vowel lowering in Estonian will be discussed. A
rule lowers a high vowel adjacent to another vowel in the derived intramorphemic
environment. The following examples illustrate its behavior (see also Kenstowicz &
Kisseberth 1970):
(41) Vowel Lowering in Estonian
21

The faithfulness constraint F (A → B) militates against the change of A to B.
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Gen.
Nom.
a. In the Non-Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/luu/GEN → [luu] (*[loo])
cf. /luu/ → [luu] ‘bone’
b. In the Derived Intramorphemic Environment
/tuba/GEN → tuφa → [toφa]
cf. tuba→ [tuba] ‘room’
/viga/GEN → viφa → [veφa]
cf. viga → [viga] ‘fault’
/lugu/GEN → luφu → luφo → [loφo] cf. lugu → [lugu] ‘story’
The process of vowel lowering leaves unscathed the high vowel in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment (a). And it lowers the high vowel in the intramorphemic
environment derived by the process of consonant gradation (b).
The process of consonant gradation deletes the lax unvoiced stops b, d, and g in certain
contexts. The C-pair CONSGRAD » MAX takes charge of this process. And the C-pair
*V[V, +high]]MIRROR IMAGE (LOWERMI) » IDENT (high) takes charge of vowel lowering.
LOWERMI must not apply in the intramorphemic environment not derived phonologically
in (41a). Meanwhile, the triggering vowel and the target high vowel in the genitive forms
in (41b) come to be adjacent as a result of the satisfaction of CONSGRAD, which creates
the environment derived phonologically. LOWERMI thus applies to the derived
intramorphemic environment legitimately. Consequently, LOWERMI is to be constrained
by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint LOWERMI, an instantiation of M in the
DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The DC on
LOWERMI says that LOWERMI must apply to derived structure if its SD is met in the
intramorphemic structure.
The DC on LOWERMI permits the tableau for the forms in (41) to be constructed:
(42) Tableau for Vowel Lowering in Estonian
DC CONSGRAD » MAX
a. /luu/GEN 0. → luu
1.
luo
*
2.
lou
*
b. /tuba/GEN 1.
tuφa
√
2. → toφa
c. /lugu/GEN 1.
luφu
√
2.
luφo
3. → loφo

LOWERMI » IDENT (high)
√
√
√
√
√

In (a), the non-mirror-image subconstraint of LOWERMI derives [1] from [0] and its
mirror-image subconstraint derives [2] from [0] too.22 The two candidates both violate
DC, since the two subconstraints apply to the non-derived intramorphemic structure. If a
candidate violates an E-constraint crucially, derivation resumes from the nearest correct
candidate (in such a way that the same E-constraint is not violated). Accordingly, [2] is
derived from [0]. In (b-c), CONSGRAD derives [1]. In (b), LOWERMI derives [2], but it
22

It is assumed that the non-mirror-image subconstraint of a mirror-image constraint overrides its mirrorimage subconstraint (see Lee 2009d).
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does not violate DC, since it applies to the derived intramorphemic structure. In (c), the
non-mirror-image subconstraint of LOWERMI derives [2] and its mirror-image
subconstraint derives [3]. They do not violate DC, since they apply to the derived
intramorphemic structure.
Lastly, in Makassarese, an Austronesian language of South Sulawesi province,
Indonesia, the words ending in the coda consonant s, r or l are provided with an
epenthetic copy of the preceding vowel, and only the words with the copied vowel can
have the glottal stop  added word-finally. This is illustrated in the following examples
(McCarthy & Prince 1994, McCarthy 2002; see also Aronoff, Basri & Broselow 1987):
(43) -Addition in Makassarese
a. -Addition Prohibited in the Non-Derived Environment
/lompo/ → [lompo] (*[lompo]) ‘big’
b. -Addition in the Derived Environment
/rantas/ → [rantasa] ‘dirty’
/tetter/ → [tettere] ‘quick’
/jamal/ → [jamala] ‘naughty’
The glottal stop  must not be added to the words ending in a vowel in the underlying
representations, namely, in the word-final environment not derived phonologically (a),
while it is legitimately added to the words with the copied vowel, namely, in the wordfinal environment derived phonologically (b). Roughly, the C-pairs CODACOND » DEP
(V) and *V]PW » DEP () are respectively responsible for the processes of vowel
epenthesis and -addition. The derivedness of the environments now forces *V]PW to be
constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint *V]PW, an instantiation of M
in the DC schema, chooses (b) from the DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The
DC on *V]PW demands that *V]PW apply only to derived structure.
The constraints and the DC on *V]PW construct the tableau for the forms in (43):

(44) Tableau for -Addition in Makassarese
DC CODACOND
(V)
a. /lompo/ 0. → lompo
1.
lompo *
b. /rantas/

1.
rantasa
2. → rantasa

»

DEP *V]PW » DEP ()

√

√
√
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In (a), *V]PW derives [1], but it violates DC, since it applies to the non-derived structure.
In (b), CODACOND derives [1]. *V]PW derives [2]; it does not violate DC, since it applies
to the derived structure.
If *ti were legitimately allowed to apply to the non-derived intramorphemic structure
as in deriving the wrong candidate ci in (36a), it would convert every sequence of ti to ci
in the /ti/ paradigm. It would then bring about the reanalysis of the morpheme /ti/ as
/ci/, violating NRC fatally. Meanwhile, in deriving the surface form in (36c), it is
satisfied intermorphemically without inviting the danger of reanalyzing the morpheme
/kut/, therefore not procuring the violation of NRC. The same thing may be said of
tableaux (38, 40, 42). Generally, the candidates that violate the instantiations of the DC
schema are derived in violation of NRC; hence, the DC schema takes the place of an
aspect of NRC.
In rule-based phonology the rule corresponding to the constraint *ti must not apply to
the underlying representation /ti/ in (36a) even if its SD is met. This goes against the
natural principle that rules or constraints must apply whenever their SD’s are met. The
same is applicable to (38a), (40a) and (42a), namely, to the cases where instantiations of
the DC schema must be invoked. In Natural Derivational Phonology, however, all we
have to do is apply constraints in a serial manner whenever their SD’s are met in
accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s regardless of whether they apply in the
intramorphemic (derived) environment or not. The rest is taken care of by the Econstrains that include the instantiations of the DC schema.
In conclusion, the candidates derived by the application of neutralization constraints to
non-derived intramorphemic structures or to some non-derived non-intramorphemic
structures may have to be penalized by the instantiations of the DC schema, a NaturalDerivational-Phonology version of NRC.
It is here in order that the definition of phonological opacity, a version modified from
that presented in Kiparsky (1971, 1973b), is introduced:
(45) Phonological Opacity
Regarding M
(a) the surface structure that meets the SD of M, or
(b) the surface structure in which the structure derived by M or the condition that
triggered M is changed by the subsequent constraint(s)
is opaque.
Opacity (a) and opacity (b) are termed overt opacity (O-opacity) and covert opacity (Copacity) respectively (see Lee 2009b). O-opacity is created due to the instantiations of the
DC schema. In (36a), the surface form ti is O-opaque regarding *ti, since it meets the
SD of *ti. The O-opacity is created due to the DC on *ti, which filters out the transparent
ci.23
6. Non-Derived Intramorphemic Environments
23

See section 9 for the examples of C-opacity.
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Constraints can be satisfied in the non-derived intramorphemic environment irrespective
of the DC schema, a Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC. I will first examine
the character of the constraints that affect abstract segments/morphemes and that produce
allophonic segments. The richness of the base will then be reviewed in conjunction with
the question of allophonic segments and MSC.
Before going into main subjects I will touch on optional neutralization constraints and
the constraints assigning prosodic structures. Optional neutralization constraints that
apply in the non-derived intramorphemic environment have nothing to do with the DC
schema (e.g., NCS in deriving [2] in (72e)). And constraints assigning prosodic structures
like σ- or FT-structures have nothing to do with the DC schema either even when they
apply in the non-derived intramorphemic environment. The reason why these constraints
are not hampered by the DC schema is that their application in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment does not result in the reanalysis of morphemes, which does
not run counter to NRC.
6. 1 Abstract Structures
The neutralization constraints that affect abstract structures may apply in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment without regard to the DC schema (see Kiparsky 1968b for
abstractness). In (32b), for instance, Shortening converts the non-derived intramorphemic
sequence a:ml of /a:ml-al/ to aml in deriving the surface form aml-al without regard to
the DC schema. This is because Shortening or the C-pair for the process of shortening
affects the abstract morpheme /a:ml/. (The surface morpheme aml has the allomorph
a:mil in the surface form a:mil-hin in (32a). Yet the underlying morpheme /a:ml/ is
identical to neither of the surface morphemes aml and a:mil; hence, it adequately
deserves to be an abstract morpheme.) The discussion about abstract structures will afford
a good foundation on which a URP, another Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of
NRC, will be built (see subsection 8. 1).
In the first place, I will discuss abstract segments. According to Choe (1974), an
abstract underlying segment should be posited in a Kyungsang dialect of Korean. As a
preliminary step I will cite the data in (13b) again:
(46) Vowel Coalescence in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean
/ca-[-back]u/ → cæ-u → [ce-u] cf. /ca-ko/ → [ca-ko] ca ‘sleep’
/k’a-[-back]u/ → k’æ-u → [k’e-u] cf. /k’a-ta/ → [k’a-ta] k’a ‘hatch’
/s-[-back]u/ → [se-u]
cf. /s-ko/ → [s-ko] s ‘stand’
This dialect has six surface vowels i, e, u, o,  ([-high, +back, -low, -round]) and a. Back
vowels are coalesced with the subsegment [-back] by the C-pair *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB »
UNIF. And the coalesced front vowel æ is raised to e by the C-pair *[V, -back, +low] »
IDENT (low).
With this much preliminary I will examine the following data with a view to disclosing
the identity of the bold-faced V, which will turn out to be an abstract vowel.
(47) Abstract Vowel in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean
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a. Coalescence of V and the Subsegment [-back]
/t’V-[-back]u/ → [t’i-u] /kV-[-back]u/ → [ki-u] t’V ‘float’ kV ‘big’
b. Deletion of V before a Vowel
/t’V-/ → [t’φ-] /kV-/ → [kφ-]
c. V→  Elsewhere
/t’V-ko/ → [t’-ko] /kV-ci/ → [k-ci]
/[-back]u/ ‘causative’ // ‘imperative’ /ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’
The C-pair *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF that takes part in deriving the surface forms in
(46) derives those in (a). Namely, it coalesces V and the subsegment [-back] to yield i in
(a). In comparison, it coalesces the vowels a and  with the subsegment [-back] to yield æ
and e respectively. Hence, they are excluded from the candidate vowels for the abstract
vowel. And the other back vowels u and o surface unchanged where no context-sensitive
constraint participates, while V surfaces as  under the same condition in (c). Hence,
they are also excluded from the candidates. In fact, the coalesced front vowels are
produced as a result of unifying the subsegment [-back] with the preceding back vowels,
as is proven by the coalescence of a and subsegment [-back] into æ. The target back
vowels thus differ from the respective coalesced vowels only in the feature [back]. It
follows from this that the target back vowel V differs from the coalesced surface vowel i
only in the feature [back]; hence, we may conclude that it is no other vowel than 
([+high, +back, -round]). Dialectal evidence supports the abstract vowel  too: in many
dialects of Korean the concrete  supplants V in the forms presented above. It behaves
exactly like V in the contexts of (a-b) except that it surfaces unchanged in the context of
(c). The justified vowel  is abstract in the sense that it does not surface unchanged
anywhere. And it can be affected by the C-pair * » IDENT (high), which changes  to 
context-freely.
We may construct the tableau for the forms in (47c) with the bold-faced V replaced by
the abstract vowel :
(48) Tableau for the Forms with an Abstract Vowel in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean
* » IDENT (high)
a. /t’-ko/

1. → t’-ko

√

b. /k-ci/ 1. → k-ci √
In (a-b), * derives [1]. The neutralization constraint * affects the abstract vowel  in
the non-derived intramorphemic environment without being restrained by the DC schema.
Now that V is replaced by  in the (47) forms, the surface forms in (47a) are derived by
the C-pair *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF (see (85a)), and the vowel  of the underlying
representations in (47b) is deleted by the C-pair *HIATUS » MAX that deletes  before or
after a vowel (see (85b)).
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I will next turn to the Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts for another case of abstract
underlying segments. Following the analyses of many linguists (Newman 1944, Kuroda
1967, Kisseberth 1969, Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977, 1979, Archangeli 1984, 1985,
1991), I assume that the abstract underlying long high vowels /u:/ and /i:/ are well
motivated grammar-internally.
In Yawelmani the underlying abstract long high vowels are lowered. This is
exemplified in the following derivations:
(49) Lowering Abstract Long High Vowels in Yawelmani
a. /u:t-it/ → [o:t-ut] (Nonfut. Pass.) u:t ‘steal’
/c’u:m-hin/ → [c’om-hun] (Nonfut.) c’u:m ‘destroy’
b. /hibi:y-it/ → [hibe:y-it] (Nonfut. Pass.) hibi:y ‘bring water’
/hiwi:t-hin/ → [hiwet-hin] (Nonfut.) hiwi:t ‘walk’
The long high vowels /u:/ and /i:/ are respectively lowered to o: and e: (in addition long
vowels are shortened in the closed syllable). Lowering is accomplished by the contextfree markedness constraint *[Vµµ, +high], which constitutes a C-pair with the faithfulness
constraint IDENT (high). Besides, the constraint VOWEL HARMONY (VH) (Spread
[+round] rightward.) is required. It constitutes a C-pair with the faithfulness constraint
IDENT (round1). And it operates within the same height domain of a word (see Lee 2009b
for details).
We may now construct the tableau for a form with an abstract long high vowel in
Yawelmani:
(50) Tableau for Lowering an Abstract Long High Vowel in Yawelmani
VH » IDENT (round1) *[Vµµ, +high] » IDENT (high)
/u:t-it/
1.
u:t-ut √
2. → o:t-ut

√

VH derives [1], changing the suffix vowel /i/ to u. The context-free neutralization
constraint *[Vµµ, +high] derives [2], affecting the abstract long high vowel u: in the nonderived intramorphemic environment.24 The DC schema is rendered powerless here.
Secondly, abstract morphemes will be dealt with. Neutralization constraints may also
apply in their non-derived intramorphemic environments irrespective of the DC schema.
Klamath provides a relevant case. In Klamath stops become voiceless, unaspirated and
unglottalized preconsonantally and word-finally except before a voiced nonglottalized
sonorant (see subsection 17. 3). The neutralized stops are underscored in the following
examples:
(51) Laryngeal Neutralization in Klamath
a. In the Intermorphemic Environment
/skod/: skot-bli ‘puts a blanket back on’ cf. skod-a ‘puts on a blanket’
24

Note that the neutralization constraint *[Vµµ, +high] whose SD is met in the intramorphemic structure
applies after AMP-ranked VH (see subsection 8. 1).
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/sl’ab/: sl’p-s ‘bloom’
b. In the Non-derived Intramorphemic Environment
/mbody’/: mboty’-a ‘wrinkles’
Regarding the morpheme /mbody’/ in (b) we have such derivations as /mbody’-tk/ →
[mbodi:-tk] and /DIST-mbody’-tk/ → [mbo-mpφdi-tk]. Hence, it has the allomorphs
mboty’, mbodi: and mpφdi, to none of which the underlying morpheme /mbody’/ is
identical. It thus adequately deserves to be an abstract morpheme. The markedness
constraint LN takes charge of the laryngeal neutralization, constituting a C-pair with the
faithfulness constraint IDENT ({voice, C.G., S.G.}). It may apply not only in the
intermorphemic environment but also in the non-derived intramorphemic environment.
We may construct the tableau for the forms in (51) with LN:
(52) Tableau for Laryngeal Neutralization in Klamath
LN » IDENT ({voice, C.G., S.G.})
a. /skod-bli/
1. → skot-bli
√
b. /mbody’-a/ 1. → mboty’-a √
In (a), the neutralization constraint LN derives [1] intermorphemically. In (b), it derives
[1], applying in the non-derived intramorphemic structure /dy’/ of the abstract morpheme
/mbody’/ irrespective of the DC schema.
Marshallese furnishes a similar case. A constraint changes a to e if it is followed by
another a in the next syllable both in intermorphemic environments and in non-derived
intramorphemic environments. And the final vowel of noun roots drops word-finally. This
can be verified by the examination of the following data (Bender 1968, 1970, Kenstowicz
& Kisseberth 1977):
(53) Vowel Dissimilation in Marshallese
a. In the Intermorphemic Environment
ke-……ap…ap ‘exaggerate’ cf. ka-q&y&t25 ‘catch octopuses’ (/ka/ ‘Caus. Pref.’)
je-wwan ‘lazy’
cf. ja-rregreg_ ‘deaf’
(/ja/ ‘Neg. Pref.’)

b. In the Non-derived Intramorphemic Environment
/bara-n/ → [bera-n] ‘his head’
cf. /bara/ → [barφ] ‘head’
/yata-n/ → [yeta-n] ‘his name’
cf. /yata/ → [yatφ] ‘name’
/maja-n/ → [meja-n] ‘his eye’
cf. /maja/ → [majφ] ‘eye’
/dam’a-n/ → [dem’a-n] ‘his forehead’ cf. /dam’a/ → [dam’φ] ‘forehead’
In (b), the string /ara/ of the morpheme /bara/ is identical to neither of the strings era and
ar of the respective surface morphemes bera and bar. Hence, the morpheme containing
the string ara well deserves to be an abstract one. So do all the other morphemes in (b)
25

The higher mid vowel &, which represents a vowel between i and e, is not contrastive, and it is a
predictable variant of i or e.
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that contain the string aCa. The neutralization constraint in charge of the dissimilation
can be stated as *aC0a, which pairs with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (low, back).
This C-pair prohibits two successive occurrences of a in adjacent syllables.
Thanks to the constraint *aC0a we may construct the tableau for the forms in (53):
(54) Tableau for Vowel Dissimilation in Marshallese
*aC0a » IDENT (low, back)
a. /ja-wwan/ 1. → je-wwan √
b. /bara-n/
1. → bera-n
√
In (a), the neutralization constraint *aC0a derives [1] in the intermorphemic environment.
In (b), it derives [1], applying in the non-derived intramorphemic structure /ara/ of the
abstract morpheme /bara/ without interference of the DC schema.26
The neutralization constraints that affect abstract structures may apply in the nonderived intramorphemic environment without regard to the DC schema, a NaturalDerivational-Phonology version of NRC. 27 This is because their application in this
environment in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s does not result in the
reanalysis of morphemes, which is in obedience to NRC. The data cited in this subsection
will be reexamined in subsection 8. 1 in conjunction with the problem that may arise from
the interaction of the constraints standing in a bleeding relation. They will contribute
toward establishing a URP, another Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC.
6. 2 Allophonic Segments
The constraints producing allophonic segments, that is, allophonic constraints, not unlike
those affecting abstract structures, are not restrained by the DC schema, a NaturalDerivational-Phonology version of NRC.
I will first consider the process of vowel nasalization in Madurese. Nasal vowels occur
post-nasally; hence, the allophonic markedness constraint *NVORAL is required that pairs
26

If we adopt the self-conjoined constraint *a2 instead of *aC0a, an E-Constraint on *a2 (E-on-*a2), which
says that the vowel affected by *a2 must be followed by a in the next syllable, is required to ensure that *a2
affects the first a. Furthermore, *a2 must constitute multiple candidate rows (MCR’s) in conformity with Con-U (79) to be established in section 7. This is demonstrated in the following tableau:
(ii) Tableau for Vowel Dissimilation in Marshallese
E-on-*a2 *a2 » IDENT (low, back)
a. /ja-wwan/ 1.
ja-wwen *!
√
1. → je-wwan
√
b. /bara-n/
1.
bare-n
*!
√
1. → bera-n
√
As is observed, the extra E-constraint E-on-*a2 must be relied upon and the extra MCR’s must be
constructed. Thus, *aC0a is chosen before *a2. In a way this may furnish proof of the adequacy of the
device by which the target in the SD of a markedness constraint is bold-faced.
27
This holds true only on condition that they apply according to a URP (i.e., NRP (82)) to be established in
subsection 8. 1.
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with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (nas). This C-pair bans the sequence of [+nas] and
[-nas, vocalic] segments (McCarthy & Prince 1995).
The C-pair *NVORAL » IDENT (nas) constructs the following tableau:
(55) Tableau for Vowel Nasalization in Madurese
/na/
*NVORAL » IDENT (nas)
1. → na √
The allophonic constraint *NVORAL derives the allophonic nasalized vowel a in the nonderived intramorphemic environment irrespective of the DC schema. This parallels the
cases where neutralization constraints affect abstract structures.
I will next consider the allophonic process of palatalization in Korean (see (9b)). The
allophonic markedness constraint *ti that dominates the faithfulness constraint IDENT
(ant) yields the allophonic palatal consonants (s, n, nn, and λλ).28 The following examples
are illustrative:
(56) Allophonic Palatalization in Korean
a. In the Intramorphemic Environment
/kasi/ → [kasi] ‘thorn’
/koni/ → [koni] ‘swan’
/nni/ → [nni] ‘older brother/sister’
/hullyu/ → [huλλφu]29 ‘splendid’
b. In the Intermorphemic Environment
/os-i/ → [os-i] cf. /os-e/ → [os-e] os ‘clothes’
/ps-i/ → [ps-i] cf. /ps-l/ → [ps-l] ps ‘friend’
/nun-i/ → [nun-i] cf. /nun-n/ → [nun-n] nun ‘eye’
/i/ ‘nominative’ /e/ locative’ /l/ ‘accusative’ /n/ ‘topic marker’
The allophonic constraint *ti derives allophonic palatal consonants both in non-derived
intramorphemic environments and in intermorphemic environments.
The allophonic constraint *ti now constructs the tableau for the forms in (56):
(57) Tableau for Allophonic Palatalization in Korean
*ti » IDENT
(ant)
a. /kasi/
1. → kasi √
b. /os-i/
√
1. → os-i

28

The geminate n as well as the single one is palatalized but only the geminate l is palatalized (see footnote
9).
29
The glide y drops after a palatal consonant (see footnote 7).
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In (a), the allophonic constraint *ti derives [1], applying in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment without regard to the DC schema. In (b), it derives [1] in the
intermorphemic environment.
Allophonic constraints may apply in the non-derived intramorphemic environment
without regard to the DC schema. The reason is that they have nothing to do with the
reanalysis of morphemes, and hence they are outside the range of the DC schema, a
Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC.
6. 3 Richness of the Base
Richness of the base will be discussed on the basis of Prince & Smolensky (1993: Chapter
9) and Smolensky (1996a, b). Ultimately, it will be revised within the framework of
Natural Derivational Phonology. And it will turn out that the constraints that perform the
task of MSC, affecting the rich structure that complies with richness of the base, are not
obstructed by the DC schema.
Firstly, I will return to tableaux (55) and (57). Two underlying representations can be
posited for the same surface form. One of them may thus contain an allophonic segment
in compliance with richness of the base. For instance, in (b) of the following tableau the
underlying representation contains the allophonic nasalized vowel, constituting a rich
underlying representation:
(58) Tableau for Vowel Nasalization in Madurese
*NVORAL » IDENT (nas)
a. /na/ 1. → na √
b. /na/

0. → na

The allophonic constraint *NVORAL derives [1] in (a), but no constraint applies to the rich
underlying representation in (b).
In (b) of the following tableau a rich underlying representation is posited with the
allophonic palatal consonant s in compliance with richness of the base:

(59) Tableau for Allophonic Palatalization in Korean
*ti » IDENT
(ant)
a. /kasi/
1. → kasi √
b. /kasi/
c. /os-i/

0. → kasi
1. → os-i

√

The allophonic constraint *ti derives [1] in (a, c), but no constraint applies to the rich
underlying representation in (b).
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Secondly, I will discuss the sequential structure of segments in a morpheme in terms of
MSC, from which the question of richness of the base will arise. In Korean the cluster of
the obstruent followed by a nasal consonant is permitted neither in the intramorphemic
environment nor in the intermorphemic environment in surface representations. In the
intermorphemic environment therefore the obstruent becomes nasalized by the C-pair *[son] N » IDENT (nas), assimilated to the following nasal consonant (see (3)). This is
exemplified in (b) of the following examples:
(60) Intolerance of the Obstruent-Nasal Cluster in Korean
a. In the Intramorphemic Environment
/mma/ → [mma] ‘mother’ /mamma/ → [mamma] ‘food (child language)’
/nni/ → [nni] ‘older brother/sister’ /ma/ → [ma] ‘mess’
/sunyu/ → [sunφu] ‘boiled water for drink’ /pamai/ → [pamai] ‘club’
b. In the Intermorphemic Environment
/mak-na/ → [ma-na] cf. /mak-/ → [mak-a] mak ‘prevent’
/mut-ne/ → [mun-ne] cf. /mut-myn/ → [mut-myn] mut ‘bury’
/ip-man/ → [im-man] cf. /ip-i/ → [ip-i] ip ‘mouth’
/na/ ‘interrogative’ // ‘imperative’ /ne/ ‘declarative’ /myn/ ‘condition (if)’
/man/ ‘particle (only)’ /i/ ‘nominative’
As is observed in (b), the root-final obstruent is nasalized before the suffix-initial nasal
consonant.
Richness of the base makes it possible to posit underlying representations incompatible
with MSC. The first nasal consonant of the nasal cluster of the forms in (60a) can be
replaced by the homorganic obstruent to constitute rich underlying representations. The
rich underlying representation /pma/, for instance, may be posited for the regular
underlying representation /mma/.
The rich underlying representation /pma/ constructs the following tableau:
(61) Tableau for a Rich Underlying Representation in Korean
*[-son] N » IDENT (nas)
/pma/
1. → mma

√

The constraint *[-son] N derives [1], and it executes the task of MSC, regulating the
sequential structure of segments within a morpheme. It applies in the non-derived
intramorphemic environment without being interrupted by the DC schema.
Once again in Korean the cluster of the nasal n followed by l and the mirror-image
cluster ln are allowed neither in the intramorphemic environment nor in the across-theword-boundary environment in surface representations. The nasal consonant n is
converted to l, assimilated to the adjacent l with an optional word boundary intervening.
Intolerance of the n(#)l MIRROR IMAGE cluster is exemplified in the following data (Lee 1976):
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(62) Intolerance of the n(#)l MIRROR IMAGE Cluster in Korean
a. In the Intramorphemic Environment
/kallæ/
→ [kallæ] ‘branch’ /klle/ → [klle] ‘mop’
/nallæ/ → [nallæ] ‘quick’ /nallm/ → [nallm] ‘with a dart’
/mull/ → [mull] ‘soft’ /pulluk/ → [pulluk] ‘swollen’
b. In the Across-the-Word-Boundary Environment
/pyn#lon/ → [pyl#lon] ‘discussion’ cf. /u#pyn/ → [u#pyn] ‘eloquence’
/cin#li/
→ [cil#li] ‘truth’
cf. /cin#mi/ → [cin#mi] ‘true taste’
/yl#na/ → [yl#la] ‘have fever (/yl/ ‘fever’, /na/ ‘come out’)’
/mul#nol-i/ → [mul#lol-i] ‘dabbling in water (/mul/ ‘water’, /nol-i/ ‘play’)’
As is illustrated in (b), the nasal n followed or preceded by l is converted to l across a
word boundary. For the assimilation the C-pair *n(#)lMIRROR IMAGE » IDENT (nas) is
required.
For the forms in (62a) we may posit the underlying representations incompatible with
MSC in terms of richness of the base. We can replace the first l or the second l of the ll
cluster of the (62a) forms by n, constituting the rich underlying representation /kanlæ/ or
/kalnæ/ for the regular underlying representation /kallæ/.
The rich underlying representations now construct the following tableau:
(63) Tableau for Rich Underlying Representations in Korean
*n(#)lMI » IDENT (nas)
a. /kanlæ/ 1. → kallæ √
b. /kalnæ/ 1. → kallæ √
In (a-b), *n(#)lMI derives [1], and it performs the job of MSC, regulating the sequential
structure of segments within a morpheme. It applies in the non-derived intramorphemic
environment without being disturbed by the DC schema.30
The discussion about richness of the base leads us to raise the question of how rich the
base (underlying representation) should be in Natural Derivational Phonology. Of course
the base must not be allowed to be rich to an unlimited extent. We may posit the rich base
(rich underlying representation) that is different from the corresponding regular
underlying representation only if it can be affected by a constraint existent in a given
language, or it contains the structure identical to the output of a constraint existent in a
given language. And naturally, rich underlying structures can be posited only in
intramorphemic environments; hence, they may be construed as synchronic reanalysis of
30

Segmental structure in terms of MSC may also be discussed from the viewpoint of richness of the base.
On the basis of subtableau (16a) we may posit the rich underlying vowel /æ/ for the regular underlying
vowel /e/ in terms of richness of the base. Then the markedness constraint *[V, -back, +low] (» IDENT
(low)) performs the job of MSC that regulates the segmental structure, changing /æ/ to e. It is satisfied in
the non-derived intramorphemic environment without being interrupted by the DC schema.
It must be added that the rich underlying representations in (61, 63) are abstract in the sense that they do
not surface unchanged.
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a morpheme. The richness of the base that allows this kind of rich base is termed the
revised richness of the base (R-ROTB). Due to R-ROTB multiple underlying
representations (MUR’s) can be set up, which consist of a regular underlying
representation and one or more rich underlying representations. The underlying
representations in (58b, 59b, 61, 63) are rich and the rich underlying representations
identical to the surface forms in (56a) except the last one can be posited in agreement with
R-ROTB.
In sum, in Natural Derivational Phonology rich underlying representations can be
posited in accordance with R-ROTB. And the constraints in charge of carrying out the
work of MSC are not subject to the DC schema. R-ROTB paves the way for the
establishment of a URP (see subsection 8. 2).

Part III. Constraints Not Standing in a Feeding Relation
The interaction of the constraints not standing in a feeding relation will be discussed.
When the constraints standing in a counterfeeding relation interact, it is unavoidable to
rely upon the instantiations of an E-constraint schema. And when the constraints standing
in a bleeding relation interact, it is necessary to establish as many as three URP’s.
Moreover, the constraint that constrains URP’s is to be established .
7. Constraints Standing in a Counterfeeding Relation
If the two constraints standing in a counterfeeding relation apply in a feeding fashion like
those standing in a feeding relation, which is enforced by the natural ranking of URP’s, it
will give rise to wrong forms. The application of counterfed constraints to the outputs of
counterfeeding constraints brings about the inevitable result. It is therefore necessary to
establish an E-constraint schema to penalize the outputs of counterfed constraints.
Firstly, I will adduce examples from Korean to discuss the interaction of the constraints
standing in a counterfeeding relation. In (b) of the following examples, the rule that
deletes the subsegment [+S.G.] must counterfeed the rule that deletes  after a vowel:

(64) -Deletion in Korean (Lee 1976)
a. /na-myn/ → [na-φmyn] na ‘sprout’
/s’a-myn/ → [s’a-φmyn] s’a ‘wrap’
/c’i-ni/ → [c’i-φni] c’i ‘cook by steam’
cf. /mak-myn/ → [mak-myn] mak ‘prevent’
b. /na[+S.G.]-myn/ → [naφ-myn] (→ *[naφ-φmyn])
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cf. /na[+S.G.]-ko/ → [naφ-ko] na[+S.G.] ‘bear’
/s’a[+S.G.]-myn/ → [s’aφ-myn] (→ *[s’aφ-φmyn])
cf. /s’a[+S.G.]-ci/ → [s’aφ-ci] s’a[+S.G.] ‘accumulate’
/c’i[+S.G.]-ni/ → [c’iφ-ni] (→ *[c’iφ-φni])
cf. /c’i[+S.G.]-ko/ → [c’iφ-ko] c’i[+S.G.] ‘pound’
/myn/ ‘condition (if)’ /ni/ ‘reason (since)’ /ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’
/ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’
The vowel  drops after a vowel (a), and the root-final subsegment [+S.G.] drops contextfreely if it does not anchor onto the following plain stop to yield an aspirate stop (b).
The rule of -deletion and the rule of [+S.G.]]SUB-deletion are required for the two
processes. In rule-based phonology the former must be ordered before the latter to derive
the expected surface form naφ-myn from /na[+S.G.]-myn/ in (64b). The former
must be counterfed by the latter: they stand in a counterfeeding relation. These two rules
are transformed into the C-pairs *HIATUS » MAX (cf. (85))31 and *[+S.G.]]SUB » MAX.
They stand in a counterfeeding relation like the corresponding rules. The natural ranking
of URP’s now enjoins the two constraints standing in a counterfeeding relation to apply in
a feeding fashion. The consequence is that the wrong candidates derived by the
counterfed constraint *HIATUS must be filtered out. An E-constraint on *HIATUS, an
instantiation of the following counterfed constraint schema, will perform the task (cf. the
ranking schema for CFO (150)):
(65) Counterfed Constraint (CFC) Schema
M must not apply to (a) SD or (b) SD by a specific M.
The instantiations of M choose (a) by default or they choose (b) on constraint-particular
basis, constituting the CFC’s on themselves. It is to be added that an instantiation of the
CFC schema may simplify the otherwise complicated statement of a constraint (see Lee
2009c: section 5).
Equipped with the CFC schema, I will return to the (64) forms. *HIATUS must be
constrained by the CFC on itself. *HIATUS, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema,
chooses (a) from the CFC schema by default, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on
*HIATUS says that *HIATUS must not apply to derived structure.
The CFC on *HIATUS takes part in constructing the tableau for the (64) forms:
(66) Tableau for -Deletion in Korean
CFC

*[+S.G.]]SUB » MAX

*HIATUS » MAX

√

a. /na-myn/

1. → na-φmyn

b. /na[+S.G.]-myn/

1. → naφ-myn

31

√

This C-pair should not apply in the intramorphemic environment (e.g., /kal/ → [kal] (*[kaφl])
‘autumn’); hence, the DC on *HIATUS must be resorted to (see (153b)).
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2.

naφ-φmyn

*

√

In (a), *HIATUS derives [1]. In (b), *[+S.G.]]SUB, which applies in the intramorphemic
structure according to a URP (i.e., NRP (82)), derives [1]. *HIATUS derives [2], but it
violates CFC, since it applies to the derived structure. The CFC on *HIATUS, an
instantiation of the CFC schema, empowers the candidate derived by the counterfed
constraint *HIATUS to be discarded.
In the second place, I will examine the data from Tangale, a Chadic language of
Nigeria (Kenstowicz 1994; see also Kidda 1985). In the following data the suffix no
(Poss. 1. sg.) is representative of the morphemes beginning with a sonorant consonant:
(67) Voicing in Tangale
a. /bugat-no/ → [bugad-no] ‘my window’ cf. bugat-ko ‘your window’
/aduk-no/ → [adug-no] ‘my load’
cf. aduk-‘the load’
b. /lutu-no/ → [lutφ-no] (→ *[ludφ-no] ) ‘my bag’ cf. lutu ‘bag’
/duka-no/ → [dukφ-no] (→ *[dugφ-no]) ‘my salt’ cf. duka ‘salt’
A voiceless obstruent becomes voiced before a sonorant consonant only if the condition is
met in underlying representations.
Kenstowicz formulates the following two rules for the forms above. (The bracket ]
represents a morpheme boundary.)
(68) Rules in Tangale
a. Regressive Voicing: [-son] → [+voice] / _____ ][+cons, +son]
b. Elision: V → φ / _____ ] X
Elision elides the stem-final vowel when some phonological material follows. In order to
prevent the derivation of the wrong forms in the parentheses in (67b) Elision must
counterfeed Regressive Voicing: they stand in a counterfeeding relation. The two rules
are converted to the C-pairs *[-son, -voice] [+cons, +son] (REGVOICE) » IDENT (voice)
and *V]STEM X » MAX. These two C-pairs stand in a counterfeeding relation like the
corresponding rules. The application of the counterfed constraint REGVOICE to the output
of the counterfeeding constraint *V]STEM X thus yields wrong forms. This inevitably
obliges REGVOICE to be constrained by the CFC on itself. REGVOICE, an instantiation of
M in the CFC schema, chooses (a) from the CFC schema by default, constituting the CFC
on itself. The CFC on REGVOICE says that REGVOICE must not apply to derived
structure.32
The following tableau demonstrates that the CFC on REGVOICE penalizes the output of
the counterfed constraint REGVOICE:
(69) Tableau for Voicing in Tangale
32

In Tangale a voiceless consonant occurs before a sonorant consonant in the intramorphemic environment
(e.g., ptla ‘ant’, basre ‘work’). This requires the DC on REGVOICE to be established (see (155c)).
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CFC
a. /bugat-no/ 1. → bugad-no
b. /lutu-no/ 1. → lutφ-no
2.

ludφ-no

*V]STEM X » MAX

REGVOICE » IDENT
(voice)
√

√
√

*

In (a), REGVOICE derives [1]. In (b), *V]STEM X derives [1]. REGVOICE derives [2], but it
violates CFC, since it applies to the derived structure.
In the third place, in Yawelmani a vowel or a sequence of vowels becomes back and
round after a back round vowel of the same height by the C-pair VH » IDENT (round1)
(see (50)). The point at issue is that the markedness constraint *[Vµµ, +high], which pairs
with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (high), must counterfeed VH. The wrong form
c’o:m-ol can be derived from the expected surface form c’o:m-al of /c’u:m-al/ (might
destroy) by the counterfed constraint VH. Hence, VH must be constrained by the CFC on
itself. VH, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (b) from the CFC schema
with a specific M = *[Vµµ, +high], constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on VH
demands that VH not apply to the structure derived by *[Vµµ, +high].
The constraints and the CFC on VH construct the following tableau:
(70) Tableau for /c’u:m-al/ → [c’o:m-al] in Yawelmani
/c’u:m-al/
CFC *[Vµµ, +high] » IDENT (high)
1. → c’o:m-al
√
2.
c’o:m-ol *

VH » IDENT (round1)
√

*[Vµµ, +high] to be ranked according to NRP (82) derives [1]. VH derives [2], but it
violates CFC, since it applies to the structure derived by *[Vµµ, +high].
Only neutralization constraints have been dealt with thus far. I will next examine a
counterfed allophonic constraint, citing data from Sea Dayak. The following data
illustrate the behavior of the allophonic process of nasal harmony (Kenstowicz &
Kisseberth 1979: 298; see also Scott 1957).

(71) Sea Dayak Nasal Harmony
a. /mata/ → [mata] ‘an eye’
/gone/ → [gone] ‘a sack’

/moa/ → [mo‚a‚] ‘the face’
/maya/ → [ma‚ya‚] ‘a season’

b. /naNga/ → [na‚Nφa/] (→ *[na‚Nφa‚/] ) ‘set up a ladder’
cf. /naNa/ → [na‚Na/] ‘straighten’
The allophonic process of nasal harmony spreads the nasality of a nasal consonant to the
following vowel or sequence of vowels until it meets the consonant other than w or y (a).
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And an optional process (i.e., nasal-cluster simplification) deletes a voiced stop after a
nasal consonant (b). Therefore the former must not apply in the environment created by
the latter, as is evidenced by the wrong form presented in the parentheses in (b).
We may posit the constraint for the process of nasal harmony: Spread [+nas] rightward
to vowels until it meets the consonant other than w or y (NH). NH constitutes a C-pair
with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (nas1). And the optional C-pair *[C, +nas] [C, cont, +voice] (NCS) » MAX is responsible for the process of nasal-cluster simplification.
NH must be counterfed by NCS to guarantee the derivation of the expected surface form
in (71b). Hence, the counterfed allophonic constraint NH must be constrained by the CFC
on itself. NH, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (a) from the CFC schema
by default, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on NH says that NH must not apply to
derived structure.
With the CFC on the allophonic constraint NH established we can construct the
tableau for the (71) forms. (The word-final glottal stop / is added in the forms in (d-e).)
(72) Tableau for Sea Dayak Nasal Harmony
CFC NH » IDENT (nas1)
a. /mata/
√
1. → mata
b. /maya/
√
1. → maya
c. /moa/
√
1. → moa
d.

/naNa/

1. → na‚Na/
e.
1.

√√

/naNga/
na‚Nga/

√

2. → na‚Nφa/
3.

NCS » MAX

na‚Nφa‚/

√
*

√

In (a), NH derives [1]; it cannot go over the opaque segment t. In (b), it spreads [+nas]
rightward to vowels across the transparent y, deriving [1]. In (c), it spreads [+nas]
rightward to the vowel sequence oa, deriving [1]. In (d), two instantiations of NH NOapply, deriving [1]. In (e), NH derives [1]; it cannot go over the opaque segments Ng.
NCS derives [2]. (See subsection 8. 3 for the ranking of allophonic NH over NCS.)
Allophonic NH derives [3], but it violates CFC, since it applies to the derived structure.
In the last place, foot formation in the South Slavic language Serbo-Croatian will be
examined. Arguments will be provided by the phonological alternations in the following
adjectival paradigms. The rule-based analysis closely follows that of Kenstowicz (1994:
90-94).
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(73) Stress Assignment in Serbo-Croatian
Masc.
Fem.
a. mlad
mlad-a
pust
pust-a
zelen
zelen-a
b. [debeo]
(← /debel/)
debel-a
(← /bel/)
[beo]
bel-a
(← /mil/)
[mo]
mil-a¤
c. [dobar]
(← /dobr/)
dobr-a
(← /jasn/)
[jasan]
jasn-a
(← /sitn/)
[stan]
sitn-a
d. [okrugao] (← /okrugl/) okrugl-a
(← /obl/)
[obao]
obl-a
(← /nagl/)
[nagao]
nagl-a

Neut.
mlad-o
pust-o
zelen-o
debel-o
bel-o
mil-o

pl.
mlad-
pust-
zelen-
debel-
bel-
mil-

‘young’
‘empty’
‘green’
‘fat’
‘white’
‘dear’

dobr-o
jasn-o
sitn-o
okrugl-o
obl-o
nagl-o

dobr-
jasn-
sitn-
okrugl-
obl-
nagl-

‘good’
‘clear’
‘tiny’
‘round’
‘plump’
‘abrupt’

Firstly, stress is assigned by the following rule, whose SD must be met in underlying
representations:
(74) Accent: V → Vè / _____ C0 #
Secondly, the alternation between l and o observed in the masculine forms in (b, d) is due
to the l-Vocalization rule:
(75) l-Vocalization: l → o / _____ #
Thirdly, the epenthesis rule breaks up the obstruent-sonorant cluster in the masculine
forms in (c-d):
(76) Epenthesis: φ → a / C _____ [C, +son] #
And the derivations of the masculine forms in (d) provide the evidence that the three rules
must be extrinsically ordered:
(77) Rule-Based Derivation of okrugao from /okrugl/ in Serbo-Croatian
/okrugl/
Underlying Representation
okrugl
Accent
okrugal
Epenthesis
okrugao
l-Vocalization
[okrugao]
Surface Representation
The three rules must apply in the given order: no rule is allowed to deviate from the
extrinsic order.
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The latter two rules employed in the derivation above are converted to the following
C-pairs:
(78) C-Pairs in Serbo-Croatian
a. Epenthesis: *C [C, +son]]PW (EPENTH) » DEP (a)
b. l-Vocalization: *l]PW (l-VOC) » F (l → o)
Besides, the unpaired constraint ASSFT assigns a non-iterative binary foot under syllabic
analysis. An unpaired constraint assigns iambic stress.33 And the E-constraint ALIGN-R
(FT, PRWD) evaluates the output of ASSFT, ensuring that foot is assigned from right. The
degree of violation of this E-constraint is indicated by the number of syllables isolating
the right edge of the foot from the right edge of the prosodic word (McCarthy & Prince
1993b).
In Lee (2009d) it is claimed that ASSFT is ranked after the unpaired constraint
BRACKET ERASURE (BE) by default, which is also ranked after all the constraints
applicable, including those to be ranked according to NRP (82) and ACP (102), by
default.34 The instantiations of ASSFT to be ranked according to NRP thus apply to the
outputs of the overriding constraints EPENTH and l-VOC. Nonetheless, their application to
the structures that contain the products of the two overriding constraints may give rise to
wrong forms. Hence, the candidates whose foot includes the epenthetic a or the vowel o
vocalized from l must be filtered out. This inevitably calls for an appeal to the CFC on
ASSFT. ASSFT, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (a) from the CFC
schema by default, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on ASSFT says that ASSFT
must not apply to derived structure.
Because the cases arise that overstep the limits imposed by URP’s, it is necessary to
establish the constraint on URP’s before hastening to construct the tableau for the form in
(77). We may state it as follows:
(79) Constraint on URP’s (C-on-U)
Apply MO’s individually to the same candidate.
Definitions: 1. M that derives a candidate that violates at least one E-constraint is ME.
2. O-relataed M’s at least one of which is ME are MO’s.
MO’s derive the candidates numbered identically, since they apply to the same input
candidate. As a result, they constitute multiple candidate rows (MCR’s). If a constraint
that constitutes MCR’s is constrained by a LOOK-AHEAD (LA) E-constraint, it must be
checked whether the candidate it derives violates an LA E-constraint (see (202) for LAEconstraint schema, and see also (187c, 189c)). The candidates in MCR’s are evaluated by
the E-constraint(s), the winner chosen. As a matter of course, URP’s yield to C-on-U. As
in the case of MFP, the constraints to be ranked by the same URP, which is checked by
the natural ranking of URP’s, are qualified to be MO’s. And once MO’s are established,
they may apply with other constraints according to the URP that ranks them previous to
their establishment.
33
34

It is assumed that stress is assigned at the same time when foot is formed.
But BE will not be considered.
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The tableau for the form in (77) is constructed in obedience to C-on-U. Foot is enclosed
with parentheses. And a horizontal dotted line demarcates the candidates with the
identical number in MCR’s.
(80) Tableau for Stress Assignment in Serbo-Croatian
/okru1g2l3/
CFC ALIGN-R
EPENTH »
(FT, PRWD) DEP (a)
1.
okru1g2ao3
√
*!
2.
okru1(g2ao3)
*
2.
ok(ru1g2a)o3 *!
**
2. → (okru1)g2ao3

l-VOC » ASSFT
F (l → o)
√
√
√
√

CFC must outrank the E-constraint ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD), as the epenthetic a and the
vocalized o must not be parsed by foot at the risk of violating the latter. ALIGN-R (FT,
PRWD) that is invisible here is indispensable by virtue of the underlying words with three
or more syllables. EPENTH and l-VOC O-derive [1], overriding ASSFT by default. If A and
B is O-related, and B and C, which is not O-related with A, is O-related, then A, B and C
are construed as O-related, since B is O-related with both A and C. In MCR’s the
instantiations of ASSFT that derive the first and second candidates are O-related, and
those that derive the second and third candidates are O-related, but those that derive the
first and third candidates are not O-related. Still, they are construed as O-related, since the
instantiation of ASSFT that derives the second candidate is O-related with those that
derive the first and third candidates. Hence, the three instantiations of N-ranked ASSFT
are able to constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U. In MCR’s, the foot (g2ao3) of
the first candidate violates CFC, since an instantiation of ASSFT derives it, applying to the
structure derived by EPENTH and l-VOC. The foot (ru1g2a) of the second candidate
violates CFC crucially, since an instantiation of ASSFT derives it, applying to the
structure derived by EPENTH. An instantiation of ASSFT derives the winner, which
violates only shaded E-constraint.
We may raise the question: What are the advantages of the CFC schema over the
extrinsic ordering that sequences counterfed rules before counterfeeding rules in rulebased derivation? In most cases the counterfed rule must be regarded as applied even
when its SD is not met prior to the application of the counterfeeding rule. In Natural
Derivational Phonology, however, all we have to do is apply constraints in a serial
manner whenever their SD’s are met in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s
regardless of whether they stand in a counterfeeding relation or not. The rest is taken care
of by the E-constrains that include the instantiations of the CFC schema.
To conclude, the candidates derived by counterfed constraints are filtered out by the
instantiations of the CFC schema. And C-on-U discharges an essential function in
constructing the tableau for stress assignment in Serbo-Croatian. Additionally, O-opacity
is created due to the instantiations of the CFC schema (see also Lee 2009b).
8. Constraints Standing in a Bleeding Relation
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This section will be devoted to the discussion about the interaction of the constraints
standing in a bleeding relation, which will lead to establishing three URP’s. Some of the
data cited in subsection 6. 1 will be reviewed in the light of this relation too.
8. 1 Neutralization Constraints Standing in a Bleeding Relation
The neutralization constraint whose SD is met in the intramorphemic environment may
stand in a bleeding relation with another constraint. The discussion about it will bring a
URP into existence. The data to be cited from subsection 6. l will give active support to
the establishment of this URP.
It has been proven that the constraints that affect abstract structures even in the nonderived intramorphemic context are not constrained by the DC schema, a NaturalDerivational-Phonology version of NRC. Yet if a tight rein is not kept on them, untoward
consequences will arise: their application, overriding the constraints that are O-related
with themselves, will bring about the result tantamount to the reanalysis of abstract
morphemes, contravening NRC. A URP to be established will provide an effective shield
against it.
I will first return to the Yawelmani case discussed in section 5. Reexamine the
following rule-based derivations. (Recall that /a:ml/ is an abstract morpheme.)
(81) i-Epenthesis and Vowel Shortening in Yawelmani
a. /a:ml-hin/
b. /a:ml-al/
Underlying Representations
a:mil-hin
______
i-Epenthesis (φ → i / C _____ C {C, #})
________
aml-al
Shortening (V: → [-long] / _____ C {C, #})
[a:mil-hin]
[aml-al]
Surface Representations
In (a), i-Epenthesis must apply, bleeding Shortening: the two rules stand in a bleeding
relation. The counterbleeding application of the rules will produce the result that violates
NRC crucially.
The rules i-Epenthesis and Shortening are converted to the C-pairs *COMPLEX » DEP
(i) and *[µµµ]σ » MAX (µ), respectively. *[µµµ]σ is based on the ground that the syllablefinal consonant is moraic (Hayes 1989). Like the counterbleeding application of the
corresponding rules the application of the bled constraint *[µµµ]σ to the underlying
representations in (81), overriding the bleeding constraint *COMPLEX, will produce the
result that violates NRC crucially. And the O-application of the two constraints to the
underlying representation in (81a) according to AMP gives rise to the wrong surface form
amil-hin.
The clue to solving the problem arising from the interaction of the constraints standing
in a bleeding relation lies in the fact that the SD of the bled neutralization constraint
*[µµµ]σ is met in the intramorphemic structure a:m]σ of the underlying representation in
(81a).35 It is on this fact that the following URP is founded:
(82) No Reanalyzing Principle (NRP)
35

This holds true even if the markedness constraint *[µµµ]σ is stated as *V:CC.
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Apply MN if and only if there is no other M may apply than MN that is NO-related
with itself.
Definition: The neutralization M whose SD is met in SI is MN.
The constraint ranked according to NRP is said to be N-ranked. The appellation ‘No
Reanalyzing Principle’ implies that this principle is a Natural-Derivational-Phonology
version of NRC. NRP precludes the unfavorable result that contravenes NRC.
The tableau for the forms in (81) shows how NRP works:
(83) Tableau for the (81) Forms in Yawelmani (N = N-ranked)
*COMPLEX » DEP (i) *[µµµ]σ » MAX (µ)
N
a. /a:ml-hin/ 1. → a:mil-hin √
b. /a:ml-al/

√

1. → aml-al

In (a), the two constraints are O-related regarding the underlying representation. But the
N-ranked neutralization constraint *[µµµ]σ, whose SD is met in the intramorphemic
structure a:m]σ, is bled and overridden by the bleeding constraint *COMPLEX that applies
intermorphemically according to AMP. This conforms to the natural ranking NRP »
AMP. The two constraints might O-apply to the underlying representation, deriving the
wrong form amil-hin. But the natural ranking forestalls this possibility. In (b), N-ranked
*[µµµ]σ derives [1] according to NRP.
I will next reexamine the data in (47) with the bold-faced V replaced by the abstract
vowel  from the viewpoint of NRP:
(84) Forms with the Abstract Vowel  in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean
a. Coalescence of  and the subsegment [-back]
/t’-[-back]u/ → [t’i-u]
k-[-back]u/ → [ki-u] t’ ‘float’ k ‘big’
b. Deletion of  before a Vowel
/t’-/ → [t’φ-]
/k-/ → [kφ-]
c. →  Elsewhere
/t’-ko/ → [t’-ko] /k-ci/ → [k-ci]
The C-pairs *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » UNIF, *HIATUS » MAX that deletes  before or
after a vowel, and * » IDENT (high) are respectively responsible for the derivations in
(a), (b) and (c). In (a) and (b), * is bled by *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB and *HIATUS
respectively.
Now that the constraints are introduced, we will see how the N-ranked neutralization
constraint * behaves in the following tableau:
(85) Tableau for the (84) Forms in a Kyungsang Dialect of Korean
*[V, +back] [-back]]SUB » *HIATUS » * »
MAX
UNIF
IDENT (high)
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a.
/t’1-[-back]2u/
1. → t’i1, 2-u
b.
/t’-/
1. → t’φ-

√

N
√

c.
/t’-ko/
1. → t’-ko

N
√

In (a) and (b), N-ranked *, whose SD is met in the intramorphemic structure, is bled and
overridden by the respective bleeding AMP-ranked constraints *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB
and *HIATUS. This accords with the natural ranking NRP » AMP. In (a), if the vowel 
were derived from // by * to be N-ranked, it would M-feed AMP-ranked *[V, +back] [back]]SUB. The two constraints could thus be sequenced according to MFP, yielding the
wrong form te-u. But the natural ranking of URP’s does not allow * to be N-ranked to
M-feed AMP-ranked *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB. In (c), N-ranked * derives [1] according to
NRP.36
I will reexamine the Klamath form in (51b) to see whether NRP functions properly
(another form with the same root is added):
(86) Forms with an Abstract Morpheme in Klamath
/mbody’-a/ → [mboty’-a] ‘wrinkles’
/mbody’-tk/ → mbody-tk → [mbodi:-tk] ‘wrinkled up’
By the process of laryngeal neutralization stops become voiceless, unaspirated and
unglottalized, and glottalized sonorants become unglottalized, preconsonantally and
word-finally, except before a voiced nonglottalized sonorant. LN is in charge of the
laryngeal neutralization. It pairs with the faithfulness constraints IDENT ({voice, S.G,
C.G.}) and IDENT (C.G.) for stops and glottalized sonorants respectively (see subsection
17. 3).37 And the C-pair VOC » DEP (µµ) is required for vocalization. It vocalizes the
glides y and w (glottalized, non-glottalized or voiceless) as long vowels i: and o:
respectively in the context C _____ {C, ]PW} (see subsection 17. 4).
Observe what happens to the neutralization constraint LN whose SD is met in the
intramorphemic structure of an abstract morpheme in the following tableau:
(87) Tableau for the (86) Forms in Klamath
VOC »
DEP (µµ)

LN »
IDENT ({voice, C.G., S.G.})

36

In (a), the wrong candidate c’i-u to be derived from the expected surface form by the process of
palatalization (*ti) is discarded by the CFC on *ti (cf. (36b)).

37

The faithfulness constraint IDENT ({voice, S.G., C.G.}) will be used for the laryngeal neutralization of
both stops and glottalized sonorants.
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a. /mbody’-a/
b. /mbody’-tk/

1. → mboty’-a
1.
mbody-tk
2. → mbodi:-tk

M
√

√
√N

In (a), N-ranked LN derives [1]. In (b), AMP-ranked LN that applies to the sequence /y’-t/
bleeds N-ranked LN that may apply to the intramorphemic sequence /dy’/ in accordance
with the natural ranking NRP » AMP. And it M-feeds AMP-ranked VOC in accordance
with the natural ranking MFP » AMP. M-fed VOC derives [2] according to AMP. But for
NRP, N-ranked LN would devoice /d/ of the sequence /dy’/.
Subtableau (87b) gives us an opportune chance to put forward again the argument
about establishing MFP (cf. footnote 16). As regards the underlying representation
/mbody’-tk/, the two AMP-ranked constraints LN and VOC are O-related, but the former
must apply before the latter, deriving the candidate mbody-tk. Notice that the application
of LN that is O-related with VOC to the underlying representation derives the candidate
mbody-tk that meets the SD of VOC. To the candidate mbody-tk VOC applies, deriving the
surface form mbodi:-tk. Noticing that LN that is O-related with VOC derives the structure
that meets the SD of VOC, we may establish MFP, as is formulated in (30).
Returning to the main subject, in (87b), AMP-ranked LN that applies to the sequence
/y’-t/ M-feeds VOC, since it can derive the candidate mbody-tk with the structure dy-t
from the candidate /mbody’-tk/ with the structure dy’-t, where the structure dy’-t and the
structure dy-t are identical except the change to be made by AMP-ranked LN (i.e., y’ →
y), and both the structure dy’-t and the structure dy-t meet the SD of VOC.
I will consider another case cited from Klamath. The various surface realizations of an
abstract morpheme in Klamath are exhibited below (Barker 1963, 1964):

(88) Forms with an Abstract Morpheme in Klamath38
a. /delwg/
→ [delwk]
‘Attack!’
b. /delwg-a/
→ [delo:g-a]
‘attacks, pounce on’
c. /DIST-delwg-a/ → [de-dφlo:g-a] ‘attack’ (distr.)
d. /sV-delwg-a/ → [se-dφlo:g-a] ‘attack each other’
e. /delwg-s/
→ [delwk-s] ‘the attack, to attack’
Besides LN and VOC, GENERAL EPENTHESIS (GE), which pairs with the faithfulness
constraint DEP (), is required. This C-pair inserts schwa between the second and third of
the consonants in the sequence of four or more consonants and of the word-final three
consonants, which is exemplified in the derivations in (a, e) (see subsection 17. 5).
The three constraints now construct the following tableau:
38

The distributive prefix DIST copies the initial C1V sequence of the following morphemes. The morpheme
/sV/ is the reflexive/reciprocal prefix and its V copies the first vowel of the following morpheme (see
subsection 17. 1).
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(89) Tableau for the (88) Forms in Klamath
VOC »
GE »
LN »
DEP (µµ) DEP () IDENT ({voice, C.G., S.G.})
a. /delwg/
1. delwk
N
√
N
√
2. → delwk
b. /delwg-a/ 1. → delo:g-a √
In (a), the three constraints VOC, GE and LN are O-related regarding the underlying
representation. But only AMP-ranked LN applies, overriding N-ranked VOC, whose SD is
met in the intramorphemic structure /lwg]PW/. This accords with the natural ranking NRP
» AMP (see footnote 61 and (179c)). AMP-ranked LN also overrides allophonic GE to be
ranked according to ACP (102). This accords with the natural ranking ACP » AMP. In
deriving [2] allophonic GE applies before N-ranked VOC, bleeding the latter, which
accords with the natural ranking NRP, ACP.39 In (b), N-ranked VOC derives [1].
The Marshallese data in (53b) provide the fifth case:
(90) Vowel Dissimilation in Marshallese
/bara-n/ → [bera-n] ‘his head’
cf. /bara/ →
/yata-n/ → [yeta-n] ‘his name’
cf. /yata/ →
/maja-n/ → [meja-n] ‘his eye’
cf. /maja/ →
/dam’a-n/ → [dem’a-n] ‘his forehead’ cf. /dam’a/ →

[barφ] ‘head’
[yatφ]
‘name’
[majφ] ‘eye’
[dam’φ] ‘forehead’

The C-pair *V]N]PW » MAX drops the final vowel of a noun root word-finally. And it
bleeds the C-pair *aC0a » IDENT (low, back) in deriving the cf. forms.
The following tableau shows how the neutralization constraint *aC0a whose SD is met
in the intramorphemic structure of an abstract morpheme behaves:
(91) Tableau for Vowel Dissimilation in Marshallese
*V]N]PW » MAX
a. /bara]N]PW/ 1. → barφ]N]PW √
b. /bara-n/
1. → bera-n

*aC0a » IDENT (low, back)
N
√

In (a), AMP-ranked *V]N]PW derives [1], overriding N-ranked *aC0a whose SD is met in
the intramorphemic structure ara. This conforms to the natural ranking NRP » AMP. In
(b), N-ranked *aC0a derives [1].
I will now return to tableau (50). In Yawelmani a vowel or a sequence of vowels
becomes back and round after a back round vowel of the same height, for which the Cpair VH » IDENT (round1) is responsible. This C-pair may interact with the C-pair *[Vµµ,
+high] » IDENT (high).
39

This sequencing of the constraints is inherent in the statements of NRP and ACP themselves though there
is no ranking between them.
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We will see how NRP operates in the Yawelmani case where the constraints that do
not stand in a bleeding relation interact. (Recall that the long high vowel /u:/ is abstract.)
(92) Tableau for Lowering a Long High Vowel in Yawelmani
VH » IDENT (round1) *[Vµµ, +high] » IDENT (high)
/u:t-it/
N
1.
u:t-ut √
2. → o:t-ut

√

AMP-ranked VH derives [1], overriding N-ranked *[Vµµ, +high] whose SD is met in the
intramorphemic structure. This is what the natural ranking NRP » AMP dictates. Nranked *[Vµµ, +high] derives [2]. In this counterbleeding case N-ranked *[Vµµ, +high] is
not bled but actually applies after AMP-ranked VH has applied.
So far N-ranked constraints have been dealt with in relation only to abstract structures.
In fact they do not discriminate between abstract structures and concrete ones. I will
examine the Rotuman data cited from Lee (2009a).
Rotuman has the morphological “phase” distinction in major-category words, the
complete phase and the incomplete phase. In the following data the roots are all concrete
morphemes, since both the complete-phase form and the corresponding incomplete-phase
form must be derived naturally from the same root, and the non-prosodic elements of the
roots appear unchanged in the surface complete-phase forms. The parentheses delimit the
stress-foot of bimoraic trochee, the vowel sequences connected with the ligature is light
diphthongs and the syllable-final consonant is moraic.
(93) Phase Alternation in Rotuman
Complete Incomplete
‘fish’
/ia/:
(ia)
(ia)
/seseva/: se(seva)
‘erroneous’
se(seav)
/tiko/:
(tiko)
‘flesh’
(tiok)
For the incomplete-phase forms the following constraints are required: The C-pair
*CVµ]INCPH (META) » LIN metathesizes the structure CVµ]INCPH to the structure VµC]INCPH.
The C-pair *[µµµ]σ » MAX (µ) deletes the second mora of the three-mora syllable. It is
assumed that the deletion of the mora of a monomoraic vowel entails the concomitant
deletion of the vowel. And the C-pair *VV (DIPH) » IDENT (voc) changes the second
vowel of the vowel sequence VV to a glide in the context _____C0]INCPH. DIPH is ranked
according to AMP due to its non-phonetic context though it yields allophonic diphthongs
(see ACP (102)). Moreover, the unpaired constraint ASSFT is in charge of the foot
formation of both complete-phase forms and incomplete-phase forms. It assigns a noniterative bimoraic foot, starting from the right end of a word. It is assumed that trochaic
stress is assigned at the same time when ASSFT applies (see (80) for the ranking of
ASSFT).
The following tableau now illustrates that the N-ranked constraint *[µµµ]σ does not
discriminate against the concrete structure:
(94) Tableau for the (93) Forms in Rotuman
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META

DIPH *[µµµ]σ ASSFT

a.
/ia]CPH/
1. → (ia)]CPH
b.
/ia]INCPH/
1.
iµaµµ]INCPH
2.
iµaµµ]INCPH
3.
iµaµ]INCPH
4. → (iµaµ)]INCPH

√
√
√

N
√
√

In (a), ASSFT derives [1] in the complete-phase form. In (b), ASSFT is overridden by other
constraints in the derivation of [1-3] by default. META derives [1]. AMP-ranked DIPH
derives [2], overriding N-ranked *[µµµ]σ, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP »
AMP. N-ranked *[µµµ]σ derives [3] and ASSFT derives [4]. Subtableau (b) proves that the
N-ranked constraint [µµµ]σ does not discriminate against the structure originating from a
concrete structure (see subsection 8. 3 for further examples).
Most of the neutralization constraints whose SD’s are met in the abstract
intramorphemic structure are N-ranked according to NRP. Then why are they to be Nranked and why do they mostly stand in a bleeding relation with another constraint? If the
neutralization constraint whose SD is met in an (abstract) intramorphemic structure were
allowed to apply, overriding other constraints, it would bring about the result that
amounts to reanalyzing the affected morphemes, violating NRC. For instance, if *[µµµ]σ
were allowed to apply in the intramorphemic sequence a:m in (83a) without regard to
NRP, it would convert every sequence of a:m to am in the /a:ml/ paradigm, satisfied in
the intramorphemic environment across the board in the paradigm. It would then bring
about the reanalysis of the morpheme /a:ml/ as /aml/, violating NRC fatally. The same
thing may be said of tableaux (85, 87, 89, 91-92). Consequently, NRP takes the place of
an aspect of NRC. NRP extends its range beyond the cases whereby it is originally
motivated. The neutralization constraint whose SD is met in the intramorphemic structure
is ranked according to NRP unless the natural ranking of URP’s directs it otherwise. It
does not matter whether it stands in a bleeding relation with another constraint or not, or
whether it affects abstract structures or not. What matters is that the SD of a neutralization
constraint is met in the intramorphemic structure. After all, NRC is transformed into two
forms in Natural Derivational Phonology: the DC schema and NRP.
8. 2 Allophonic Constraints Standing in a Bleeding Relation
In this subsection discussion will be focused on the allophonic constraint standing in a
bleeding relation with another constraint, along with the question of the related
counterbleeding instance. The discussion will ultimately lead to establishing two URP’s.
Unlike neutralization constraints the allophonic constraints that apply even in
intramorphemic environments are neither constrained by the DC schema nor ranked
according to NRP (cf. subsection 6. 2).
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The discussion will be entirely based on Kiparsky (1968a). According to Kiparsky, an
allophonic bled rule in one dialect changes to an allophonic counterbleeding rule in
another dialect. This is illustrative of reordering of rules observed between dialects.
The Swiss German dialects provide an apt example in the first place. In the Canton of
Schaffhausen o lowers to  before a dental or a palatal true consonant or r. Roughly, the
allophonic change is performed by the following rule:
(95) Vowel Lowering
[V, -high, +back] → [+low] / _____ [+cons, COR]
This rule is ordered after the following rule of Umlaut, which is historically the older:
(96) Umlaut
V → [-back] / _____ …]pl.
Allophonic Vowel Lowering is bled by Umlaut, as is exemplified in the following rulebased derivations:
(97) Umlaut and Vowel Lowering in Schaffhausen Dialect
/bog/ (sg.) /bog/ (pl.) /bod/ (sg.) /bod/ (pl.) Underlying Representations
____
bo_g
_____
bo_d
Umlaut
____
[bog]

____
[bo_g]

bd
[bd]

____
[bo_d]

Vowel Lowering
Surface Representations

In deriving the surface form bo_d from /bod/ (pl.) Umlaut bleeds allophonic Vowel
Lowering, fronting the back vowel o in the underlying structure that would otherwise be
the target of the latter. The two rules stand in a bleeding relation.
In contrast, in the dialect of Kesswil, which is identical to that of Schaffhausen area in
all other relevant respects, the order of the same two rules is reversed: it shifts to the
counterbleeding order. In consequence, this dialect has _, the umlauted , as well as o_,
the umlauted o. This is illustrated in the following rule-based derivations:
(98) Umlaut and Vowel Lowering in Kesswil Dialect
/bog/ (sg.) /bog/ (pl.) /bod/ (sg.) /bod/ (pl.) Underlying Representations
____
_____
bd
bd
Vowel Lowering
____
bo_g
____
b_d
Umlaut
[bog]

[bo_g]

[bd]

[b_d]

Surface Representations

Umlaut ordered after allophonic Vowel Lowering derives the surface form b_d from
/bod/ (pl.) by way of bd. The latter counterbleeds the former: they stand in a
counterbleeding relation.
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In the second place, two rules influence voiced obstruents in German. The historically
older rule devoices obstruents in the word-final position. The other rule spirantizes
postvocalic voiced stops.
The allophonic rule of spirantization is ordered after the rule of devoicing in Alsatian,
Bavarian, and Middle German dialects. This bleeding order is exemplified in the
following rule-based derivations:
(99) Devoicing and Spirantization in Alsatian Dialect
/ta:g/ /ta:g-/
Underlying Representations
ta:k
____
Devoicing
___
ta:γ-
Spirantization
[ta:k] [ta:γ-]
Surface Representations
In deriving the surface form ta:k from /ta:g/ Devoicing bleeds allophonic Spirantization,
devoicing the voiced consonant g in the underlying structure that would otherwise be the
target of the latter. The two rules stand in a bleeding relation just as in Schaffhausen
Dialect.
In comparison, the reversed order, namely, the counterbleeding order is widespread and
especially common in Low German dialects. This is demonstrated in the following rulebased derivations:
(100) Devoicing and Spirantization in Low German Dialects
/ta:g/ /ta:g-/
Underlying Representations
ta:γ
ta:γ-
Spirantization
ta:x
____
Devoicing
[ta:x] [ta:γ-]
Surface Representations
Devoicing ordered after Spirantization derives the surface form ta:x from /ta:g/ by way of
ta:γ. The latter counterbleeds the former: they stand in a counterbleeding relation just as
in Kesswil Dialect.
We have seen so far that allophonic rules interact with other rules in two different ways
in rule-based phonology: in a bleeding way and in a counterbleeding way. In order to be
able to proceed with the discussion within the framework of Natural Derivational
Phonology it is necessary to transform the rules into C-pairs:
(101) C-Pairs Transformed from the Rules
a. C-Pairs in Schaffhausen and Kesswil Dialects
Umlaut: *[V, +back]…]pl. (UMLAUT) » IDENT (back)
Vowel Lowering: *[V, -high, +back, -low] [C, COR] (LOWER) » IDENT (low)
b. C-Pairs in Alsatian and Low German Dialects
Devoicing: *[+obst, +voice]]PW (DEVOICE) » IDENT (voice)
Spirantization: *V [C, +voice, -cont] (SPIRANT) » IDENT (cont)
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With the C-pairs established I will return to Schaffhausen dialect. If LOWER applies
before UMLAUT to the underlying representation /bod/ (pl.), the wrong surface form
b_d will be derived (cf. (97)). Or if the two constraints O-apply to the same underlying
representation, it will derive the same wrong surface form. At the present stage, however,
neither AMP nor NRP can rank UMLAUT over LOWER. We may encounter the same
problem regarding Alsatian dialect.
In Schaffhausen and Alsatian dialects the bled rules are allophonic and added later
historically. As a consequence, the allophonic bled rules Vowel Lowering and
Spirantization are respectively ordered to apply after Umlaut and Devoicing, as is
demonstrated in (97) and (99). Likewise, the corresponding constraints LOWER and
SPIRANT must be ranked after the corresponding constraints UMLAUT and DEVOICE
respectively. The key to the solution is the fact that the former two constraints are
allophonic and added later historically. It is on the basis of this fact that the following
URP is established:
(102) Allophonic Constraint Principle (ACP)
Apply MA if and only if there is no other constraint may apply than MN, or MA that
is NO-related with itself.
Definition: The allophonic M in whose SD no non-phonetic context other than
syllable boundary is specified is MA.
Allophonic M can be defined as M that produces an allophonic segment (see subsection 6.
2). The constraint ranked according to ACP is said to be A-ranked. And there is no
ranking between NRP and ACP, as is mentioned in footnote 39.
Equipped with ACP, I will return to Schaffhausen dialect. In this dialect the bled
allophonic constraint LOWER is A-ranked according to ACP. With the help of ACP the
tableau equivalent to the rule-based derivations in (97) can be constructed:

(103) Tableau for Schaffhausen Dialect (A = A-ranked)
UMLAUT » IDENT (back)
a. /bog/
0. → bog
b. /bog]pl./

1. → bo_g]pl.

c. /bod/

1. → bd

d. /bod]pl./

1. → bo_d]pl.

LOWER » IDENT (low)

√
√
A

√
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No constraint applies in (a), UMLAUT derives [1] in (b), and A-ranked LOWER derives [1]
in (c). In (d), UMLAUT derives [1] according to AMP, bleeding and overriding A-ranked
LOWER.40 This complies with the natural ranking ACP » AMP.
In Kesswil dialect in contrast to Schaffhausen dialect the same two rules (or the same
two constraints) stand in a counterbleeding relation, as is demonstrated in (98). The
problem is how to make the allophonic constraint LOWER that corresponds to Vowel
Lowering apply before the AMP-ranked constraint UMLAUT that corresponds to Umlaut
in the face of the natural ranking ACP » AMP operative in (103d). We notice that in this
dialect the rich underlying representation that contains the morpheme /bd/, which
constitutes a member of MUR’s, can be posited in terms of R-ROTB in parallel with the
regular underlying representation that contains the morpheme /bod/ (see subsection 6. 3).
On the basis of the way paved by R-ROTB the following URP is proposed:
(104) Rich Base Principle (RBP)
Apply M to SI of a member of MUR’s.
The constraints ranked according to RBP are said to be R-ranking and R-ranked. Since
rich underlying structures are posited only in intramorphemic environments (see
subsection 6. 3), R-ranking M applies to SI. And a member of MUR’s can refer to another
member (that may be presented in the same cell of a tableau). RBP dominates NRP and
ACP; hence, the natural ranking RBP » NRP, ACP » MFP » AMP.
RBP helps the tableau equivalent to the rule-based derivations in (98) to be
constructed:
(105) Tableau for Kesswil Dialect (1) (R = R-ranked)
UMLAUT » IDENT (back)
a. /bog/
0. → bog
b. /bog]pl./

1. → bo_g]pl.

c. /bod/
[ref. /bd/]

1. → bd

LOWER » IDENT (low)

√
√

√
1.
bd]pl. R
2. → b_d]pl. √
No constraint applies in (a) and UMLAUT derives [1] in (b). In (c), R-ranking allophonic
LOWER derives [1]. In (d), R-ranking allophonic LOWER derives [1], overriding R-ranked
UMLAUT to be AMP-ranked in observance of the natural ranking RBP » ACP » AMP.
UMLAUT cannot apply to S1 of the underlying representation according to RBP by virtue
of its SD. RBP must take precedence over ACP; otherwise, ACP would make allophonic
LOWER apply after AMP-ranked UMLAUT in observance of the natural ranking ACP »
AMP. AMP-ranked UMLAUT derives [2].
I will reconstruct the tableau above, positing the rich underlying representations that
contain the morpheme /bd/ in terms of R-ROTB:
d. /bod]pl./
[ref. /bd]pl./]

40

I am not sure whether UMLAUT is an allophonic constraint or a neutralization constraint. Even if it is
allophonic, it is ranked according to AMP due to the non-phonetic context specified in its SD.
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(106) Tableau for Kesswil Dialect (2)
UMLAUT » IDENT (back)
a. /bog/

0. → bog

b. /bog]pl./

1. → bo_g]pl.

c. /bd/
[ref. /bod/]

0. → bd

d. /bd]pl./
[ref. /bod]pl./]

0.
bd]pl.
1. → b_d]pl.

√

√

In (a-b), the surface forms are derived as in tableau (105). In (c), no constraint applies to
the rich underlying representation. In (d), AMP-ranked UMLAUT derives [1], applying to
the rich underlying representation.
I will next deal with Alsatian and Low German dialects. The tableau equivalent to the
rule-based derivations in (99) will be constructed:
(107) Tableau for Alsatian Dialect
DEVOICE » IDENT (voice)
a. /ta:g/
1. → ta:k
√
b. /ta:g-/ 1. → ta:γ-

SPIRANT » IDENT (cont)
A
√

In (a), DEVOICE, which has the non-phonetic context specified in its SD, derives [1]
according to AMP, bleeding and overriding A-ranked SPIRANT. This conforms to the
natural ranking ACP » AMP. In (b), A-ranked SPIRANT derives [1]. Note that in Alsatian
dialect the rich underlying representation that contains the morpheme /ta:γ/ cannot be
posited in terms of R-ROTB.
In Low German dialects in contrast to Alsatian dialect the same two rules (or the same
two constraints) stand in a counterbleeding relation as in Kesswil dialect. In these dialects
too the rich underlying representation that contains the morpheme /ta:γ/, which constitutes
a member of MUR’s, can be posited in terms of R-ROTB side by side with the regular
underlying representation.
I will construct the tableau equivalent to the rule-based derivations in (100) with the
help of RBP:
(108) Tableau for Low German Dialects (1)
DEVOICE » IDENT (voice) SPIRANT » IDENT (cont)
a. /ta:g/
R
1.
ta:γ
√
[ref. /ta:γ/]
2. → ta:x
√
√
b. /ta:g-/
1. → ta:γ-
[ref. /ta:γ-/]
In (a), R-ranking allophonic SPIRANT derives [1], overriding R-ranked DEVOICE to be
AMP-ranked that may devoice /g/, in accordance with the natural ranking RBP » ACP »
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AMP. DEVOICE cannot apply to S1 of the underlying representation according to RBP by
virtue of its SD. RBP must rank over ACP; otherwise, ACP would make allophonic
SPIRANT apply after AMP-ranked DEVOICE in accordance with the natural ranking ACP
» AMP. DEVOICE derives [2] according to AMP. In (b), R-ranking allophonic SPIRANT
derives [1].
I will reconstruct the tableau above on the same ground that (105) is reconstructed:
(109) Tableau for Low German Dialects (2)
DEVOICE » IDENT
(voice)
a. /ta:γ/
0.
ta:γ
[ref. /ta:g/]
1. → ta:x
√
b. /ta:γ-/
0. → ta:γ-
[ref. /ta:g/]
In (a), AMP-ranked DEVOICE derives [1], applying to the rich underlying representation.
In (b), no constraint applies to the rich underlying representation.
To the underlying representations in (103d, 105d, 107a, 108a) the constraints might
apply according to MFP or O-apply according to AMP. Regarding (103d, 105d) we might
have the following derivation: /bod]pl./ → bd]pl. (by M-feeding A-ranked LOWER) →
[b_d]pl.] (by M-fed AMP-ranked UMLAUT). And the constraints LOWER and UMLAUT
might O-apply to the underlying representation /b [V, -high, +back, -low, +round] d]pl./,
deriving the surface form [b [V, -high -back, +low, +round] d]pl.], according to AMP.
Regarding (107a, 108a) we might have the following derivation: /ta:g/ → ta:γ (by Mfeeding A-ranked SPIRANT) → [ta:x] (by M-fed AMP-ranked DEVOICE). And the
constraints SPIRANT and DEVOICE might O-apply to the underlying representation /ta:g/,
deriving the surface form ta:x, according to AMP. The natural ranking RBP » ACP »
MFP » AMP, however, prohibits these derivations.
By way of illustrating further how ACP works two more cases will be adduced. First,
in the American Indian language Karok the rule of palatalization changes s to s after the
vowel i with an optional consonant intervening, and the rule of truncation deletes a vowel
after a vowel. Examine the following examples to see how the allophonic process of
palatalization operates (Kenstowicz 1994; see also Bright 1957). (Vowel-initial stems are
supplied with a glottal stop.)
(110) Palatalization in Karok
Impera.
1. sg.
3. sg.
a. si:tva
ni-si:tva
u-si:tva ‘steal’
suprih
ni-suprih
u-suprih ‘measure’
b. iskak
ni-φskak
u-φskak ‘jump’
uksup
ni-φksup
u-φksup ‘point’
iksah
ni-φksah
u-φksah ‘laugh’
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axyar

ni-φxyar

u-φxyar

‘fill’

Note especially that the allophonic rule of palatalization is bled by the rule of truncation
in (b). We may now convert the two rules to the C-pairs *i(C)s (PAL) » IDENT (ant) and
*HIATUS » MAX respectively.
The tableau for the (110b) forms illustrates how ACP operates:
(111) Tableau for Palatalization in Karok
*HIATUS » MAX PAL » IDENT (ant)
a. /u-iskak/ 1. → u-φskak √
A
b. /ni-uksup/ 1.
ni-φksup √
√
2. → ni-φksup
In (a), AMP-ranked *HIATUS derives [1], bleeding A-ranked PAL, in accordance with the
natural ranking ACP » AMP. (For the morpheme /iskak/ the rich underlying morpheme
/iskak/ cannot be posited in terms of R-ROTB.) The two constraints might O-apply
according to AMP, deriving the wrong form u-φs‡kak. Still, the natural ranking ACP »
AMP forbids A-ranked PAL to apply according to AMP. In (b), *HIATUS derives [1] and
A-ranked PAL derives [2].
The second case is adduced from Korean. In the following examples the neutralization
constraint for stop nasalization and the allophonic constraint for n-palatalization may
interact. The former applies before the latter, as is shown by the serial derivation in (b):
(112) Stop Nasalization and Allophonic n-Palatalization in Korean
a. Stop Nasalization
/ip-nn/ → [im-nn] cf. /ip-ni/ → [ip-ni] ip ‘wear’
/tat-na/ → [tan-na] cf. /tat-/
→ [tat-a] tat ‘shut’
/mak-ni/ → [ma-ni] cf. /mak-m/ → [mak-m] mak ‘prevent’
b. Serial Derivation of the Sequence /t-ni/ → n-ni → [n-ni]
/tat-ni/ → tan-ni → [tan-ni]
/pat-ni/ → pan-ni → [pan-ni] cf. /pat-ni/ → [pat-ni] pat ‘receive’
/t-ni/

→ n-ni → [n-ni] cf. /t-/ → [t-] t ‘get, obtain’

/nn/ ‘adnominal’ /ni/ ‘reason (since)’ /na/ ‘interrogative’ // ‘imperative’
/ni/ ‘interrogative’ /m/ ‘nominalizer’
Recall the C-pair *[-son] N » IDENT (nas) discussed in section 1. It is necessary for the
nasalization of the root-final stops. And recall that n (single or geminate) is palatalized by
the (allophonic) C-pair *ti » IDENT (ant) (see section 2). The allophonic n-palatalization
of the forms in (b) including the last form in (a) is accomplished by this C-pair.
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To the underlying representation /tat-ni/ in (112b) AMP-ranked *[-son] N and Aranked *ti might O-apply, giving rise to the incorrect derivation /tat-ni/ → *[tan-ni]. And
if A-ranked *ti applied before AMP-ranked *[-son] N, the derivation would be /tat-ni/ →
tat-ni→ *[tan-ni]. These two derivations are forbidden by the natural ranking ACP »
AMP. The correct derivation in compliance with the natural ranking of URP’s is
exemplified in the following tableau:
(113) Tableau for /tat-ni/ → [tan-ni] in Korean
/tat-ni/ *[-son] N » IDENT *ti » IDENT (ant)
(nas)
1.
tan-ni √
A
√
2. → tan-ni
AMP-ranked *[-son] N derives [1], overriding A-ranked *ti, in accordance with the
natural ranking ACP » AMP. A-ranked *ti derives [2]; it is not bled but fed by *[-son] N.
In Karok, in rule-based phonology the rule of truncation must bleed the rule of
palatalization to derive the expected surface form u-φskak from /u-iskak/, while the
former feeds the latter to derive the expected surface form ni-φksup from /ni-uksup/. The
two rules must apply in a bleeding fashion on the one hand, and they must apply in a
feeding fashion on the other. The rule of truncation must therefore be extrinsically
ordered before the rule of palatalization. In Natural Derivational Phonology, however, the
expected surface forms are secured without recourse to the extrinsic ranking of the
constraints. Constraints have only to apply in accordance with the natural ranking of
URP’s even in the case where corresponding rules interact in a contradictory fashion in
rule-based phonology.
The constraint ranked according to ACP applies as late as possible, which may bring
about surface-true result. In (110b), for instance, the wrong surface form u-φs‡kak, which
is not surface-true, would be derived from /u-iskak/ if A-ranked PAL applied before
AMP-ranked *HIATUS in defiance of the natural ranking ACP » AMP.
In this subsection the universal ranking principles ACP and RBP are established.
Naturally, these URP’s operate without reference to whether constraints stand in a
bleeding relation or in a counterbleeding relation, whereby they are originally motivated.

8. 3 Conclusion
Before concluding this section it is necessary to reinterpret some derivations in the
tableaux constructed in the preceding sections from the viewpoint of the URP’s
established in this section. First, [2] in (12a, c) is derived by A-ranked *ti. Second, the
surface forms in (15a, 16a, 19a) are derived by N-ranked constraints. Third, N-ranked
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constraints derive [1] in (36a, 38a, 40a, 42a), [2] in (36b, 38b, 40b, 42b-c) and [3] in
(42c). Note that N-ranked constraints in these two cases apply to the structures originating
from concrete structures (cf. (94)). Fourth, the surface forms in (55, 57a, 58a, 59a) are
derived by R-ranking constraints. And the surface form in (57b, 59c) is derived by Aranked *ti. Fifth, the surface forms mma in (61) and kallæ in (63) are respectively
derived from the rich underlying representations /pma/ and /kanlæ/ (or /kalnæ/) posited
in terms of R-ROTB by the R-ranking constraints *[-son] N and *n(#)lMI. Lastly, for the
forms in (72) the rich underlying representations can be posited in terms of R-ROTB,
which constitute MUR’s with the regular underlying representations. Hence, in (e), in
deriving [1] R-ranking allophonic NH applies before N-ranked NCS in accordance with
the natural ranking RBP » NRP. N-ranked optional constraint NCS derives [2]. A-ranked
NH applies to the structure Nφa, deriving [3].
In this section three URP’s are established: NRP, ACP and RBP. There is no ranking
between NRP and ACP. And RBP ranks over NRP and ACP, since even the constraint to
be N-ranked or A-ranked may be ranked according to it. The overall natural ranking of
URP’s is RBP » NRP, ACP » MFP » AMP.
9. Constraints Standing in a Counterbleeding Relation
In this section I will examine how the neutralization constraints standing in a
counterbleeding relation interact. We will see that the URP’s established so far are
sufficient to account in a natural way for their interaction: they also apply under the
guidance of the natural ranking of URP’s.
I will first consider the phenomenon of glottalization in Korean. Roughly, a plain
obstruent is glottalized after the non-lateral consonant of the verb/adjective root. The
following examples illustrate (Lee 1976):
(114) Glottalization in Korean
a. /malk-ko/ → [malφ-k’o] cf. /malk-n/ → [malk-n] malk ‘clear’
/nlp-ci/ → [nlφ-c’i] cf. /nlp-ni/ → [nlp-ni] nlp ‘wide’
cf. /mal-ko/ → [mal-ko] mal ‘desist’
/nl-ci / → [nl-ci] nl ‘spread out’
b. /an-ko/ → [an-k’o] an ‘embrace’
/tam-ci / → [tam-c’i] tam ‘put something in’
cf. /ul-n-ta/ → ul-φn-ta → [uφ-φn-ta]41 ul ‘weep’
c. /pat-ko/ → [pat-k’o] pat ‘receive’
/ip-ci/ → [ip-c’i] ip ‘wear’
/ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’ /n/ ‘adnominal’ /ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’
/ni/ ‘reason (since)’ /n/ ‘present’ /ta/ ‘declarative’
41

See section 2 and Lee (1976) for the deletion of  after l and that of l before n.
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The surface form malφ-k’o in (a) is derived from /malk-ko/ by the rules of glottalization
and cluster simplification, which must apply in a counterbleeding fashion. In (b), the
suffix-initial obstruent is glottalized after the root-final nasal consonant, but in the cf.
form the suffix-initial t is not glottalized, since it occurs after the suffix-final nasal
consonant n. And in (c), the suffix-initial obstruent is glottalized after the root-final
obstruent.
The C-pairs *[C, -lat]]V/A-RT [C, -son] (GLOT) » IDENT (C. G.) and *CCC (*COMPLEX)
» MAX are respectively responsible for the processes of glottalization and cluster
simplification. The underlying representation /malk-ko/ meets the SD’s of the two Orelated AMP-ranked constraints GLOT and *COMPLEX, but the application of the former
derives the structure that meets the SD of the latter. MFP is therefore ready to enjoin the
former to apply before the latter.
The M-feeding ranking of the constraints standing in a counterbleeding relation is
illustrated in the following tableau:
(115) Tableau for /malk-ko/ → [malφ-k’o] in Korean
/malk-ko/ GLOT » IDENT (C. G.) *COMPLEX » MAX
1.
malk-k’o √
M
2. → malφ-k’o
√
GLOT derives [1], M-feeding *COMPLEX in accordance with the natural ranking MFP »
AMP, and M-fed *COMPLEX derives [2] according to AMP. The two constraints might Oapply to the underlying representation according to AMP but the natural ranking forestalls
it.
Next, I will discuss two counterbleeding cases on the basis of the data presented and
the observation made in Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1977). The Ki-Rundi case will be
examined in the first place. Pay heed to the lengthened vowel of the forms in (b) in the
following examples:
(116) Vowel Lengthening Before the Nasal-Consonant Cluster in Ki-Rundi
a. ku-ror-a
‘to look at’
n-tabaar-e
‘that I help’
ku-ba-ror-a ‘to look at them’
ba-tabaar-e ‘that they help’
b. ku:-n-dor-a ‘to look at me’
ba:-n-tabaar-e ‘that they help me’
In Ki-Rundi, as demonstrated in (b), the rule of nasal assimilation (NA) assimilates the
first person object prefix /N/ to the root-initial consonant in place of articulation, and the
rule of nasal-consonant cluster lengthening (NCL) lengthens the vowel before the nasalconsonant cluster.
The additional examples complicate the matter:
(117) Vowel Lengthening Before the Nasal-Consonant Cluster in Ki-Rundi
a. ku-men‚-a
‘to know’
ku-n‚ag-a ‘to rob’
ku-ba-men‚-a ‘to know them’

ku-ba-n‚ag-a ‘to rob them’
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b. ku:-φ-men‚-a ‘to know me’

ku:-φ-n‚ag-a ‘to rob me’

If the root-initial nasal consonant follows the prefix /N/, a single nasal of the same quality
as the former results, which is exemplified in (b). This is attributable to NA and the rule
of degemination (DEGEM) that degeminates the geminate nasal. Although the prefix /N/
has no overt realization before the root-initial nasal consonant, the vowel of the infinitive
prefix is lengthened. In rule-based derivation therefore NCL must counterbleed DEGEM.
We may transform the rules into the following constraints:
(118) Constraints in Ki-Rundi
a. Nasal Assimilation: Assimilate N to the following consonant in place of
articulation (NA).
b. Nasal-Consonant Cluster Lengthening: *VµNC (NCL) » DEP (µ)
c. Degemination: *NN (DEGEM) » MAX
The constraints NCL and DEGEM stand in a counterbleeding relation like the
corresponding rules.
The established constraints enable the tableau for a form in (117b) to be constructed:
(119) Tableau for Vowel Lengthening in Ki-Rundi
/ku-N-men‚-a/ NA NCL » DEP (µ) DEGEM
MAX
M
1.
ku-m-men‚-a √
2. → ku:-φ-men‚-a

√

»

√

NA derives [1], M-feeding NCL, in accordance with the natural ranking MFP » AMP. Mfed NCL and DEGEM, which stand in a counterbleeding relation, O-derive [2] according
to AMP.
In the second place, Washo, an American Indian language spoken near Lake Tahoe,
Nevada, supplies a counterbleeding case. The vowel ˆ is epenthesized in the context C
_____ C{C, #}. This is observable in the following examples (see also Jacobsen 1964):
(120) Epenthesis in Washo
t’-aps-a ‘on his body’
m-asg-a ‘on your back’

t’-apˆs
‘his body’
m-asˆk
‘your back’
m-asˆk-le:we ‘towards your back’
‘I’ll sing’
l-esm-i ‘I’m singing’
l-esˆm-hi
g-esˆm
‘Sing!’
The problem is that the epenthesized vowel ˆ appears even in the degeminated context in
surface representations provided that the SD of the rule in charge of epenthesizing it is
met in underlying representations. For instance, it is epenthesized in the underlying threeconsonant cluster /sl-l/ of //l-isl-leg-i/ ‘he’ll give it to him’. And the combination of the
two l’s provides the context for degemination. Hence, the rule of ˆ-epenthesis must
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counterbleed the rule of degemination to yield the surface form /l-isˆl-φeg-i. The two rules
can be transformed into the C-pairs *COMPLEX » DEP (ˆ) and *ll » MAX respectively.
These C-pairs stand in a counterbleeding relation like the corresponding rules.
The following tableau will show how the C-pairs standing in a counterbleeding relation
behave:
(121) Tableau for Epenthesis and Degemination in Washo
*COMPLEX » DEP (ˆ)
a. /l-esm-hi/

1. → l-esˆm-hi

√

b. //l-isl-leg-i/

1. → /l-isˆl-φeg-i

√

*ll » MAX
√

In (a) *COMPLEX derives [1]. In (b), the sequence /sl-l/ meets the SD’s of the two AMPranked constraints *COMPLEX and *ll. Hence, AMP dictates them to O-apply, deriving
[1].
Naturally, the neutralization constraints standing in a counterbleeding relation are also
governed by the natural ranking of URP’s. The interaction of the constraints standing in
this relation creates C-opacity. The surface form malφ-k’o in (115) is C-opaque with
regard to GLOT, since the structure derived by GLOT is changed by *COMPLEX, or the
condition that triggered GLOT is changed by *COMPLEX.

Part IV. Reduplication
In section 10 the emergence of the unmarked in reduplication will be reinterpreted from
the viewpoint of Natural Derivational Phonology. And in section 11 another problem of
reduplication will be approached in the light of AMP.
10. Emergence of the Unmarked in Reduplicants
In McCarthy & Prince (1995, 1997) the following ranking schema for the emergence of
the unmarked (TETU) in reduplication is presented (see also Alderete et al 1996, 1997):
(122) Ranking Schema for TETU in Reduplication
FIO » M » FBR
The domination of FIO over M makes M have no effect on the base but the domination of
M over FBR makes M respected in the reduplicant. This ranking results in TETU
concerning M in reduplicants. The point is that the phonologically unmarked structure
with respect to M emerges in the reduplicant even though M is roundly violated in the
base and in non-reduplicant forms.
McCarthy & Prince (1995) cite from the Philippine Austronesian language Balangao a
typical example of TETU in syllable structure in reduplicants. The reduplicants in
Balangao have the first two syllables of the base copied with the final coda excluded.
This exclusion arises due to the ranking MAXIO » NOCODA » MAXBR, an instantiation of
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the ranking schema for TETU, as is illustrated in the OT tableau McCarthy & Prince
construct:
(123) Tableau for TETU in Syllable Structure in Balangao Reduplication in OT
/RED-tagtag/
MAXIO NOCODA MAXBR
***
*
a. → tagta-tagtag
b.
tagtag-tagtag
****!
c.
tagta-tagta
*!
**
The unlawful loss of the final coda in the base of candidate (c) is caused by the
satisfaction of NOCODA, which brings forth the violation of the highest-ranking MAXIO.
The optimal candidate and candidate (b) do not violate it but the former beats the latter
that has more violation marks of NOCODA. Hence, the ranking MAXIO » NOCODA »
MAXBR, an instantiation of the ranking schema for TETU, justifies the exclusion of the
reduplicant-final coda in the optimal candidate.
In deriving the wrong candidate tagta-tagta (123c) NOCODA applies in the
environment not derived by the constraint responsible for reduplication as well as it
applies reduplicant-finally. In comparison, in deriving the optimal candidate (123a) it
applies only reduplicant-finally, namely, at the end of the reduplicant derived by the
constraint responsible for reduplication. As TETU is realized only in the reduplicant
derived by a constraint, we are reminded of the DC schema: it is realized in due
observance of an instantiation of the DC schema. Consequently, TETU in reduplication
can be reinterpreted in terms of the DC schema. The unpaired constraint C-RED and the
C-pair NOCODA » MAX are required for the reduplication. C-RED segmentalizes the
reduplicative morpheme RED by copying the first two syllables of the base. And
NOCODA applies in the context _____ ], where ] is a morpheme boundary. C-RED feeds
NOCODA, which is constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint
NOCODA, an instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (b) from the DC schema,
constituting the DC on itself. The DC on NOCODA demands that NOCODA apply only to
derived structure.
The constraints and the DC on NOCODA make it possible for tableau (123) to be
superseded by the following tableau constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology:
(124) Tableau for TETU in Syllable Structure in Balangao Reduplication in Natural
Derivational Phonology
/RED-tagtag/
DC C-RED NOCODA »
MAX
*!
1. RED-tagtaφ
√
1. [tagtag]RED-tagtag
√
2. → [tagtaφ]RED-tagtag
√
The two AMP-ranked constraints C-RED and NOCODA constitute MCR’s in conformity
with C-on-U. NOCODA that derives the loser violates an E-constraint and it is O-related
with C-RED that derives the winner, and they are ranked according to the same URP (i.e.,
AMP). Hence, they are able to constitute MCR’s. The loser violates the DC on NOCODA,
since NOCODA deletes the non-derived base-final g. The winner is derived by C-RED.
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NOCODA derives [2] from the winner in MCR’s in such a way that the DC on NOCODA
that the loser in MCR’s violates is not violated.
In Korean a reduplicant copies the first syllable of the base except the coda. This is an
example of TETU in syllable structure in reduplicants too. For example, tuφ-tu-sil is
derived from /RED-tu-sil/ (/tu-sil/ ‘buoyantly, floating’). C-RED copies the first
syllable of the base and the C-pair NOCODA » MAX deletes the coda consonant. C-RED
feeds NOCODA, which is constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint
NOCODA, an instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema,
constituting the DC on itself. The DC on NOCODA demands that NOCODA apply to
derived structure if its SD is met in the intramorphemic structure.
The following tableau shows how the DC on NOCODA works:
(125) Tableau for TETU in Syllable Structure in Korean Reduplication
DC C-RED NOCODA » MAX
/RED-tu-sil/
1. [tu]RED-tu-sil
2. [tuφ]RED-tuφ-siφ
3. → [tuφ]RED-tu-sil

√

N
√√√
√

**

AMP-ranked C-RED derives [1], overriding N-ranked NOCODA. The three instantiations
of NOCODA NO-derive [2]. But it acquires two violation marks of DC, since two coda
consonants are deleted by the two instantiations of NOCODA in the non-derived
intramorphemic structures. An instantiation of NOCODA derives [3] from [1] in such a
way that the two instantiations of the DC on NOCODA that [2] violates are not violated.
Lastly, Akan provides an example of TETU in segmental structure in reduplication
(McCarthy & Prince 1995; see also Christaller 1875 [1964], Welmers 1946 and Schachter
& Fromkin 1968). The reduplicant is CV prefix, the vowel of which is always high.
TETU in this case arises from the ranking IDENTIO (high) » *[-HIGH] » IDENTBR (high), an
instantiation of the ranking schema for TETU. The domination of IDENTIO (high) over *[HIGH] makes *[-HIGH] violated in the base but the domination of *[-HIGH] over IDENTBR
(high) makes *[-HIGH] obeyed in the reduplicant.
TETU in Akan is illustrated in the OT tableau McCarthy & Prince construct:

(126) Tableau for TETU in Segmental Structure in Akan Reduplication in OT (/so//
‘seize’)
/RED-so// IDENTIO (high) *[-HIGH] IDENTBR (high)
a. → su-so/

*

b.

**!

so-so/

*
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c.

su-su/

*!

The candidate su-su/ (c) is filtered out, since it violates the highest-ranking IDENTIO
(high). The optimal candidate and candidate (b) do not violate it but the former beats the
latter that has more violation marks of *[-HIGH]. Hence, the ranking IDENTIO (high) » *[HIGH] » IDENTBR (high), an instantiation of the ranking schema for TETU, justifies the
raising of the reduplicant-final vowel of the optimal candidate.
In Natural Derivational Phonology we need C-RED and the C-pair *[-HIGH] » IDENT
(high). C-RED here copies the first syllable of the base except the coda consonant.42 *[HIGH], which is to be fed by C-RED, is constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization
constraint *[-HIGH], an instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC
schema, constituting the DC on itself. The DC on *[-HIGH] demands that *[-HIGH] apply
to derived structure if its SD is met in the intramorphemic structure.
The following tableau supplants the OT tableau above:
(127) Tableau for TETU in Segmental Structure in Akan Reduplication in Natural
Derivational Phonology
DC C-RED *[-HIGH] » IDENT (high)
/RED-so//
1.

[so]RED-so/

2.

[su]RED-su/ *

3. → [su]RED-so/

√

N
√√
√

AMP-ranked C-RED derives [1], overriding N-ranked *[-HIGH]. The two instantiations of
*[-HIGH] NO-derive [2]. But it violates DC, since an instantiation of *[-HIGH] also raises
the vowel in the base, namely, in the non-derived intramorphemic structure. An
instantiation of *[-HIGH] derives [3] from [1] in such a way that the DC on *[-HIGH] is
not violated.
In (124) the candidate [tagtaφ]RED-tagtaφ can be derived by NOCODA from the winner
in MCR’s and from the expected surface form, but it is discarded by the E-constraint
Identical Candidate Violation (ICV) that will be established in subsection 17. 1. Likewise,
in (125) and (127) the candidates that violate ICV are discarded. Furthermore, MCR’s are
not constructed in (125) and (127) in contrast to (124), because the two O-related
constraints are not to be ranked according to the same URP.
The DC schema guarantees that the phonologically unmarked structure or TETU in
reduplication is realized only in the (reduplicant-final) environment derived by C-RED. It
appears that TETU in syllable or segmental structure in reduplication is universally taken
care of by the DC schema with the aid of C-RED. OT does not explain why TETU is
realized only in the derived environment. In Natural Derivational Phonology it is only too
natural: TETU is realized only in the environment beyond the range of the DC schema, a
Natural-Derivational-Phonology version of NRC. Instead of the instantiations of the DC
C-RED may copy the first syllable of the base in toto. Then the reduplicant-final consonant / is deleted by
NOCODA, constrained by the DC on itself, like the preceding case. But I adopt this C-RED, following the
statement above that the reduplicant is CV prefix.
42
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schema we may take advantage of the context _____ ]RED to be specified in the SD of the
constraint responsible for TETU. But this alternative diverges from the fact that the DC
schema, which is motivated independently, is a Natural-Derivational-Phonology version
of NRC and it ensures that TETU in reduplication is realized only in the environment
beyond the range of NRC. Moreover, we might formulate C-RED that copies the base
except the base-final coda consonant, which renders NOCODA’s employed in (124) and
(125), and the DC’s on them unnecessary. However, this alternative cannot explain why
the base-final coda consonant is not copied in the reduplicant.
11. Bloomfield’s Ordering Paradox
In this section I will discuss the problem arising from the derivation of the reduplicated
form [pa-mu-mu:tul] from /paN-RED-pu:tul/ in Tagalog, following the observation made
in McCarthy & Prince (1995). Examine carefully ‘Bloomfield’s ordering paradox’ the
following quotation implies:
the form [pa-mu-mu:tul] ‘a cutting in quantity’ implies, by the actual sequence of the parts, that the
reduplication is made ‘before’ the prefix is added, but at the same time implies, by the presence of [m-]
for [p-] in both reduplication and main form, that the prefix is added ‘before’ the reduplication is made.
(Bloomfield 1933: 222)

Now “the first discussion of a serial model” can be interpreted in the following two serial
derivations:
(128) Bloomfield’s Ordering Paradox in Tagalog
a. /pu:tul/
Root
b. /pu:tul/
pu-pu:tul
Reduplication
paN-pu:tul
paN-pu-pu:tul Prefixation
pa-mu:tul
pa-mu-pu:tul
Nasal Substitution
pa-mu-mu:tul
pa-mu-mu:tul Nasal Copy
[pa-mu-mu:tul]
[pa-mu-mu:tul]

Root
Prefixation
Nasal Substitution
Reduplication

Reduplication applies to the underlying root /pu:tul/ before Prefixation in (a), while it
applies to the derived root mu:tul in (b). This gives birth to an ordering paradox.
Bloomfield’s ordering paradox can be resolved in a serial fashion according to AMP in
Natural Derivational Phonology. The unpaired constraint C-RED requires the
reduplicative morpheme RED to copy the first syllable of the base. The prefix-final N
coalesces with the following voiceless stop to yield the nasal consonant homorganic with
the stop. The C-pair *NC (that bans the sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent) »
UNIF takes care of this nasal substitution (cf. Indonesian nasal substitution to be discussed
in the next section). And the unpaired constraint N-COPY requires the nasality of the
reduplicant-initial consonant to be copied onto the base-initial consonant.
The derivation of pa-mu-mu:tul in Natural Derivational Phonology is shown in the
following tableau:
(129) Tableau for /paN-RED-pu:tul/ → [pa-mu-mu:tul] in Tagalog
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/paN-RED-pu:tul/
1.
paN1-p2u:-pu:tul
2.
pa-m1, 2u:-pu:tul
3. → pa-m1, 2u-mu:tul

C-RED

*NC » UNIF

N-COPY

√
√
√

C-RED derives [1], *NC derives [2], and N-COPY derives [3]. 43 The surface form is
derived serially by the constraints standing in a feeding relation according to AMP.
To conclude, Bloomfield’s ordering paradox is handled properly by the serial
application of the constraints standing in a feeding relation according to AMP in Natural
Derivational Phonology.

Part V. Typology
The typological difference between languages unrelated genetically or between dialects
will be discussed. It can be distinguished by which faithfulness constraint the same
markedness constraint pairs with (section 12) or by whether the same markedness
constraint observes RBP or ACP (section 13). Distinguishing typological difference
between languages in these manners makes a sharp contrast with the commitment of OT
to factorial typology.
12. Constraint *NC
In this section I will discuss the typological difference among languages wholly on the
basis of the analyses made and the data presented in Pater (1996). He establishes the
constraint *NC (C = voiceless obstruent) that bans the sequence of nasal consonant and
voiceless obstruent, noticing that the NC cluster is avoided in a wide range of languages.
The marked NC cluster is resolved by a variety of processes employed in different
languages such as nasal substitution, denasalization, post-nasal voicing and nasal deletion.
In the first place, consider the mN-prefixation paradigm in Indonesian. Especially
take notice of the behavior of the final N of the prefix mN:

(130) mN-Prefixation in Indonesian
a. /mN-pilih/ → [mmilih] ‘to choose, to vote’
/mN-tulis/ → [mnulis] ‘to write’
/mN-kasih/ → [masih] ‘to give’
b. /mN-bli/ → [mmbli] ‘to buy’
/mN-dapat/ → [mndapat] ‘to get, to receive’
43

The shortening of the copied long vowel u: is not considered.
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/mN-ganti/ → [mganti] ‘to change’
c. /mpat/ → [mpat] ‘four’
/untuk/ → [untuk] ‘for’
/mukin/ → [mukin] ‘possible’
The prefix-final N coalesces with the following root-initial voiceless obstruent to yield a
homorganic nasal consonant by the process of nasal substitution (cf. (129)) (a). It
becomes homorganic with the following root-initial voiced obstruent (b). And the NC
cluster must not be affected in the intramorphemic environment (c).
Secondly, consider the maN-prefixation paradigm in Mandar, a language spoken in
South Sulawesi. The behavior of the final N of the prefix maN can be compared with that
of the prefix mN in Indonesian.
(131) maN-prefixation in Mandar
a. /maN-tunu/ → [mattunu] ‘to burn’
b. /maN-dundu/ → [mandundu] ‘to drink’
The prefix-final N converts to an obstruent homorganic with the following root-initial
voiceless obstruent, yielding a geminate obstruent (a). And it becomes homorganic with
the following root-initial voiced obstruent (b).
Thirdly, examine the examples cited from the Puyo Pungo dialect of Quechua. The
process of post-nasal voicing is involved in the intermorphemic environment.
(132) Post-Nasal Voicing in Puyo Pungo Quechua
a. /kam-pa/ → [kamba] ‘yours’ cf. /sinik-pa/ → [sinikpa] ‘porcupine’s’
/hatum-pi/ → [hatumbi] ‘the big one’ cf. /saca-pi/ → [sacapi] ‘in the jungle’
/wakin-ta/ → [wakinda] ‘the others’ cf. /wasi-ta/ → [wasi-ta] ‘the house’
b. /siki/ → [siki] ‘soot’
/cuntina/ → [cuntina] ‘to stir the fire’
/pampalyina/ → [pampalyina] ‘skirt’
The suffix-initial voiceless obstruent becomes voiced after the nasal consonant in the
intermorphemic environment (a). And the post-nasal obstruent is not affected in the
intramorphemic environment (b).
In the last place, in languages like Kelantan Malay the nasal consonant is deleted
before a voiceless obstruent. Namely, the marked NC cluster is resolved by the deletion of
N.
In Pater (1996) the factorial typology among the four languages is predicted by the
permutation of the ranking of the markedness constraint *NC and the faithfulness
constraints. In Natural Derivational Phonology, however, the typological difference is
distinguished by with which faithfulness constraint the markedness constraint *NC
constitutes a C-pair, as is shown in the following:
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(133) C-pairs with the Markedness Constraint *NC
a. Nasal Substitution (Indonesian)
*NC » UNIF
b. Denasalization (Mandar)
*NC » IDENT (nas)
c. Post-Nasal Voicing (Puyo Pungo Quechua)
*NC » IDENT (voice)
d. Nasal Deletion (Kelantan Malay)
*NC » MAX
e. Epenthesis Between N and C44
*NC » DEP
In the languages that allow the NC cluster (e.g., English) there exists no C-pair that
consists of the markedness constraint *NC and its paired faithfulness constraint.
The derivations predicted by the C-pairs presented in (133) will be verified by
constructing the respective tableaux. First of all, the C-pair *NC » UNIF constructs the
tableau for the nasal substitution in Indonesian:
(134) Tableau for the Nasal Substitution in Indonesian
/…N1- C2…/ *NC » UNIF
1. → …N1, 2…

√

The C-pair *NC » UNIF derives [1].
The tableaux in which the C-pairs in (133b-d) take part can be constructed simply by
replacing the faithfulness constraint UNIF employed in the tableau above with the
respective faithfulness constraints. The following tableaux illustrate:
(135) Tableaux for *NC in Other Languages
a. Tableau for the Denasalization in Mandar
NA *NC » IDENT (nas)
/…N-C…/
M
√
1. …[N-C]PL…
2. → …[C-C]PL …

√

b. Tableau for the Post-Nasal Voicing in Puyo Pungo Quechua
/…N-C…/
*NC » IDENT (voice)
1. → …N-[C, +voice]…

√

c. Tableau for the Nasal Deletion in Kelantan Malay

44

Pater observes that no language seems to break up the NC cluster by an epenthetic vowel.
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/…N-C…/

*NC » MAX
√

1. → …φ-C…

In (a), the unpaired constraint responsible for nasal assimilation (NA) (i.e., Assimilate N
to the following consonant in place of articulation) M-feeds the C-pair *NC » IDENT
(nas) in deriving [1], and M-fed *NC derives [2]. In (b), *NC derives [1]. And in (c), *NC
derives [1].
Additionally, the instantiations of the DC schema are required for the forms in (130c)
and (132b) to filter out the wrong candidates derived by the intramorphemic application
of a constraint. For the former the neutralization constraint *NC ( » UNIF), an
instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the
DC on itself. The DC on *NC (» UNIF) demands that *NC (» UNIF) apply to derived
structure if its SD is met in the intramorphemic structure. And for the latter the
neutralization constraint *NC ( » IDENT (voice)), an instantiation of M in the DC schema,
chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The DC on *NC ( »
IDENT (voice)) demands that *NC ( » IDENT (voice)) apply to derived structure if its SD
is met in the intramorphemic structure.
The instantiations of the DC schema allow the tableaux for the forms with the
intramorphemic NC cluster to be constructed:
(136) Tableaux for the Forms with the Intramorphemic NC Cluster
a. Tableau for a Form in (130c) in Indonesian
/m1p2at/ DC *NC » UNIF
0. → m1p2at
1. m1,2at

√

*

b. Tableau for a Form in (132b) in Puyo Pungo Quechua
/siki/ DC *NC » IDENT (voice)
0. → siki
1.
sigi

*

√

In (a) and (b), *NC and *NC derive [1] respectively, but they violate DC, since they
apply to the non-derived intramorphemic structure.
The C-pairs presented in (133) afford the conclusive evidence that the typological
difference among the languages that have the same markedness constraint *NC is
distinguished by which faithfulness constraint (UNIF, IDENT (nas), IDENT (voice), or
IDENT (nas)) it pairs with. It is therefore claimed that typological difference among
languages may be distinguished by which faithfulness constraint the same markedness
constraint pairs with. Most importantly, this typological fact supplies a reasonable ground
for justifying the composition of a constraint pair in the form of M » F.
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13. Canadian English Dialects
In rule-based phonology an aspect of dialectal difference is distinguished in terms of
different ordering of the same two rules. Canadian English dialects supply a proper
example (Kenstowicz 1994; see also Joos 1942 and Chomsky & Halle 1968). In these
dialects the raising rule raises the low vowel nucleus of the diphthongs ay and aw before a
voiceless consonant and the rule of voicing neutralization changes the intervocalic t to d.
In the following rule-based derivations the same two rules ordered differently in the
two dialects A and B operate. In dialect A they apply in a counterbleeding manner, but in
dialect B they apply in a bleeding manner.
(137) Canadian English Dialects
a. Dialect A
/rayt/ ‘write’
/rayt-r/ ‘writer’
ryt
ryt-r
___
ryd-r
[ryt]
[ryd-r]
b. Dialect B
/rayt/ ‘write’ /rayt-r/ ‘writer’
___
rayd-r
ryt
_______
[ryt]
[rayd-r]

Underlying Representations
Raising
Voicing Neutralization
Surface Representations
Underlying Representations
Voicing Neutralization
Raising
Surface Representations

The two dialects are distinguished by the different ordering of the same two rules.
Raising counterbleeds Voicing Neutralization in Dialect A, while Voicing Neutralization
bleeds Raising in Dialect B.
The two rules employed in the derivations above can be stated as the following two Cpairs:
(138) C-pairs in Canadian English Dialects
a. Raising:
*a{y, w}[-voice] (RAISING) » IDENT (low)
b. Voicing Neutralization: *V(G)tV » IDENT (voice)
These same two C-pairs operate in the two dialects. The difference lies here. In Dialect
A, where the two C-pairs stand in a counterbleeding relation, the rich underlying
representation that contains the morpheme /ryt/ posited in terms of R-ROTB can
constitute MUR’s; hence, allophonic RAISING applies to the regular underlying
representation, a member of MUR’s, overriding *V(G)tV, according to RBP. Meanwhile,
in Dialect B, where the two C-pairs stand in a bleeding relation, the rich underlying
representation that contains the morpheme /ryt/ cannot be posited in terms of R-ROTB;
hence, allophonic RAISING is A-ranked according to ACP.
The difference is detected by making a comparison between the following two
tableaux:
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(139) Tableau for Canadian English Dialect A
*V(G)tV » IDENT (voice) RAISING » IDENT (low)
a. /rayt/
√
1. → ryt
[ref. /ryt/]
√
b. /rayt-r/
1.
ryt-r R
[ref. /ryt-r/] 2. → ryd-r √
(140) Tableau for Canadian English Dialect B
*V(G)tV » IDENT (voice) RAISING » IDENT (low)
a. /rayt/
√
1. → ryt
A
b. /rayt-r/
1. → rayd-r √
In the tableau for Dialect A, R-ranking allophonic RAISING derives [1] in (a-b).
Furthermore, in (b), it overrides R-ranked *V(G)tV to be AMP-ranked in accordance with
the natural ranking RBP » ACP » AMP. *V(G)tV cannot apply to S1 of the underlying
representation according to RBP, since its SD is met intermorphemically. Overridden
*V(G)tV derives [2] according to AMP. In the tableau for Dialect B, A-ranked RAISING
derives [1] in (a). In (b), AMP-ranked *V(G)tV derives [1], overriding A-ranked
RAISING, in accordance with the natural ranking ACP » AMP. In both of the two
subtableaux (139b) and (140b) the two constraints might O-apply to the underlying
representations according to AMP. And M-feeding ranking of the constraints might result
in the following derivation: /rayt-r/ → ryt-r (by M-feeding A-ranked RAISING) →
[ryd-r] (by M-fed AMP-ranked *V(G)tV). The natural ranking RBP » ACP » MFP »
AMP, however, directs RBP and ACP to rank over MFP and AMP.
We can reconstruct tableau (139), positing the rich underlying representations that
contain the morpheme /ryt/ in terms of R-ROTB:
(141) Tableau for Rich Underlying Representations in Canadian English Dialect A
*V(G)tV » IDENT (voice)
a. /ryt/
0. → ryt
[ref. /rayt/]
b. /ryt-r/
0.
ryt-r
[ref. /rayt-r/] 1. → ryd-r √
In (a), no constraint applies to the rich underlying representation. In (b), *V(G)tV derives
[1] from the rich underlying representation according to AMP.
To sum up, the two dialects possess the same two C-pairs but the typological
distinction is drawn by whether the same allophonic constraint is ranked according to
RBP or ACP. Two precedents may be quoted from subsection 8. 2.

Part VI. Phonological Opacity
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The problem of phonological opacity challenges OT, providing the main argument in
favor of serialism, as McCarthy (1999) observes. He therefore seeks to solve it first in
sympathy theory (McCarthy 1999) and later in comparative markedness theory
(McCarthy 2002). We may recall that the instantiations of the DC schema and the CFC
schema create O-opacity (sections 5 and 7), and that the interaction of the constraints
standing in a counterbleeding relation creates C-opacity (section 9). We have seen that in
these sections no trouble is occasioned by phonological opacity in Natural Derivational
Phonology. Moreover, in Lee (2009b), where the problem of phonological opacity is
extensively discussed, it is demonstrated that it has been solved satisfactorily in Natural
Derivational Phonology. In this part I will examine whether sympathy theory and
comparative markedness theory can effectively cope with the problem of phonological
opacity.
14. Sympathy Theory
Sympathy theory (McCarthy 1999) claims to offer “an account of opacity in terms of the
core OT postulate, constraint ranking and violation.” In this section I will review
sympathy theory that deals with phonological opacity.
McCarthy (1999) deals with doubly C-opaque forms in sympathy theory, citing the
examples presented below from Yokuts (cf. the Yawelmani (a dialect of Yokuts) data in
(49a)). The C-opacity is ascribable to the interplay of the processes for vowel harmony,
vowel lowering and vowel shortening.
(142) Doubly C-Opaque Forms in Yokuts
/u:t-hin/ → [ot-hun]
(Nonfut.) ‘steal’
/c’u:m-hin/ → [c’om-hun] (Nonfut.) ‘destroy’
/su:g-hin/ → [sog-hun]
(Nonfut.) ‘pull out a cork’
The surface form ot-hun derived from /u:t-hin/ is doubly C-opaque owing to its o and
u. The vowel o is C-opaque with regard to the process of vowel lowering and u is Copaque with regard to the process of vowel harmony.
In order to account for the doubly C-opaque forms in sympathy theory the rankings
ALIGN-COL(OR) » ID (col), LG/-HI » ID (hi) and *[µµµ]σ » MAX-µ are respectively
required for the processes of vowel harmony, vowel lowering and vowel shortening. And
ROUND/αHIGH demands that every path including [roundi] include [αhigh] (i.e., every
token of [round] be linked to vowels of the same height) (see also Archangeli & Suzuki
1997). In addition, two sympathy constraints and two selector constraints for the doubly
C-opaque forms are necessary. And the two sympathy constraints are indexed with
subscripts to their respective selector constraints. Eventually, the extrinsic ranking of the
established constraints is shown by a diagram in (42) in McCarthy (1999). The diagram
can be interpreted as in the following:
(143) Extrinsic Ranking of the Constraints for the (142) Forms inYokuts in Sympathy
Theory
a. *[µµµ]σ, ❀ID(hi)MAX-µ, LG/-HI, ❀ID(col)ID(hi)
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b. *[µµµ]σ »ÎMAX-µ » ÎID (hi)
c. ❀ID(hi)MAX-µ, LG/-HI » ÎID (hi)
d. LG/-HI, ❀ID(col)ID(hi) » RD/αHI
e. ÎID (hi), RD/αHI » ALIGN-COL » ID (col)
With the extrinsic ranking presented above a complex sympathy tableau for a doubly Copaque form (i.e., /u:t-hin/ → [ot-hun]) is constructed in (43) in McCarthy (1999).
Instead of arguing for and against the sympathy tableau I will reconstruct it in Natural
Derivational Phonology. The C-pairs in Yawelmani employed in (50, 70, 83, 92), namely,
VH » IDENT (round1), *[Vµµ, +high] » IDENT (high) and *[µµµ]σ » MAX (µ) respectively
replace the rankings ALIGN-COL » ID (col), LG/-HI » ID (hi) and *[µµµ]σ » MAX-µ.45
(144) Tableau for a Doubly C-Opaque Form in Yokuts in Natural Derivational Phonology
/u:t-hin/ VH » IDENT (round1) *[Vµµ, +high] » IDENT (high) *[µµµ]σ » MAX (µ)
N
N
1.
u:t-hun √
M
√
2.
o:t-hun
√

3. → ot-hun

AMP-ranked VH derives [1], overriding the two N-ranked constraints *[Vµµ, +high] and
*[µµµ]σ, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP. *[Vµµ, +high] to be Nranked derives [2], M-feeding *[µµµ]σ to be N-ranked, in accordance with the natural
ranking NRP » MFP. Because NRP does not permit the two O-related MN’s to O-apply,
dominated MFP ranks them in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » MFP. M-fed
N-ranked *[µµµ]σ derives [3]. C-opacity regarding VH is created, since the structure
derived by VH is changed by *[Vµµ, +high], or the condition that triggered VH is changed
by it. And C-opacity regarding *[Vµµ, +high] is created, since the structure derived by
*[Vµµ, +high] is changed by *[µµµ]σ.
In the tableau constructed in sympathy theory complex extrinsic ranking of the
constraints is taken advantage of, not to mention the complexity presented by the selector
constraints and the sympathy constraints. In the tableau (144) constructed in Natural
Derivational Phonology, in contrast, the constraints apply in accordance with the natural
ranking of URP’s without further ado. Moreover, McCarthy (2002) himself observes that
classic OT (sympathy theory) cannot accommodate counterfeeding opacity (CFO) in a
fully general way. Additionally, O-opacity is created due to the instantiations of the DC
schema (see section 5)) and to those of the CFC schema (see section 7 and Lee 2009b),
and no E-constraint is involved in creating C-opacity, which is demonstrated in (144). It is
to be emphasized that the exposition of opacity is merely incidental to the demonstration
that opacity offers no difficulty to Natural Derivational Phonology.
15. Comparative Markedness Theory

45

Actually, the forms in (142) are found in the Yawelmani dialect of Yokuts.
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McCarthy (2002) proposes comparative markedness theory to overcome the difficulty
encountered in classic OT and sympathy theory, claiming that it accounts for
phonologically derived environment effects (DEE’s) (cf. Lubowicz 1999) and CFO. The
interaction of the constraints pertaining to DEE’s may occasion O-opacity and that of the
constraints pertaining to CFO may also occasion O-opacity.
The following quotation from McCarthy (2002) may convey some idea of what
comparative markedness theory is like:
More formally, the proposal is that every traditional markedness constraint M should be replaced by
two freely rankable constraints, OM and NM. The notation OM is a reminder that these markedness
constraints only refer to violations that are old, in the sense that they are shared with FFC. The
notation NM is similarly a reminder that these markedness constraints only refer to violations that are
new, in the sense that they are not shared with FFC. For example, ONO-VOICE is violated by the /ab/ →
ab mapping, while NNO-VOICE is violated by the /ampa/ → amba mapping. Dividing traditional M up
in this way yields some new results, as we will see below. I call this approach comparative
markedness.

Every candidate set includes the fully faithful candidate (FFC), with which candidates are
compared rather than with the input (underlying representation), since inputs, from which
FFC’s are derived, may lack syllabification or other fully predictable structures.
I will discuss the ranking schema for DEE’s in the first place. According to McCarthy
(2002), the following schema is in charge of them:
(145) Ranking Schema for DEE’s
NM » F » OM
In compliance with this schema new violations of M are not permitted, while its old
violations are tolerated. Namely, the phonologically derived structures that violate M are
not permitted, while the underlying structures that violate it are tolerated.
I will first examine the data cited from Klamath from the viewpoint of comparative
markedness theory. The following data are relevant to the subject (see subsections 8. 1
and 17. 2):
(146) Vowel Shortening in Klamath
a. /loyk’-wk/ → loyk’-o:k → [loyk’-ok]
‘because of picking berries’
/sawi:g-wk/ → sawi:g-o:k → [sawi:g-ok] ‘because of being angry’
b. /bonw-o:t-s/ → [bonw-o:t-s] (*[bonw-ot-s]) ‘something to drink with’
The markedness constraint VOC must dominate the faithfulness constraint DEP (µµ) for
the process of glide vocalization. It vocalizes glides y and w as long vowels i: and o:
respectively in the context C _____ {C, ]PW}(see (87)). And for the process of vowel
shortening two C-pairs are required: *VµµC0Vµµ (VS1) » MAX (µ) and *CCVµµ {CC,
C0]PW}(VS2) » MAX (µ). VS1/2 must affect only the long vowel derived by VOC.
The intermediate candidate loyk’-o:k in (146a) contains the new marked structure;
hence, it must undergo VS1/2. But the underlying candidate /bonw-o:t-s/ in (146b)
contains the old marked structure; hence, it must not undergo it. Consequently, the
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traditional markedness constraint VS1/2 splits into two constraints NVS1/2 and OVS1/2 in
comparative markedness theory, composing the ranking NVS1/2 » MAX (µ) » OVS1/2, an
instantiation of the ranking schema for DEE’s.
The ranking established for DEE’s constructs the tableau for the forms in (146):
(147) Tableau for Vowel Shortening in Klamath in Comparative Markedness Theory
DEP (µµ)
NVS1/2 MAX (µ)
OVS1/2 VOC
i. FFC /loyk’-wk/
a.
loyk’-wk
*!
b.
loyk’-o:k
*!
*
*
c. → loyk’-ok
ii. FFC /sawi:g-wk/
*!
a.
sawi:g-wk
*!
*
b.
sawi:g-o:k
*
c. → sawi:g-ok
iii. FFC /bonw-o:t-s/
a.
bonw-ot-s
b. → bonw-o:t-s

*!
*

In (i-ii), candidate (a) violates VOC, and candidate (b) has a new marked structure, which
is not present in the FFC, incurring the violation of high-ranking NVS1/2. The optimal
candidate violates the invisible low-ranking constraint. In (iii), the optimal candidate
bonw-o:t-s that violates invisible low-ranking OVS1/2 defeats the candidate bonw-ot-s (b)
that violates high-ranking MAX (µ). The forms in (i-ii) show that the phonologically
derived structures that violate NVS1/2 are not permitted, but the form in (iii) shows that the
underlying structure that violates OVS1/2 is tolerated. DEE’s for the forms in (146) are
accounted for in terms of the ranking schema for DEE’s, though in (i-ii) the invisible
constraint DEP (µµ) that the optimal candidate violates is questionable.
We will nevertheless see that things do not go so smoothly. I will next reexamine the
Finnish data in (37) from the viewpoint of comparative markedness theory. The
markedness constraint *ti, which dominates the faithfulness constraint IDENT (cont), takes
care of the t → s process. In comparative markedness theory the traditional markedness
constraint *ti has two instantiations: N*ti and O*ti. These constraints together with the
faithfulness constraint IDENT (cont) establish the ranking N*ti » IDENT (cont) » O*ti, an
instantiation of the ranking schema for DEE’s. Hence, the candidate vesi beats the
competing candidate veti that contains the new marked structure ti. On the other hand, the
FFC /koti/ maps to koti unscathed, since it contains an old marked structure ti.
The ranking established in agreement with comparative markedness theory may
construct the tableau for the Finnish t → s phenomenon:
(148) Tableau for the Finnish t → s Phenomenon in Comparative Markedness Theory
IDENT (cont) O*ti *e]PW IDENT (high)
N*ti
i. FFC /koti/
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a. → koti
b.
kosi
ii. FFC /vete/
a.
vete
b.
veti
c. → vesi

*
*!
*!
*!

*
*

*
*ti

iii. FFC /halut-i/
a.
halut-i
*!
b. → halus-i

IDENT (cont)

*

In (i), the optimal candidate koti that violates invisible low-ranking O*ti beats the
candidate kosi (b) that violates high-ranking INDENT (cont). In (ii), vete (a) violates *e]PW.
veti (b) has a new marked structure ti, which is not present in the FFC /vete/, incurring the
violation of high-ranking N*ti. The optimal candidate vesi violates the invisible lowranking constraints. In these two subtableaux DEE’s are accounted for impeccably. Note,
however, that for the form in (iii) the traditional ranking *ti » IDENT (cont) must operate,
since the ranking N*ti » IDENT (cont) » O*ti cannot derive the expected surface form. As a
result, two different rankings of the constraints must be postulated for the same Finnish t
→ s phenomenon.
Thirdly, I will reconsider the Korean data in (34) in terms of comparative markedness
theory. The traditional markedness constraint *ti has two instantiations: N*ti and O*ti.
These constraints along with the faithfulness constraint IDENT (ant) constitute the ranking
N*ti » IDENT (ant) » O*ti, an instantiation of the ranking schema for DEE’s. And the
markedness constraint *[V, +back] [-back]]SUB must dominate the faithfulness constraint
UNIF for the process of coalescence in (34b).
The (34) forms may now be derived as follows in comparative markedness theory:

(149) Tableau for Neutralization Palatalization in Korean in Comparative Markedness
Theory
IDENT (ant) O*ti
N*ti
i. FFC /ti/
*
a. → ti
*!
b. ci
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O*ti

IDENT (ant)

ii. FFC /t’1-[-back]2u/
a.
t’1-[-back]2u
b. → t’i1, 2-u
c.
c’i1, 2-u

*[V, +back] [-back]]SUB

UNIF

*!
*
*!
*ti

iii. FFC /kut-i/
a.
kut-i

N*ti

*
*

IDENT (ant)

*!

b. → kuc-i

*

In (i), the optimal candidate ti that violates invisible low-ranking O*ti defeats the
candidate ci (b) that violates high-ranking IDENT (ant). This accounts for DEE’s. Yet in
(ii), an instantiation of the ranking schema for CFO in comparative markedness theory to
be discussed below must operate in order to derive the expected surface form. And in (iii),
the traditional ranking of the constraints *ti » IDENT (ant) derives the expected surface
form intermorphemically, since the ranking N*ti » IDENT (ant) » O*ti cannot derive the
expected surface form. Consequently, three different rankings of the constraints must
operate for the same phenomenon of the neutralization palatalization in Korean.
In the second place, I will discuss the ranking schema for CFO. Remarking that
sympathy theory cannot accommodate CFO in a fully general way, McCarthy (2002) tries
to solve the problem of CFO in comparative markedness theory. He maintains that the
ranking schema opposite to that for DEE’s is responsible for CFO:
(150) Ranking Schema for CFO
OM » F » NM
In compliance with this schema old violations of M are not permitted, while its new
violations are tolerated.
I will reconsider tableau (66) in terms of the ranking schema for CFO with the
following data added.

(151) Forms with the Intramorphemic Sequence V in Korean46
/kal/ → [kal] (*[kaφl]) ‘autumn’ /tam/ → [tam] (*[taφm]) ‘next’
/kol/ → [kol] (*[koφl]) ‘county’ /mo/→ [mo] (*[moφ]) ‘collect’
/kel/ → [kel] (*[keφl]) ‘lazy’ /mam/ → [mam] (*[maφm]) ‘mind’

46

See also Lee (2009g: section 10).
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The markedness constraint *HIATUS that dominates the faithfulness constraint MAX () is
required to remedy the hiatal structure. The traditional markedness constraint *HIATUS
has two instantiations for CFO in comparative markedness theory: O*HIATUS and
N*HIATUS. With the faithfulness constraint MAX () these constraints constitute the
ranking O*HIATUS » MAX () » N*HIATUS, an instantiation of the ranking schema for
CFO.
The instantiation of the ranking schema for CFO takes part in constructing the
following tableau:
(152) Tableau for -Deletion in Korean in Comparative Markedness Theory
O*HIATUS

i. FFC /na-myn/
a.
na-myn
b. → na-φmyn
ii. FFC /na[+S.G.]-myn/
a. na[+S.G.]-myn
b. → naφ-myn
c.
naφ-φmyn

N*HIATU

S

*[+S.G.]]SUB

MAX ([+S.G.]]SUB)

*!
*
*!
*

*
*

*!
N*HIATUS

iii. FFC /kal/
a. → kal
b.
kaφl

MAX ()

MAX ()

O*HIATUS

*
*!

In (i), na-myn (a) violates high-ranking O*HIATUS. The optimal candidate violates
invisible low-ranking MAX (). In (ii), na[+S.G.]-myn (a) violates high-ranking
*[+S.G.]]SUB. The optimal candidate violates invisible low-ranking N*HIATUS and MAX
([+S.G.]]SUB, while naφ-φmyn (c) violates MAX (), which outranks N*HIATUS. In (i-ii),
an instantiation of the ranking schema for CFO works satisfactorily. In (iii), however, an
instantiation of the ranking schema for DEE’s must be employed to guarantee the
derivation of the expected surface form. In consequence, two different rankings of the
constraints must be exploited for the same phenomenon of -deletion in Korean.
The tableau (152) constructed in comparative markedness theory will be superseded by
the tableau to be constructed in Natural Derivational Phonology. *HIATUS must be
constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization constraint *HIATUS, an instantiation of
M in the DC schema, chooses (a) from the DC schema, constituting the DC on itself. The
DC on *HIATUS demands that *HIATUS apply to derived structure if its SD is met in the
intramorphemic structure. In addition, *[+S.G.]]SUB must counterfeed *HIATUS: *HIATUS
must be constrained by the CFC on itself. *HIATUS, an instantiation of M in the CFC
schema, chooses (a) from the CFC schema by default, constituting the CFC on itself. The
CFC on *HIATUS demands that *HIATUS not apply to derived structure.
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The DC and CFC on *HIATUS enable the following tableau to be constructed in Natural
Derivational Phonology:
(153) Tableau for -Deletion in Korean in Natural Derivational Phonology
DC CFC *[+S.G.]]SUB » MAX *HIATUS » MAX ()
a. /na-myn/
1. → na-φmyn

√

b. /na[+S.G.]-myn/
1. → naφ-myn
2.
naφ-φmyn
c. /kal/
0. → kal
1.
kaφl

√
√

*

√

*

In (a), *HIATUS derives [1] straightforwardly in the intermorphemic environment. In (b),
N-ranked *[+S.G.]]SUB derives [1]. *HIATUS derives [2], but it violates CFC, since it
applies to the derived structure. In (c), *HIATUS derives [1], but it violates DC, since it
applies to the non-derived intramorphemic structure.
Analogous cases can be adduced to show further that comparative markedness theory is
not tenable. First, I will review the Korean data in (20a) with the data in (b-c) added:
(154) Deletion of  after l in Korean
a. In the Underlying Intermorphemic Sequence l-
/sal-myn/ → [sal-φmyn] sal ‘live’
/ul-myn/ → [ul-φmyn] ul ‘weep’
/al-myn/ → [al-φmyn] al ‘know’
cf. /mak-myn/ → [mak-myn] mak ‘prevent’
b. In the Derived Intermorphemic Sequence l- (of the Forms with a t-Irregular Verb
Root)
/kt-myn/ → [kl-myn] (→ *[kl-φmyn]) kt ‘walk’
/mut-myn/ → [mul-myn] (→ *[mul-φmyn]) mut ‘ask’

c. In the Underlying Intramorphemic Sequence l
/tal-ko/ → [tal-ko] (→ *[talφ-ko]) tal ‘different’
/pul-ci / → [pul-ci] (→ *[pulφ-ci]) pul ‘call’
/myn/ ‘condition (if)’ /ko/ ‘conjunctive (and)’ /ci/ ‘conjunctive in negative’
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The vowel  is deleted after l in the underlying intermorphemic environment (a). The
root-final t of the t-irregular verbs changes to l before a vowel but the derived l must not
trigger the process of -deletion in the phonologically derived intermorphemic
environment (Lee 1976) (b). And the underlying intramorphemic sequence l is tolerated
(cf. footnote 13) (c).
I will next review the Tangale data in (67) with the data cited in footnote 32 added:
(155) Obstruent Voicing Before a Sonorant Consonant in Tangale
a. In the Underlying Intermorphemic Sequence of Voiceless Obstruent Plus Sonorant
/bugat-no/ → [bugad-no] ‘my window’ cf. bugat-ko ‘your window’
/aduk-no/ → [adug-no] ‘my load’
cf. aduk- ‘the load’
b. In the Derived Intermorphemic Sequence of Voiceless Obstruent Plus Sonorant
/lutu-no/ → [lutφ-no] (→ *[ludφ-no] ) ‘my bag’ cf. lutu ‘bag’
/duka-no/ → [dukφ-no] (→ *[dugφ-no]) ‘my salt’ cf. duka ‘salt’
c. In the Underlying Intramorphemic Sequence of Voiceless Obstruent Plus Sonorant
/pitla/ → [ptla] (*[pdla]) ‘ant’
/basre/ → [basre] (*[bazre]) ‘work.
The voiceless obstruent becomes voiced before a sonorant consonant in the underlying
intermorphemic environment (a), but voicing must not take place in the phonologically
derived intermorphemic environment (b). And the underlying intramorphemic sequence
of a voiceless obstruent plus a sonorant consonant is tolerated (c).
It is sufficient to say that for the two analogous cases we can construct not only the
tableaux analogous to the tableau in (152) constructed in comparative markedness theory
but also the tableaux analogous to the tableau in (153) constructed in Natural Derivational
Phonology.
We have seen that in order to uphold comparative markedness theory we must postulate
constradictory rankings of constraints for the same phonological phenomenon. It cannot
grapple successfully with the problem of O-opacity pertaining to DEE’s and CFO. (It says
nothing about the problem of C-opacity, but see section 9). In Natural Derivational
Phonology constraints have only to apply in accordance with the natural ranking of
URP’s, letting E-constraints, including the instantiations of the DC schema and the CFC
schema that respectively subsume the ranking schema for DEE’s and that for CFO,
evaluate their outputs, regardless of whether the problem of opacity is encountered or not.
It is due to the instantiations of the DC schema and those of the CFC schema that Oopacity pertaining to DEE’s and O-opacity pertaining to CFO are respectively created
(see also sections 5, 7 and 14, and Lee 2009b). Furthermore, McCarthy (2002) observes
that opacity of allophonic processes presents a challenge to sympathy theory and
comparative markedness theory. In section 7, however, the problem of O-opacity
regarding Sea Dayak allophonic nasal harmony is settled definitely with the help of the
CFC schema.
16. Self-Counterfeeding in Lardil in Comparative Markedness Theory
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In Lardil, a language of Northern Australia, only the underlying word-final vowel is
apocopated, and “codas may be occupied only by ‘non-back coronals’ and by nasals
homorganic with a following (onset) consonant” (Prince & Smolensky 1993). Apocope
therefore must not feed itself by way of the deletion of the impermissible coda consonant:
/t`ipit`ipi/ → t`ipit`ip → t`ipit`i → *t`ipit` → *t`ipi → ... (McCarthy 2002).
To start with, consider the following data, paying attention to the nominative forms, to
which the analysis will be confined:
(156) Apocope and the Deletion of the Word-Final Consonant in Lardil (cf. Prince &
Smolensky 1993)
Nom.
Nonfut. Acc.
Fut. Acc.
/wukunu/:
wukunuφ
wukunu-in
wukunu-kur` ‘queen-fish’
/murkunima/:
murkuniφφ
murkunima-n
murkunima-r`
‘nullah”
/awuawu/:
awuaφφ
awuawu-n
awuawu-r`
‘termite’
/t`ipit`ipi/:
t`ipit`iφφ
t`ipit`ipi-n
t`ipit`ipi-wur`
‘rock cod’
As is observed in the nominative forms, apocope must counterfeed itself after the deletion
of the word-final coda consonant.
Analysis will first be attempted in comparative markedness theory to settle the CFO
problem. The markedness constraint FINAL-C (= *V]PW) that dominates the faithfulness
constraint MAX is responsible for the apocope process; it requires that every prosodic
word be consonant-final (McCarthy & Prince 1994). In comparative markedness theory
the traditional markedness constraint FINAL-C has two parallel forms: OFINAL-C and
NFINAL-C. They constitute the ranking OFINAL-C » MAX » NFINAL-C, an instantiation of
the ranking schema for CFO.
The ranking established for CFO enables the following tableau to be constructed. (This
tableau is equivalent to the tableau (26) constructed in McCarthy (2002).)
(157) Tableau for Apocope in Lardil in Comparative Markedness Theory
MAX NFINAL-C
OFINAL-C
a. (FFC) t`ipit`ipi *!
**
*
b. → t`ipit`i
c.
t`ipi
***!* *
The candidate t`ipit`ipi (a) preserves the old marked word-final vowel i, incurring the
violation of the highest-ranking OFINAL-C. The optimal candidate t`ipit`i (b) defeats t`ipi
(c), which has more violation marks of MAX. O-opacity regarding FINAL-C seems to be
accounted for satisfactorily in terms of an instantiation of the ranking schema for CFO.
This is not the whole story, however. The additional data complicate the matter
(Kenstowicz & Kesseberth 1977):
(158) Vowel Lowering in Lardil
Nom.

Nonfut. Acc.
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Fut. Acc.

a.

b.

/uku/:

uka

uku-n

uku-r`

/kat`u/:

kat`a
mun`a
ken`t`e
pape
in`e
mukumuφφφ
put`uφφ

kat`u-n
mun`u-n
ken`t`i-n
papi-n
in`i-n
mukumuku-n
put`uka-n

kat`u-r`
‘child’
mun`u-r` ‘elbow’
ken`t`i-wur` ‘wife’
papi-wur` ‘father’s mother’
in`i-wur` ‘skin’
mukumuku-r` ‘wooden axe’
put`uka-r`
‘short’

/mun`u/:
/ken`t`i/:
/papi/:
/in`i/:
/mukumuku/:47
/put`uka/:

‘water’

The (156) forms can be added to the data in (b). In the nominative forms, the underlying
word-final high vowel is lowered (a), whereas the word-final high vowel not present in
the underlying word-final position is not lowered (b). Namely, the underlying word-final
high vowel is legitimately lowered only in the nominative forms of the two-syllable
words. For the process of vowel lowering the ranking *[V, +high]]PW (LOWER) » IDENT
(high) can be postulated.
We may now construct an enriched tableau for tableau (157) to demonstrate that the
ranking schema for CFO in comparative markedness theory is not defensible:
(159) Enriched Tableau for Apocope in Lardil in Comparative Markedness Theory
MAX NFINAL-C LOWER IDENT (high)
OFINAL-C
i. a. (FFC) t`ipit`ipi
*!
*!
b.
(?) t`ipit`i
*!*
*
*!
c.
t`ipi
*!*** *
*!
d.
t`ipit`ipe
*
*
e.
t`ipit`e
*!*
*
*
*!
*!
ii. a. (FFC) uku
*
*
b. →
uka
In (i), the wrong candidate t`ipit`ipe (d) must be chosen as the optimal candidate instead of
the expected surface form t`ipit`i (b), since its final vowel is lowered legitimately, violating
invisible low-ranking constraints, as is the optimal candidate in (b). Therefore in order to
secure the expected surface form in comparative markedness theory we must take
advantage of a number of constraints in addition to those employed in this tableau, not to
mention their complex extrinsic ranking.
It is apparent that the ranking schema for CFO in comparative markedness is not able
to cope adequately with the problem before us. Accordingly, I will deal with the
nominative forms in (156, 158) that include the forms treated in (159) in Natural
Derivational Phonology. First of all, the two constraints responsible for the phenomena of
consonant deletion and apocope established in Prince & Smolensky (1993) will be
introduced:
47

This form and the last two forms in (156) are reduplicated forms, but reduplication is not considered.
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(160) CODACOND
A coda consonant can have only Coronal place or else no place specification of its
own at all.
(161) FREE-V
Word-final vowels must not be parsed (in the nominative).
In Natural Derivational Phonology the markedness constraint CODACOND forms a Cpair with the faithfulness constraint MAX. The markedness constraint *V]PW (= FINAL-C),
the revised version of FREE-V, forms a C-pair with the faithfulness constraint MAX. For
forms like the first one in (158b) Kenstowicz & Kesseberth (1977) posit the rule of cluster
simplification: C → φ / C _____ #. This rule is transformed into the C-pair *CC]PW »
MAX. And the C-pair *[V, +high]]PW (LOWER) » IDENT (high) is required for the
phenomenon of vowel lowering. In view of the nominative forms in (156, 158b) LOWER
must be counterfed by CODACOND. It must not apply to the expected surface form
wukunuφ derived from /wukunu/ by CODACOND, deriving the wrong candidate
wukunaφ. The CFC on LOWER must therefore be established. LOWER, an instantiation
of M in the CFC schema, chooses (a) from the CFC schema by default, constituting the
CFC on itself. The CFC on LOWER says that LOWER must not apply to derived structure.
Moreover, because wukunaφ derived by LOWER violates the CFC on LOWER, *V]PW
must apply to the expected surface form wukunuφ, apocopating the word-final vowel u,
which brings forth the wrong candidate wukunφφ. Therefore the CFC on *V]PW must be
established in addition to the CFC on LOWER. *V]PW, an instantiation of M in the CFC
schema, chooses (b) from the CFC schema with a specific M = CODACOND, constituting
the CFC on itself. The CFC on *V]PW says that *V]PW must not apply to the structure
derived by CODACOND. The specific M = CODACOND is necessary, since *V]PW
legitimately applies to the output of LOWER, as will be evidenced in deriving [2] in (162c,
e). Besides, the nominative forms in (158a) show that the requirement of bimoracity
condition of a prosodic word prohibits bimoraic words from obeying *V]PW.48 Hence, the
E-constraint MINPW, which demands that a prosodic word meet the requirement of
bimoracity condition minimally, is established to constrain *V]PW. Remarkably, the result
of the application of LOWER is not erased only if surface forms are derived from
underlying two-syllable words, which is due to MINPW.
What has been discussed is summarized in the following tableau in Natural
Derivational Phonology:
(162) Tableau for the Nominative Forms in (156, 158) in Lardil (CFC on LOWER = (1),
CFC on *V]PW = (2))
(1) (2) MINPW *CC]PW CODACON LOWER *V]PW
D

a.
48

/wukunu/

See Wilkinson (1988).
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1. → wukunuφ
2. wukunaφ
3. wukunφφ
b. /murkunima/
1.
murkunimφ
2. → murkuniφφ
3.
murkuneφφ
4.
murkunφφφ
c. /mukumuku/
1.
mukumuka
2.
mukumukφ
3.
mukumuφφ
4. → mukumuφφφ
5.
mukumaφφφ
6.
mukumφφφφ
d. /uku/
1. → uka
2.
ukφ
e. /t`ipit`ipi/
1.
t`ipit`ipe
2.
t`ipit`ipφ
3. → t`ipit`iφφ
4.
t`ipit`eφφ
5.
t`ipit`φφφ
f. /put`uka/
1.
put`ukφ
2. → put`uφφ
3.
put`eφφ
4.
put`φφφ

√
√

*

M
√

*

√
√
√

*

M
√

*
√

M
√

√
√
√

*

M
√

*
√

M
√

*
√

M
√

√

M

√
*

√

*

√
√
√

*
*

M
√

*

N-ranked CODACOND derives [1] in (a), [2] in (b, f), [4] in (c) and [3] in (e). *V]PW
derives [1] in (b, f) by deleting the underlying final low vowel without violating the CFC
on itself. In (c-e), LOWER derives [1], M-feeding *V]PW; it does not violate the CFC on
itself, since it applies to the non-derived structure. LOWER derives [2] in (a), [3] in (b, f),
[5] in (c), and [4] in (e) from the expected surface forms, M-feeding *V]PW, but they
violate the CFC on LOWER, since LOWER applies to the derived structure. Hence, *V]PW
derives the candidates from the same expected surface forms. (The M-feeding relation
between LOWER and *V]PW is rendered impotent because the candidates that M-feeding
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LOWER derives violate the CFC on LOWER crucially.) They nonetheless violate the CFC
on *V]PW, since *V]PW applies to the structure derived by CODACOND. In (d), [2] that
*V]PW derives violates MINPW. In (c, e), *V]PW derives [2] without violating the CFC on
itself, since it applies to the structure derived not by CODACOND but by LOWER. In (c),
*CC]PW derives [3]. In (f), *V]PW derives [4], but it violates the CFC on *V]PW and
MINPW.49
In Natural Derivational Phonology MFP and the instantiations of the CFC schema are
essential in accounting for apocope and vowel lowering in Lardil. It would be extremely
complex to derive the expected surface forms without employing the M-feeding ranking
of LOWER and *V]PW, and the respective CFC’s on them. Above all things, the mere
comparison between subtableau (159i) (still far from completion and though not tenable)
and subtableau (162e) will guide our choice in the Lardil ‘self-counterfeeding’ case. Oopacity regarding LOWER and *V]PW is respectively created owing to the CFC on LOWER
and that on *V]PW, and another O-opacity regarding *V]PW is created owing to MINPW
on *V]PW.
According to Complex Constraint Principle (CCP) (193) to be established in
subsection 17. 7, LOWER (i.e., *[V, +high]]PW) can also rank over *V]PW. Therefore it is
assumed that MFP takes precedence over CCP, establishing the natural ranking MFP »
CCP » AMP.

Part VII. A Case Study
This part is intended as a case study. The phonology of Klamath that will be explored
here offers an ideal testing ground for Natural Derivational Phonology. We will see
whether Natural Derivational Phonology survives after rigid testing.
17. Klamath Phonology
Complex and baffling problems confront us in the phonology of Klamath, an American
Indian language of Oregon. I will examine them within the framework of Natural
Derivational Phonology. The discussion and data are based on Barker (1964), Kisseberth
(1972, 1973a), and mostly on Clements & Keyser (1983: 115-181; henceforth, C & K).
See also Kean (1973), Kisseberth (1973b) and Thomas (1974).
17. 1 Vowel Gradation
I will begin with the problem of vowel gradation that comprises vowel truncation, vowel
reduction and vowel deletion. These three processes are interlinked with each other. The
following examples will give the outline:
(163) Vowel Gradation50
49

See Lee (2009d) for the discussion about the alternations of the suffixes observed in nonfuture accusative
and future accusative forms in (156, 158).
50
I follow closely the phonetic transcriptions of C & K. G is the voiced version of q, voiceless sonorants
are transcribed as N, L and W, and c&, c&’, andæ& are respectively transcribed as c, c’ and j (cf. Barker 1964:
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a.

b.

c.

Vowel Truncation
/hiw-ew-a/
→
cf. /w-ew-a/
→
/i-acw/
→
/sp’aw-otn-a/
→
Vowel Reduction
/DIST-sipc-a/
→
cf. /sipc-a/
→
/hVs-conw-a/ →
cf. /conw-a/
→
Vowel Deletion
/sV-lt’oq’-a/
→
cf. /lt’oq’-a/
→
/sV-lV-p’o:k’-a/ →
cf. /lV-p’o:k’-a/ →
/coq-p’eq’-a/
→
cf. /w-p’eq’-a/ →

[hiw-φw-a]
[w-ew-a]
[i-φco:]
[sp’w-φtφ-a]

‘spreads out a blanket in water’
‘strikes a long instrument in the water’
‘put grease on someone’s hair’
‘poisons someone’

[si-spc-a]
[sipc-a]
[hos-cnw-a]
[conw-a]

‘put out a fire’ (distr.)
‘puts out a fire’
‘makes vomit’
‘vomits’

[so-ltφq’-a]
[lt’oq’-a]
[so-lφ-p’o:k’-a]
[lo-p’o:k’-a]
[coq-pφq’-a]
[w-p’eq’-a]

‘thumps oneself with finger and thumb’
‘thumps’
‘puts warpaint on oneself’
‘puts warpaint on someone’
‘puts the buttocks in someone’s face’
‘hits in the face with a long instrument’

The initial short vowel of roots or prefixes not preceded by any isomorphemic consonant
is truncated (a). That preceded by the isomorphemic C1 reduces to schwa provided it is
followed by CC (b). And it is deleted provided it is followed by CV (c). Additionally, the
short vowel to be affected must be preceded by at least one syllable.
In effect the initial short vowel of roots or prefixes except that of suffixes (e.g., a, at,
as, k’a and wapk) is affected if it is preceded by at least one syllable (cf. C & K: 144).
We may thus posit the following C-pair that affects the short vowel:
(164) C-Pair for Reducing the Short Vowel to Schwa
*Vµ » MAX (F)
*Vµ operates in the context VC0 RT/PREF[C0 _____. F in MAX represents all the features that
compose a short vowel except the root node. It is assumed that schwa is the vowel that
has only the root node that does not dominate any feature; hence, this C-pair reduces the
short vowel to schwa. *Vµ is governed by AMP due to the non-phonetic specification in
its SD though it yields the allophonic schwa.
The truncation and deletion of vowels of the (163a, c) forms are accomplished by the
constraints in a feeding fashion according to AMP. The schwa derived by *Vµ may
become the input to the markedness constraint *. * constitutes a C-pair with the
52). And p, t, c, k and q are voiceless aspirated stops, and b, d, j, g and G are voiced unaspirated ones (cf.
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977, 1979). Finally, the stops neutralized by the constraint responsible for
laryngeal neutralization (LN) and those in the intramorphemic environment where LN may apply vacuously
are transcribed as p, t, c, k and q like the voiceless aspirated stops though they are unaspirated (see
subsection 17. 3).
The morphemes /DIST/, /hVs/ and /sV/ are respectively distributive, causative/transitive and
reflexive/reciprocal prefixes, and the verb root /lV/ means ‘put’.
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faithfulness constraint MAX, and it operates in the context [ _____ , _____ (C)V, or
_____
G, where the bracket [ represents the morpheme-initial boundary. Fed by *Vµ, *
performs the vowel truncation in the (163a) forms and the vowel deletion in the (163c)
forms. But the schwa derived by *Vµ in the (163b) forms is left untouched by it.
The underlying second vowel of a non-initial root in a word may become the first
vowel as a result of the deletion of the underlying first vowel by * that is fed by *Vµ.
*Vµ must thus be prevented from affecting it. In the following data the schwa in the
second syllable of the wrong forms in the parentheses is produced by *Vµ:
(165) Vowel Gradation
/snV-c’aw’ig-a/51 → sna-c’aw’ig-a → sna-c’w’ig-a → sna-c’φw’ig-a
→ sn-c’φw’ig-a → [sn-cφw’ig-a] (*[sna-cφw’g-a] ) ‘drives someone crazy’
cf. /c’aw’ig-a/ → [c’aw’ig-a] ‘is crazy’
/hVs-sl’ow’iWy’-a/ → hos-φl’ow’iWy’-a → hos-φl’w’iWy’-a →
hos-φl’φw’iWy’-a → [hos-φlφw’iWy’-a] (*[hos-φlφw’Wy’-a]) ‘makes trot’
cf. /sl’ow’iWy’-a/ → [sl’ow’iWy’-a] ‘trots’
/snV-nkililk’-a/ → sni-nkililk’-a → sni-nklilk’-a → [sni-nkφlilk’-a]
(→ *[sni-nkφllk’-a]) ‘makes dusty’
cf. /nkililk’-a/ → [nkililk’-a] ‘is dusty’
The vowel i of the intermediate form sna-c’φw’ig-a of /snV-c’aw’ig-a/, for instance, is
placed within the range of *Vµ as a consequence of the deletion of the underlying first
vowel of the root by *. But *Vµ must not reduce it to schwa; hence, *Vµ is to be
constrained by the CFC on itself. *Vµ, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses
(b) from the CFC schema with a specific M = * that applies in the context RTi[C0 _____
…]RTi or VS1/2, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on *Vµ demands that *Vµ not
apply to the structure derived by * that applies in the context RTi[C0 _____…]RTi or
VS1/2.52
It is necessary to postulate two constraints in addition to those established already.
Firstly, the unpaired constraint C-RED segmentalizes the distributive reduplicative prefix
DIST by reduplicating the initial C1V sequence of the following morphemes. It
segmentalizes the intensive reduplicative prefix INTEN by copying the following root (see
subsection 17. 8). And it fully specifies the underspecified V of the prefixes by copying
the first vowel of the following morpheme. The prefixes that include the underspecified V
are: the causative/transitive prefix /hVs/, the reflexive/reciprocal prefix /sV/, the causative
prefix /snV/, the verb root /lV/ and the prefix /V/.53 In short, the unpaired constraint CRED takes charge of the segmentalization of DIST and INTEN, and the full specification of
51

The morpheme /snV/ is a causative prefix. According to Barker (1964: 114), this causative prefix
“implies more forceful causation by direct or applied force” and the causative prefix /hVs/ “implies that the
action is the result of some other cause than the actual actor.”
52
See the next subsection for the constraint VS1/2, and see (167vic, 170d, i) for a specific M = VS1/2.
53
According to Kisseberth (1972), /V/ is a classificatory prefix.
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the underspecified V.54 If C-RED that affects the structure that includes an underspecified
V is O-related with another constraint, it must apply, overriding the latter, by default.
Otherwise, the structure which includes two successive prefixes with underspecified V
would pose a difficult problem. For instance, if *Vµ derived the candidate …sV-l-ak’w… from the underlying representation /…sV-lV-ak’w-…/ in accordance with the ordinary
natural ranking of URP’s, it would then preclude C-RED from applying to the structure
/…-lV-ak’w-…/ properly (see (170d)). Secondly, a reduces to schwa in closed syllables,
as is exemplified in the intermediate derivation of the first form in (165): sna-c’φw’ig-a
→ sn-c’φw’ig-a (C & K: 118, footnote 1). The C-pair *aC1]σ » MAX (F) is responsible
for this phenomenon, and the allophonic markedness constraint *aC1]σ is ranked
according to ACP. Besides, the C-pair LN » IDENT ({voice, S.G, C.G.}), which will be
discussed in subsection 17. 3, is required for the laryngeal neutralization of stops (see (52,
87, 89)).
What has been discussed up to this point is summed up in the following tableau:
(166) Tableau for Vowel Gradation
CFC on *Vµ
a. /hiw-ew-a/
1. hiw-w-a
2. → hiw-φw-a
b. /DIST-sipc-a/
1.
si-sipc-a
2. → si-spc-a
c. /sV-lt’oq’-a/
1.
so-lt’oq’-a
2.
so-lt’q’-a
3.
so-lt’φq’-a
4. → so-ltφq’-a
d. /snV-c’aw’ig-a/
1.
sna-c’aw’ig-a
2.
sna-c’w’ig-a
3.
sna-c’φw’ig-a
*
4.
sna-c’φw’g-a

C-RED

*Vµ *

*aC1]σ LN

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

5.
sn-c’φw’ig-a
6. → sn-cφw’ig-a
CFC on *Vµ C-RED

54

*Vµ *

A
√

N
N

*aC1]σ

√
LN

In some cases, C-RED copies the short version of the long vowel in the base, and it segmentalizes DIST by
reduplicating the initial C1V sequence of the following morphemes, sometimes with the second consonant
omitted. This may coincide with an instantiation of the DC schema that guarantees that the phonologically
unmarked structure or TETU is realized in the environment derived by C-RED (see section 10).
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In (a), *Vµ derives [1] and * derives [2]. In (b), C-RED derives [1] and *Vµ derives [2].
In (c-d), C-RED and *Vµ are O-related regarding the structures /V-lt’o/ and /V-c’a/, but CRED that fully specifies the underspecified V derives [1], overriding *Vµ, by default. *Vµ
derives [2]. In (c), AMP-ranked * derives [3]. In (d), N-ranked * derives [3]. *Vµ
derives [4], overriding N-ranked LN and A-ranked *aC1]σ, but it violates the first part of
the CFC on *Vµ. A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [5] from [3], overriding N-ranked LN. In (c)
and (d), LN derives the surface forms by deglottalizing t’ and c’ respectively.
In subtableau (166d), the candidates sn-c’φw’g-a and sn-cφw’g-a that can be
derived by *Vµ from [5] and [6] respectively violate the CFC on *Vµ. In addition, they
violate the same CFC on *Vµ that [4], which the same constraint *Vµ derives, violates. In
order to penalize them the E-constraint Identical Candidate Violation (ICV) must be
established. ICV says that the candidate derived by constrainti is discarded if and only if it
violates the same E-constraint(s) that a preceding candidate derived by constrainti
violates, violating no other E-constraint. Accordingly, the candidates in question are
discarded by ICV. But the candidate that violates ICV will not be presented in a tableau
for the sake of simplicity.
It is assumed that the more complex subconstraint that may be collapsed in a constraint
takes precedence. Hence, in deriving [2] in (166a) * deletes schwa in the context _____
CV rather than in the context [ _____ , overriding N-ranked * that may apply in the
context _____ G. And in deriving [3] in (166d) N-ranked * deletes schwa in the context
_____ CV rather than in the context _____ G.
To conclude, schwa is derived by *Vµ from the root- or prefix-initial short vowel. It
remains untouched in the context that does not trigger *, and its truncation and deletion
are performed by * that is fed by *Vµ.
17. 2 Vowel Shortening
I will discuss the question of vowel shortening. Long vowels are shortened in the contexts
VµµC0 _____ and CC _____ {CC, C0]PW}. Note that the underlined short vowel of the (c)
forms in the following data is derived from the long vowel originating from a glide:

(167) Vowel Shortening
i.
a. /gi-wk/
b. /woN-wk/
c. /sawi:g-wk/
/loyk’-wk/
ii.
a. /mbody’-a/
b. /mbody’-tk/
c. /DIST-mbody’-tk/

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

[gi-wk]
[woN-o:k]
[sawi:g-ok]
[loyk’-ok]
[mboty’-a]
[mbodi:-tk]
[mbo-mpφdi-tk]
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‘because of being, doing’
‘because of finishing’
‘because of being angry’
‘because of picking berries’

‘wrinkles’
‘wrinkled up’
‘wrinkled up’ (distr.)

/V-ak’w-c’n-a/

→
→
→
→
→

[sm’oq’y-a]
[sm’oq’i:-tk]
[sm’o-smφq’i-tk]
[l-φk’w-a]
[a-φk’o:-c’φ-a]

c.

/DIST-sV-lV-ak’w-ebli/

→

[sa-s-lφ-φk’o-φbli]

v.

a.
b.
c.

vi.

a.
b.
c.

/ken-y-s/
/sGoc’-y-s/
/ce:l-y-s
/soyn’-y-s/
/tawy-i:y-a/
/tawy/
/DIST-tawy/

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

[keφ-y-s]
[sGoc’-i:-s]
[ce:l-i-s]
[soyn’-i-s]
[twy-i:y-a]
[tawi:]
[t-tφwi]

iii.

iv.

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.

/sm’oq’y-a/
/sm’oq’y-tk/
/DIST-sm’oq’y-tk/
/lV-ak’w-a/

‘has a mouthful’
‘having a mouthful’
‘having a mouthful’ (distr.)
‘puts a round object across’
‘just put a long object across
and went on’
‘puts round objects back
across oneself’ (distr.)

‘snow’
‘breastbone’
‘porcupine’
‘race’
‘curses for someone’
‘curses’
‘curse’ (distr.)

The long vowel of the (b) forms derived from a glide is not shortened. But the same long
vowel of the (c) forms, namely, the long vowel i: or o: derived from a glide is shortened
in the afore-mentioned contexts.
Two C-pairs are posited for shortening long vowels: the C-pair *VµµC0Vµµ (VS1) »
MAX (µ) and the C-pair *CCVµµ {CC, C0]PW}(VS2) » MAX (µ). And VOC that pairs with
DEP (µµ), which will be discussed in subsection 17. 4, vocalizes the glides y and w
(glottalized, non-glottalized or voiceless) as long vowels i: and o: respectively in the
context C_____ {C, ]PW} (see (87, 89)). It is to be emphasized that only the long vowels
derived from glides are legitimately shortened.
The situation is further complicated by the additional data:
(168) Vowel Shortening
a. /bonw-o:t-s/
/sawi:g-Wi:y-a/
/DIST-yadi:-s/
/sc’iwa:g-o:l-a/
b.

55

/DIST-sdayn-k’a/
/DIST-stewL-k’a/
/DIST-soys-a/
/DIST-pniw-apc’-a/
/DIST-njoy-el’g-a/
/snV-ksiw-elG-a/
cf. /DIST-spon-oy/

→
→
→
→

[bonw-o:t-s]
‘something to drink with’
[sawi:k-Wi:y-a] ‘almost became angry’
[y-yφdi:-s]55
‘spirit stones’ (distr.)
[sc’iwa:g-o:l-a]
‘takes off a skirt’

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

[sd-sdφi:n-k’a]
[ste-stφo:L-k’a]
[so-sφi:s-a]
[pni-pnφo:-φpc’-a]
[njo-njφi:-φlg-a]
[sni-ksφo:-φlG-a]
[spo-spφn-φi]

‘little heart’ (distr.)
‘little tule mats’ (distr.)
‘are, get thin’ (distr.)
‘blow out’ (distr.)
‘are numb’ (distr.)
‘makes someone dance’
‘give a person’ (distr.)

The schwa of this form (and of the form in (167via)) survives due to the CFC on * operative in (191c)).
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In (a), the underlying long vowels are not shortened, as is expected. Difficulty is that even
the long vowels that originate from glides are not shortened in the (b) forms.
We must devise some means to exempt the underlying long vowel of the (168a) forms
from the application of VS1/2. As the legitimate target of VS1/2 must be the long vowel
derived by VOC, VS1/2 must be constrained by the DC on itself. The neutralization
constraint VS1/2, an instantiation of M in the DC schema, chooses (b) from the DC
schema with a specific M = VOC, constituting the DC on itself. The DC on VS1/2 demands
that VS1/2 apply only to the structure derived by VOC.56 The DC on VS1/2, however, is
incapable of preventing VS1/2 from affecting the expected surface forms in (168b). Even if
the long vowel i: in sd-sdφi:n-k’a of /DIST-sdayn-k’a/, for example, is derived from the
glide y by VOC, it must not undergo VS1/2. We must therefore rely on another E-constraint
on VS1/2. We note that the short vowel of the intramorphemic vowel-glide sequence of the
forms in (168b) is deleted by N-ranked * that applies in the context _____G, fed by *Vµ.
Hence, VS1/2 must be constrained by the CFC on itself that says that VS1/2 must not apply
to the structure derived by N-ranked * that applies in the context _____G. VS1/2, an
instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (b) from the CFC schema with a specific
M = N-ranked * that applies in the context _____G, constituting the CFC on itself. The
CFC on VS1/2 demands that VS1/2 not apply to the structure derived by N-ranked * that
applies in the context _____G.
Moreover, A-ranked C-pair GE » DEP () and AMP-ranked C-pair *C [+cons,
+son]]STEM {C, ]PW} (SCE) » DEP () to be established in subsection 17. 5 must be
introduced. The former inserts schwa between the second and third of the consonants in
the sequence of four or more consonants, and of the word-final three consonants (see
(89)). When the stem-final sonorant consonant preceded by a consonant is followed by a
consonant or is word-final, the latter inserts schwa before it.
Lastly, SCE may apply to the structure CVµG[C, +son]-C (where Vµ will be deleted by
*, fed by *Vµ), deriving the structure CVµG[C, +son]-C. But the inserted  causes the
structure that will eventually meet the SD of VOC, which in fact must apply, to be
changed. Hence, in order to discard candidates like sda-sdayn-k’a derived from /DISTsdayn-k’a/ by SCE (and C-RED) we may state the E-constraint on SCE that says that SCE
must not insert  in the structure CVµG[C, +son]-C, where Vµ is the potential target of
*Vµ. This E-constraint, however, does not explain why SCE must not insert  in the
structure in question. In reality, SCE must not bleed VOC even remotely. Therefore SCE
is to be constrained by a LOOK-AHEAD (LA) E-constraint.
Before stating the LA E-constraint we must establish an E-constraint that says that
constraints must not bleed VOC. (Henceforward, VOC whose target is y = VOC (y), and
VOC whose target is w = VOC (w), where the glides are glottalized, nonglottalized or
voiceless.)
(169) E-constraint *BLEEDVOC (E-*BLVOC)
56

The shortening of long vowels other than i: and o: that causes VS1/2 to violate the DC on itself will not be
considered.
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M other than VOC must not change the structure CG{C, ]PW}, and VOC (w) must not
change the structure CGG{C, ]PW} unless it overrides VOC (y) in accordance with the
natural ranking of URP’s.
Condition: The structure nys of the non-distributive form does not observe E-*BLVOC.
E-*BLVOC ensures that constraints apply in such a way that they do not bleed VOC. And
it is noteworthy that y is vocalized in preference to w when both of them may potentially
be vocalized in the O-related structure CGG{C, ]PW}.
E-*BLVOC allows us to state the LA E-constraint in combination with LAE-constraint
schema (202) to be established in subsection 17. 9. The LA E-constraint to be dubbed
LAE-*BLVOC is an instantiation of LAE-constraint schema, where Mi = one of the
constraints mentioned in E-*BLVOC (Ci) and α = the structure changed by Ci (Si). LAE*BLVOC now says: If candidatex subsequent (immediately or not) to candidaten derived
by Ci contains Si that Ci and the subsequent constraint(s) conspired to derive, LAE*BLVOC marks candidaten, candidatex and the in-between candidate(s) with a violation
mark. Actually, LAE-*BLVOC forms a part of E-*BLVOC, since it ensures that constraints
do not bleed VOC even remotely.
We are now in a position to construct the tableau for the forms in (167-168). Here, SCE
is Ci. In (j), the derivation of a form that does not meet the SD of VS2 due to the left
context _____ CV is exemplified: /DIST-qbat’y-wapk/ → [qb-qpφt’i:-wpk] ‘will wrap
their legs around’ (distr.) cf. /qbat’y-a/ → [qbt’y-a] ‘wraps the legs around’.
(170) Tableau for Vowel Shortening (CFC on *Vµ = (1), DC on VS1/2 = (2), CFC on VS1/2
= (3), E-*BLVOC = (4), LAE-*BLVOC = (5))
(1), (2), (3), (4),
(5)

a. /woN-wk/
1. → woN-o:k
b. /loyk’-wk/
1.
loyk’-o:k
2. → loyk’-ok
c. /sawi:g-wk/
1.
sawi:g-o:k
2. → sawi:g-ok
d. /DIST-sV-lV-ak’w-ebli/
1.
DIST-sV-la-ak’w-ebli
2.
DIST-sa-la-ak’w-ebli
3.
sa-sa-l-ak’w-bli
4.
sa-s-lφ-k’w-φbli
5.
sa-s-lφ-φk’o:-φbli
6. → sa-s-lφ-φk’o-φbli
7.

sa-s-lφ-φk’-φbli

CRED

*Vµ

*

VOC/
SCE

VS1/2/
*aC1]σ

GE/
LN

√/

A/

√/

A/
√/

√/

A/
√/

√
√
√

/A
/A
/A
/A

√√M

√√

√√
√

√/
√/

√

*(1)
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e. /bonw-o:t-s/
0. → bonw-o:t-s
1
bonw-ot-s
f.
/DIST-sdayn-k’a/
1.
sda-sdayn-k’a
2.
sda-sdyn-k’a
3.
sd-sdyn-k’a
4.
sd-sdφyn-k’a
5.
sda-sdayn-k’a
6.
sda-sdyn-k’a
7.
sd-sdyn-k’a
8.
sd-sdφyn-k’a
9.
sd-sdφyn-k’a
10. → sd-sdφi:n-k’a
11.
sd-sdφin-k’a
g. /DIST-stewL-k’a/
1.
ste-stewL-k’a
2.
ste-stwL-k’a
3.
ste-stφwL-k’a
4.
ste-stewL-k’a
5.
ste-stwL-k’a
6.
ste-stφwL-k’a
7.
ste-stφwL-k
8. → ste-stφo:L-k’a
9.
ste-stφoL-k’a
h. /DIST-pniw-apc’-a/
1.
pni-pniw-pc’-a
2.
pni-pnw-φpc’-a
3.
pni-pnφw-φpc’-a
4. → pni-pnφo:-φpc’-a
5.
pni-pnφo-φpc’-a
i. /DIST-spon-oy/
1.
spo-spon-y
2.
spo-spn-φy
3.
spo-spn-φi:
4.
spo-spφn-φi:
5. → spo-spφn-φi
6.
spo-spφn-φ
j. /DIST-qbat’y-wapk/

√/

*(2)
√

*(5<LA>)
*(5<LA>)
*(5<LA>)
*(5<LA>)

/√
√
N

/A
/A
/√

√
√

/A
/AA

√
N

/√

√
*(4)

√/

N/
√/
√/

*(3)
√

*(5<LA>)
*(5<LA>)
*(5<LA>)

/√
√
√

√
√
√
*(4)

√/

N/
√/
√/

*(3)
√

√
√

/A
√
√
√/

A/
√/

*(3)
√

√
√

√
√/
√
√/

√

*(1)
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√

1.
qba-qbat’i:-wapk
2.
qba-qbt’i:-wapk
3.
qb-qbt’i:-wpk
4.
qb-qbφt’i:-wpk
5. → qb-qpφt’i:-wpk

√/
√
N

/AA
/AA
/√√

√
/√
(1), (2), (3), (4),
(5)

CRED

*Vµ

*

VOC/
SCE

VS1/2/
*aC1]σ

GE/
LN

In (a-c), VOC derives [1], overriding A-ranked GE. In (b-c), VS1/2 derives [2], shortening
the derived long o:. The last vowel o has nothing to do with *Vµ, since it is a suffix
vowel. In (d), in the derivation of [1-4] A-ranked *aC1]σ is overridden by other
constraints. C-RED derives [1], overriding the two O-related instantiations of *Vµ that
may affect /a/ and /e/, by default. If A and B is O-related, and B and C, which is not Orelated with A, is O-related, then A, B and C are construed as O-related, since B is Orelated with both A and C (see (80)). Regarding [1], C-RED may affect the structure sV-la,
*Vµ may affect the structure a-ak and another *Vµ may affect the structure ak’w-e. The
first and second constraints are O-related, and the second and third constraints are Orelated, but the first and third constraints are not O-related. Still, they are construed as Orelated, since the second constraint is O-related with the first and third constraints. Hence,
only the first constraint (i.e., C-RED) applies, deriving [2], by default. C-RED and two
instantiations of *Vµ O-derive [3], and *Vµ that applies to the structure a-la M-feeds *Vµ
that may apply to the structure a-a. In deriving [4] two instantiations of *Vµ NO-apply
and two instantiations of * NO-apply, but *Vµ and * O-apply to the structure -a. *
and VOC NO-derive [5], and VS1/2 derives [6]. In (e), VS1/2 derives [1], but it violates the
DC on VS1/2, since it applies to the structure not derived by VOC. In (f), C-RED and SCE
NO-derive [1], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ. *Vµ derives [2], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ.
A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [3], overriding N-ranked *. N-ranked * derives [4]. But it
violates LAE-*BLVOC, since the candidate sd-sdφyn-k’a [4] subsequent to the
candidate sda-sdayn-k’a [1] derived by SCE (= Ci) contains the structure dφyn (= Si)
that SCE and the subsequent constraints *Vµ, *aC1]σ and * conspired to derive. Hence,
LAE-*BLVOC marks candidate [1], candidate [4] and the in-between candidates [2-3] with
a violation mark. Note that the structure dφyn would meet the SD of VOC (y) unless 
were inserted by SCE, resulting in the structure dφyn. C-RED derives [5] from the
underlying representation, overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ. *Vµ derives [6], overriding two
instantiations of A-ranked *aC1]σ. A-ranked *aC1]σ derives the first schwa of [7],
overriding N-ranked *, in agreement with the natural ranking NRP, ACP. N-ranked *
derives [8]. A-ranked GE derives [9], overriding N-ranked VOC, but it violates E*BLVOC. N-ranked VOC derives [10] from [8]. The candidates that SCE may derive
violate ICV. In (g), C-RED and SCE NO-derive [1], and *Vµ derives [2]. N-ranked *
derives [3]. But it violates LAE-*BLVOC, since the candidate ste-stφwL-k’a [3]
subsequent to the candidate ste-stewL-k’a [1] NO-derived by SCE (= Ci) with C-RED
contains the structure tφwL (= Si) that SCE and the subsequent constraints *Vµ and *
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conspired to derive. Hence, LAE-*BLVOC marks candidate [1], candidate [3] and the inbetween candidate [2] with a violation mark. Note that the structure tφwL would meet the
SD of VOC (w) unless  were inserted by SCE, resulting in the structure tφwL. C-RED
derives [4] from the underlying representation. *Vµ derives [5] and N-ranked * derives
[6]. A-ranked GE derives [7], overriding N-ranked VOC, but it violates E-*BLVOC. Nranked VOC derives [8] from [6]. The candidates that SCE may derive violate ICV. In (h),
C-RED and *Vµ O-derive [1], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ. *Vµ and * NO-derive [2],
and N-ranked * derives [3]. VOC derives [4], overriding A-ranked GE. In (f-h), the last
candidate that VS1/2 derives violates the CFC on VS1/2, since it applies to the structure
derived by N-ranked * that applies in the context _____G. In (i), C-RED and *Vµ Oderive [1], and *Vµ and * NO-derive [2]. VOC, * and VS1/2 respectively derive [3], [4]
and [5]. [5] does not violate the CFC on VS1/2, since  of y is deleted by AMP-ranked
* that applies in the context [ _____ rather than by N-ranked * that applies in the
context _____ G in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP. *Vµ derives [7] in
(d) and [6] in (i), but it violates the CFC on *Vµ, since it applies to the structure derived
by VS1/2. In (j), the AMP-ranked constraints C-RED and VOC NO-derive [1], overriding
two instantiations of A-ranked *aC1]σ. *Vµ derives [2], overriding two instantiations of
A-ranked *aC1]σ. Two instantiations of A-ranked *aC1]σ derive [3], overriding N-ranked
*. N-ranked * derives [4]. N-ranked LN derives [5], since [4] does not meet the SD of
VS2.
Note that for the suffixes /tk/ in (167iib-c), /apc’/ in (170h) and /wapk/ in (170j) rich
underlying suffixes /dk/, /abc’/ and /wabk/ can respectively be posited in accordance with
R-ROTB (cf. C & K).
Only the long vowel derived from a glide is shortened. Thus, it necessarily follows that
the DC on VS1/2, an instantiation of the DC schema, is invoked. LAE-*BLVOC discharges
an essential function in (170f-g). And it deserves special mention that five E-constraints
restrict the application of constraints in tableau (170).

17. 3 Laryngeal Neutralization
Stops including affricates become voiceless, unaspirated and unglottalized, and
glottalized sonorants become unglottalized, preconsonantally and word-finally except
before a voiced nonglottalized sonorant (see Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1977, 1979,
Kingston 1985, Steriade 1988, Lombardi 1991, and McCarthy & Prince 1995). The
neutralized stops are underscored in the following data. (They are transcribed as p, t, c, k
and q like the voiceless aspirated stops (see footnote 50).)
(171) Laryngeal Neutralization
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/Gatdk’-a/ → Gtdk’-a/ → [Gttk’-a] ‘is cold’
/Gatdk’-s/ → Gatdk-s → [Gtdk-s] ‘cold’ (noun)
cf. /Gatdk’-ye:g-a/ → [Gtdk’-ye:g-a] ‘starts to get cold’
/mbody’-a/ → [mboty’-a] ‘wrinkles’
/DIST-mbody’-tk/ → mbo-mbody-tk → mbo-mbdi:-tk → mbo-mbφdi:-tk →
mbo-mbφdi-tk → [mbo-mpφdi-tk] ‘wrinkled up’ (distr.)
The markedness constraint LN is postulated for the laryngeal neutralization of stops and
glottalized sonorants. It pairs with the faithfulness constraints IDENT ({voice, S.G, C.G.})
and IDENT (C.G.) for stops and glottalized sonorants respectively, and it operates in the
above-mentioned contexts (see (52, 87, 89, 166, 170)).57
The following tableau for the forms in (171) shows how LN works:
(172) Tableau for Laryngeal Neutralization (CFC on *Vµ = (1))
(1)

a. /Gatdk’-a/
1. Gtdk’-a
2. → Gttk’-a
b. /Gatdk’-s/
1.
Gatdk-s
2. → Gtdk-s
c. /Gatdk’-ye:g-a/
1. → Gtdk’-ye:g-a
d. /mbody’-a/
1. → mboty’-a
e. /DIST-mbody’-tk/
1.
mbo-mbody-tk
2.
mbo-mbdi:-tk
3.
mbo-mbφdi:-tk
4.
mbo-mbφdi-tk
5.
mbo-mbφd-tk
6. → mbo-mpφdi-tk

C-RED

*Vµ

*

VOC

VS1/2

LN

GE

*aC1]σ

√

N
√
√N
N

A
√

A
√

N

√

√

√
√

√N

M
√

√

A
A

√
√
*

√

N
N
√

In (a), A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [1], overriding N-ranked LN, in accordance with the
natural ranking NRP, ACP. N-ranked LN derives the surface form. In (b), in deriving [1]
AMP-ranked LN deglottalizes k’, overriding N-ranked LN, A-ranked GE and A-ranked
*aC1]σ, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP » AMP. GE and *aC1]σ to be
A-ranked O-derive the surface form according to AMP, overriding N-ranked LN. What is
true for deriving the surface form in (b) is also true for deriving the surface form in (c). In
(d), N-ranked LN derives the surface form. In (e), C-RED and LN, which applies to the
57

See footnote 37.
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sequence /y’-t/, M-feeding VOC, NO-derive [1], overriding N-ranked LN that may apply
to the intramorphemic sequence /dy’/ and A-ranked GE, in accordance with the natural
ranking NRP, ACP » MFP » AMP. *Vµ and M-fed VOC NO-derive [2], overriding Aranked GE. N-ranked * derives [3], and AMP-ranked VS1/2 derives [4], overriding Nranked LN. AMP-ranked *Vµ derives [5], overriding N-ranked LN, but it violates the
CFC on itself. N-ranked LN derives the surface form from [4].
In the tableau above, in deriving the surface form in (b-c), as ACP does not permit the
constraints to be A-ranked to O-apply, they O-apply according to outranked AMP; this
accords with the natural ranking ACP » AMP. /d/ of /dk’/ in (b-c) and of /dy’/ in (e)
would be devoiced if A-ranked GE and AMP-ranked LN did not apply before N-ranked
LN respectively. The natural ranking NRP, ACP may find justification in the fact that the
A-ranked constraint must apply before the N-ranked constraint in deriving the surface
form in (b-c). And we have noticed that the same constraint LN is governed by NRP or by
AMP. N-ranked LN is overridden by the A-ranked and AMP-ranked constraints that
include AMP-ranked LN itself, and AMP-ranked LN overrides the A-ranked and Nranked constraints that include N-ranked LN itself.
17. 4 Glide Vocalization
The glides y and w (glottalized, non-glottalized or voiceless) are respectively vocalized as
long vowels i: and o: by the C-pair VOC » DEP (µµ) in the context C _____ {C, ]PW} (see
(87, 89, 170, 172)). Let us now examine what happens to VOC in the following data:
(173) Glide Vocalization
a. /sGoc’-y-s/ → [sGoc’-i:-s] ‘breastbone’
/sgoyw-cn’-a/ → [sgoyo:-cn’-a] ‘sends someone along’
/DIST-swV-pat-otn-a/ → DIST-swa-pat-otφ-a → swa-swa-pt-otφ-a → swa-swpt-tφ-a → swa-swφ-pt-φtφ-a → [swa-so:φ-pt-φtφ-a] ‘tie to a tree’ (distr.)
cf. /swV-pat-otn-a/ → swa-pat-otφ-a → swa-pt-tφ-a → [swa-pt-φtφ-a] ‘tie to a
tree’
/taby’/ → taby →[tabi:] ‘last’
/i-acw/ → i-co: → [i-φco:] ‘put grease on someone’s hair’
b. /ga-aywwi/ → ga-ywwi → ga-φywwi → [ga-φyo:wi] ‘disperse’
/V-iwy’G-a/ → i-iwy’G-a → i-wy’G-a → i-φwy’G-a → i-φwyG-a →
[i-φwi:G-a ] ‘puts pl. objects into a container’
c. /DIST-swin-a/ → swi-swin-a → swi-swn-a → swi-swφn-a → [swi-swφφ-a]
‘sings’ (distr.)
cf. /swin-a/ → [swin-a] ‘sings’
d. /sV-qbaq’-w-y-s/ → sa-qbaq’-w-i:-s → sa-qbq’-w-i-s → [s-qbq’-w-i-s]
‘a single braid’
/waGlw-y-s/ → waGlw-i:-s → waGlw-i-s → [wGlw-i-s] ‘shinbone awl’
cf. /wenwy’-tk/ → wenwy-tk → wenwi:-tk → [wenwi-tk] ‘widow’
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/DIST-wenwy’-tk/ → we-wenwy-tk → we-wnwi:-tk → [we-wnwi-tk]
‘widows’ (distr.)
e. /DIST-hVs-saywg-y-s/ → DIST-has-φaywg-i:-s → ha-has-φywg-i-s
→ ha-hs-φywg-i-s → ha-hs-φφywg-i-s → [ha-hs-φφi:wg-i-s]
‘teacher’ (distr.)
cf. /saywg-a/ → [sayo:g-a] ‘learns’
In (a), AMP-ranked VOC vocalizes glides. In (b), N-ranked VOC derives the surface
forms. In (c), in deriving the surface form N-ranked VOC is overridden by AMP-ranked
*Cna]PW (see footnote 58). And in (d-e), VOC (y) must override VOC (w) in the structure
CGGC, which is taken care of by E-*BLVOC. In the cf. forms in (d) N-ranked VOC (w) is
overridden by AMP-ranked VOC (y) in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP
without having to invoke E-*BLVOC.
The tableau for the forms in (173) illustrates how VOC interacts with other constraints.
Here the C-pair *Cna]PW » MAX takes part (see footnote 58). (The (173e) form will be
treated in (189c)).
(174) Tableau for Glide Vocalization58
E-*BLVOC

a. /DIST-swV-pat-otn-a/
1.
DIST-swa-pat-otφ-a
2.
swa-swa-pt-otφ-a
3.
swa-sw-pt-tφ-a
4.
swa-swφ-pt-φtφ-a
5. → swa-so:φ-pt-φtφ-a
b. /taby’/
1.
taby
2. → tabi:
c. /V-iwy’G-a/
1.
i-iwy’G-a
2.
i-wy’G-a
3.
i-φwy’G-a
4.
i-φwyG-a
5. → i-φwi:G-a
d. /DIST-swin-a/
1.
swi-swin-a
2.
swi-swn-a

CRED

√
√

*Vµ

*

VOC/
VS1/2

*Cna]PW/
GE

LN/
*aC1]σ

√/
√M
√√
√√
√/

√
√
√

/A
/A
/A

M/
√/

√N/

N/
N/
N/
M/

N/
N/
N/
√/

√/
√
√

58

The form in (d) is an exception to E-*BLVOC, since AMP-ranked *Cna]PW ( » MAX) that will be
discussed in subsection 17. 7 derives the surface form, overriding N-ranked VOC.
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3.
swi-swφn-a
4. → swi-swφφ-a
e. /waGlw-y-s/
1.
waGlo:-y-s
1.
waGlw-i:-s
2.
waGlw-i-s
3. → wGlw-i-s

√
*

N/

√/

*!

√/
√/
/√

/A
/A

/A
/A
/A
/√

VOC/
VS1/2

*Cna]PW/
GE

LN/
*aC1]σ

E-*BLVOC

CRED

*Vµ

*

In (a), C-RED and *Cna]PW NO-derive [1]. C-RED and *Vµ O-derive [2], and the latter Mfeeds *Vµ that may affect o. In the derivation of [3-5] *aC1]σ is overridden by other
constraints. Two instantiations of *Vµ NO-derive [3]. Two instantiations of * NO-derive
[4] and VOC derives [5]. In (b), AMP-ranked LN derives [1], overriding N-ranked LN that
may devoice b and M-feeding VOC. M-fed VOC derives [2]. In (c), in the derivation of [13] the N-ranked constraints VOC and LN are overridden by other constraints. C-RED
derives [1], *Vµ derives [2] and * derives [3]. N-ranked LN derives [4], M-feeding Nranked VOC, and M-fed N-ranked VOC derives [5]. In (d), C-RED and *Vµ respectively
derive [1] and [2]. * derives [3], feeding VOC and *Cna]PW. AMP-ranked *Cna]PW
derives [4] with E-*BLVOC invoked vacuously, overriding N-ranked VOC, in accordance
with the natural ranking NRP » AMP, since this form is an exception to E-*BLVOC (see
footnote 58). In (e), the two AMP-ranked VOC’s constitute MCR’s in conformity with Con-U, overriding the A-ranked constraints GE and *aC1]σ. VOC (w) that derives the loser
violates an E-constraint and it is O-related with VOC (y) that derives the winner, and they
are ranked according to the same URP (i.e., AMP). Hence, they are able to constitute
MCR’s. The loser violates E-*BLVOC, since VOC (w) changes the structure CGGC. VS1/2
derives [2] from the winner in MCR’s, overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ. A-ranked *aC1]σ
derives [3].59
The constraint VS1/2 must not apply to the long vowel derived by N-ranked VOC. This
is observed in the following examples:
(175) Glide Vocalization and Vowel Shortening
/V-i-eLWn-at/ → [i:-φφ-φLo:n-t] ‘Put objects onto!’
/DIST-hVs-saywg-y-s/
→ [ha-hs-φφi:w
The long vowel of the surface forms derived by N-ranked VOC must not be affected by
VS1/2. Consequently, the CFC on VS1/2 employed in (170) must be supplemented with a
specific M = N-ranked VOC. The supplemented CFC on VS1/2 thus demands that VS1/2
not apply to the structure derived by N-ranked * that applies in the context _____G and
N-ranked VOC. Note that the first three forms in (168b) are subject to the supplemented
part of the CFC on VS1/2 too.
59

The short vowel i has nothing to do with *Vµ, since it is derived from the “noun formant” /y/ (Barker
1968: 169).
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The supplemented CFC on VS1/2 is involved in constructing the following tableau. The
constraint for the deletion of the glottal stop  (GD) that will be established in subsection
17. 6 must be introduced. It drops the glottal stop  in pre-consonantal and word-final
positions, and if a short vowel precedes it, the short vowel is lengthened at the same time.
(The derivation of the second form in (175) (= (173e)) will be given in (189c).)
(176) Tableau for a Form in (175) Constructed with the CFC on VS1/2
*Vµ * VOC VS1/2
/V-i-eLWn-at/ CFC on CVS1/2
RED
N
√
1. i-i-eLWn-at
N
√M
2. i--eLWn-at
N
√
√
3. i-φ-LWn-at
N
√
4. i-φ-φLWn-at
N
5. i:-φφ-φLWn-at
N
6. i:-φφ-φLWn-t
7. → i:-φφ-φLo:n-t
8. i:-φφ-φLon-t

*aC1]σ

GD

A
A
A
A
A

√

√

√
√

*

In the derivations of [1-6] and [1-5] N-ranked VOC and A-ranked *aC1]σ are respectively
overridden by other constraints. C-RED derives [1], and *Vµ derives [2], M-feeding *Vµ
that may affect e. *Vµ and * O-derive [3], and * derives [4]. AMP-ranked GD derives
[5], and A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [6]. Note that the suffix vowel a does not undergo *Vµ.
N-ranked VOC derives [7]. See the CFC on * operative in (191c) for the survival of 
from the application of *. VS1/2 derives [8], but it violates CFC on VS1/2, since the
shortened long vowel is derived by N-ranked VOC.
Lastly, the following form is exceptional to E-*BLVOC, since AMP-ranked GD derives
the surface form, overriding AMP-ranked VOC:
(177) Form Exceptional to E-*BLVOC
/sgen-y-s/ → sgeφ-y-s → [sge:φφ-y-s] ‘the buying’
cf. /sgen-ank/ → sgen-nk/ → [sge:φn-nk] ‘having bought’
The intermediate form sgeφ-y-s is derived from /sgen-y-s/ by the C-pair *nys]PW »
MAX that will be discussed in subsection 17. 7. In deriving the surface form sge:φφ-y-s
from the intermediate form GD changes the structure CGC (i.e., φ-y-s) without regard to
E-*BLVOC, overriding VOC. Hence, this form is exceptional to E-*BLVOC.60
In deriving [3] in (174c) * applies in the context [ _____ rather than in the context
_____ G in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP (see (166a)). And in MCR’s
In deriving the intermediate form *nys]PW to be AMP-ranked overrides VOC to be AMP-ranked
according to CCP (193) to be established in subsection 17. 7, since the structure nys of the non-distributive
form does not observe E-*BLVOC due to the condition on it, and it also overrides N-ranked GD and Aranked GE.
60
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in the subtableau (174e) the winner is derived by VOC (y), defeating VOC (w). This
complies with that part of E-*BLVOC which says that “VOC (w) must not change the
structure CGG{C, ]PW}”. Note that after E-constraints have evaluated candidates in
MCR’s, derivation resumes from the winner.
17. 5 General Epenthesis and Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis
C & K (128) state that the process which they term General Epenthesis “applies to certain
sequences of four or more consonants, inserting schwa between the second and third of
them” (see also Barker 1964: 58-60). They further state:
General Epenthesis in a sequence C1C2C3C4 is blocked when either:
(i) C1 or C4 are sonorants, or
(ii) C2 is one of the obstruents /s, t, d, k, or g/.

At any rate the C-pair GENERAL EPENTHESIS (GE) » DEP () inserts schwa between the
second and third of the consonants in the sequence of four or more consonants, and of the
word-final three consonants (see (89, 170, 172, 174)). Because allophonic GE has no nonphonetic context specified in its SD, it is ranked according to ACP. The interaction of
constraints in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s together with E-*BLVOC
reduces the number of apparent exceptions to GE to a minimum in Natural Derivational
Phonology.
I will now examine the following derivations. The underlined schwa in (a) is inserted
by GE:
(178) General Epenthesis
a. /Gatdk’-s/ → Gatdk-s → [Gtdk-s] ‘cold’ (noun)
/Gatdk’-ye:g-a/ → [Gtdk’-ye:ga] ‘starts to get cold’
/pec-el’G-Wi:y-s/ → pec-l’q-Wi:y-s → pec-φl’q-Wi:y-s → [pec-φl’q-Wi:y-s]
‘footprint’
/saywg-otn-a/ → saywg-tφ-a → saywg-φtφ-a → saywk-φtφ-a →
[sywk-φtφ-a] ‘knows’61
/delwg/ → delwk → [delwk] ‘Attack!’
b. /sV-qbaq’-w-y-s/ → sa-qbaq’-w-i:-s → sa-qbq’-w-i-s → [s-qbq’-w-i-s]
‘a single braid’
/DIST-debl-osg-a/ → de-debl-sg-a → de-dbl-φsg-a → de-dbl-φsg-a →
de-dφbl-φsg-a → [de-tφbl-φsg-a] ‘drop’ (distr.)
/DIST-sdipn-el’G-a/ → sdi-sdipn-l’G-a → sdi-sdpn-φl’G-a →
sdi-sdpl-φl’G-a → sdi-sdpl-φl’G-a → sdi-sdφpl-φlG-a →
[sdi-stφpl-φlG-a] ‘turn upside down’ (distr.)

61

This form and the next form are exceptions to E-*BLVOC, since A-ranked GE derives the surface forms,
overriding N-ranked VOC.
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GE applies to the underlying representations and intermediate forms (a). And the
derivations in (b) exemplify how A-ranked GE interacts with other constraints.
The effects of A-ranked GE are observable in the tableau for the forms in (178). See
(170) for SCE that may override GE.
(179) Tableau for the Forms in (178) (E-*BLVOC = (1), DC on VS1/2 = (2))
(1), (2)

a. /pec-el’G-Wi:y-s/
1.
pec-l’G-Wiy-s
1.
pec-l’q-Wi:y-s
2.
pec-φl’q-Wi:y-s
3. → pec-φl’q-Wi:y-s
b. /saywg-otn-a/
1.
saywg-tφ-a
2.
saywg-φtφ-a
3.
saywk-φtφ-a
4. → sywk-φtφ-a
c. /delwg/
1.
delwk
2. → delwk
d. /sV-qbaq’-w-y-s/
1.
sa-qbaq’-o:-y-s
1.
sa-qbaq’-w-i:-s
2.
sa-qbq’-w-i-s
3. → s-qbq’-w-i-s
e. /DIST-debl-osg-a/
1.
de-debl-sg-a
2.
de-dbl-φsg-a
3.
de-dbl-φsg-a
4.
de-dφbl-φsg-a
5. → de-tφbl-φsg-a
f. /DIST-sdipn-el’G-a/
1.
sdi-sdipn-l’G-a
2.
sdi-sdpn-φl’G-a
3.
sdi-sdpl-φl’G-a
4.
sdi-sdpl-φl’G-a
5.
sdi-sdφpl-φlG-a
6. → sdi-stφpl-φlG-a

CRED

*Vµ

*/
VOC

√
√

*!(2)

√/

√

*(1)

*(1)

/N
/N
√
√

√/N
/√N
/N
/N

√/

/√

A/
√/

/√

A/
√/
A/
A/

/√
/√
√

√

GE/
SCE

/N
√/N
/N
/N

*!(1)

VS1/2/
LN

√
√

√/

√/
A/√
√/
/√

√

√
√

√/

√/
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/N
/N
/N
/N
/√
/√

A/M
A/√

*aC1]σ/
*Cna]PW

A/√
A/
A/
√/

A/
A/
AA/
√/

(1), (2)

CRED

*Vµ

*/
VOC

VS1/2/
LN

GE/
SCE

*aC1]σ/
*Cna]PW

In (a), N-ranked LN is overridden by other constraints throughout the derivation. The
AMP-ranked constraints VS1/2 and LN constitute MCR’s in agreement with C-on-U in an
NO-manner with *Vµ. VS1/2 and *Vµ NO-derive the loser; it violates the DC on VS1/2,
since the underlying long /i:/ is shortened by VS1/2. LN and *Vµ NO-derive the winner.
* derives [2] from the winner in MCR’s and A-ranked GE derives the surface form. The
candidates that will violate the DC on VS1/2 must be discarded by ICV. In (b), N-ranked
VOC and A-ranked *aC1]σ are overridden by other constraints throughout the derivation
and in the derivation of [1-3] respectively. *Vµ and *Cna]PW NO-derive [1], and *
derives [2]. LN derives [3], overriding A-ranked GE. GE and *aC1]σ to be A-ranked Oderive the surface form according to AMP (see (172b-c)), with E-*BLVOC invoked
vacuously. The first schwa of the surface form is left intact by virtue of the CFC on *
operative in (191c). In (c), AMP-ranked LN derives [1], overriding N-ranked VOC and Aranked GE. A-ranked GE derives the surface form, overriding N-ranked VOC, with E*BLVOC invoked vacuously. (The forms in (b-c) are exceptions to E-*BLVOC (see
footnote 61).) In (d), two AMP-ranked VOC’s constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-onU in an NO-manner with C-RED, and they override the A-ranked constraints GE and
*aC1]σ. The loser violates E-*BLVOC, since VOC (w) changes the structure CGGC. VOC
(y) derives the winner. *Vµ and VS1/2 NO-derive [2] from the winner in MCR’s,
overriding two instantiations of A-ranked *aC1]σ. A-ranked *aC1]σ derives the surface
form. In (e), C-RED and *Vµ O-derive [1], and *Vµ and * NO-derive [2]. SCE derives
[3], overriding A-ranked GE, N-ranked * derives [4] and N-ranked LN derives the
surface form. In (f), N-ranked LN is overridden by other constraints in the derivation of
[1-4]. C-RED and *Vµ O-derive [1]. *Vµ and * NO-derive [2]. The constraint that
changes the sequence n-l’ to l-l’ derives [3], overriding A-ranked GE, and M-feeding
SCE. M-fed SCE derives [4], overriding A-ranked GE. The N-ranked constraints * and
LN NO-derive [5] according to NRP. N-ranked LN derives the surface form, fed by *.
C & K observe that General Epenthesis must operate to derive the surface forms of the
following forms as exceptions to the earlier statement that it is blocked in the sequence
C1C2C3C4 when C1 or C4 is a sonorant:
(180) Forms ‘Exceptional’ to GE
/loyk’-odg-a/ → [loyk’-tg-a] ‘been to pick berries’
/i-odg-ebli/ → [i-φtg-bli] ‘takes pl. objects out of a container again’
These forms are not treated as exceptions to GE in Natural Derivational Phonology, but
the surface forms are derived in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s, with the
aid of a LOOK-AHEAD (LA) E-constraint. The LA E-constraint to be dubbed LAE-*UNDO
is an instantiation of LAE-constraint schema (202), where Mi = any constraint, and α =
structure where the change made by Mi is undone. LAE-*UNDO now says: If candidatex
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subsequent (immediately or not) to candidaten derived by constrainti contains the structure
where the change made by constrainti is undone that constrainti and the subsequent
constraint(s) conspired to derive, LAE-*UNDO marks candidaten, candidatex and the inbetween candidate(s) with a violation mark.
LAE-*UNDO now authorizes the tableau for the forms in (180) to be constructed:
(181) Tableau for the (180) Forms
LAE-*UNDO *Vµ *
a. /loyk’-odg-a/
√
1.
loyk’-dg-a
*<LA>
2.
loyk’-φdg-a
√
*<LA>
3.
loyk-φdg-a
*
<LA>
4.
loyk-dg-a

LN

GE

N
N
√N
N

A
√

√

5. → loyk’-tg-a
b.

/i-odg-ebli/

1.

i-dg-ebli

√M

2.
3.

i-φdg-bli
i-φdg-φbli

√

4.

i-φdg-bli

*<LA>
*<LA>

N
√

N

√

N
N

√

√

5. → i-φtg-bli

In (a), N-ranked LN is overridden by other constraints in the derivation of [1-4]. *Vµ and
* derive [1] and [2] respectively. AMP-ranked LN derives [3], overriding A-ranked GE.
A-ranked GE derives [4]. But it violates LAE-*UNDO, since the candidate loyk-dg-a (4)
subsequent to the candidate loyk’-φdg-a [2] derived by * contains the structure where
the change made by * is undone that * and the subsequent constraints LN and GE
conspired to derive. Hence, LAE-*UNDO marks the candidates derived by * and GE, and
the in-between candidate [3] with a violation mark. The schwa  deleted by * in [2] is
inserted again by GE in [4]; namely, what is done by * is undone by GE. N-ranked LN
derives [5] from [1]. In (b), N-ranked LN is overridden by other constraints in the
derivation of [1-4]. *Vµ derives [1], M-feeding itself. *Vµ and * O-derive [2] and *
derives [3]. A-ranked GE derives [4], but it violates LAE-*UNDO. Hence, it marks the
candidates derived by * and GE with a violation mark. N-ranked LN thus derives [5]
from [2]. In (a-b), the schwa of the surface form is left unscathed despite * by virtue of
ICV.
I will next move to the process which C & K term Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis. When
the stem-final sonorant consonant preceded by a consonant is followed by a consonant or
is word-final, schwa is inserted before it. The underlined schwa in the following data is
produced by the process of Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis:
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(182) Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis
a. /wibl/ → [wibl] ‘alder’
/tGalm/ → [tGalm] ‘west’
cf. /tGalm-as/ → tGalm-s → [tGlm-s] ‘west wind’
/stin-adgl/ → stin-dgl → stin-φdgl → [stin-φtgl] ‘hangs something on the
back’
/DIST-s-diln-one:g-a/ → sdi-s-diln-ne:g-a → sdi-s-dln-φne:g-a →
sdi-s-dln-φne:g-a → [sdi-s-dφln-φne:g-a] ‘rolls into a hole’ (distr.)
b. /q’ajaym-m/ → q’ajaym-m → [q’ajym-m] (*[q’ajaym-m])
‘manzanita’
/wibl-m/ → [wibl-m] (*[wibl-m]) ‘alder tree’
We may posit the C-pair *C [+cons, +son]]STEM {C, ]PW} (SCE) » DEP (), where the two
C’s include the glides y, w and , and the sonorant excludes y and w (see (170, 179)). This
C-pair epenthesizes schwa before the stem-final sonorant. SCE is governed by AMP due
to the non-phonetic specification in its SD though it yields the allophonic segment.
Furthermore, the derivations in (b) show that SCE must apply only once from right. This
forces it to be constrained by the following E-constraint:
(183) ALIGN-R on SCE
The vowel  inserted by SCE must coincide with the right edge of a prosodic word.
The degree of violation of this E-constraint is shown by the number of segments isolating
the inserted  from the right edge of a prosodic word (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993b).
Besides, see (176) for the constraint GD that will be established in the next subsection.
SCE and ALIGN-R on SCE enable the tableau for the (182) forms to be constructed:

(184) Tableau for Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis (ALIGN-R on SCE = (1))
(1)

C-RED

a. /tGalm/
1. → tGalm
b. /stin-adgl/
1.
stin-dgl
2.
stin-φdgl
3. → stin-φtgl

*Vµ

*

SCE GE

LN

√
√

√
√

A
A

N
N
√
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*aC1]σ

A

GD

c. /DIST-s-diln-one:ga/
1.
sdi-s-diln-ne:g-a
2.
sdi-s-dln-φne:g-a
3.
sdi-s-dln-φne:g-a
4. → sdi-s-dφln-φne:g-a
d. /q’ajaym-m/
1.
q’ajaym-m
1.
q’ajaym-m
2. → q’ajym-m
e. /wibl-m/
1. wibl-m
1. → wibl-m

√

√
√

√
√
√
√
√

**!*
*

A
A

A
A

N
N

√
√
√

**!
*

A
A

In (a), SCE derives [1], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ, in accordance with the natural
ranking ACP » AMP. In (b), *Vµ and SCE NO-derive [1], overriding N-ranked LN, Aranked GE and A-ranked *aC1]σ, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP »
AMP. * derives [2], overriding N-ranked LN, and N-ranked LN derives [3]. In (c), CRED and *Vµ O-derive [1]. *Vµ and * NO-derive [2], SCE derives [3], and N-ranked *
derives [4]. In (d-e), the two instantiations of SCE constitute MCR’s in conformity with
C-on-U. Both of them violate ALIGN-R on SCE, and they are O-related and ranked
according to the same URP (i.e., AMP). Hence, they are able to constitute MCR’s. In
MCR’s in (d) N-ranked GD, A-ranked GE and A-ranked *aC1]σ are overridden by SCE,
and in MCR’s in (e) A-ranked GE is overridden by SCE. In (d-e), the loser has more
violation marks of ALIGN-R on SCE than the winner. In (d), *aC1]σ derives [2] from the
winner in MCR’s. The schwa derived by A-ranked *aC1]σ in [2] is left intact despite *
by virtue of the CFC on * operative in (191c). The candidate q’ajaym-m that may be
derived from the expected surface form in (d) violates ICV.
In tableau (181) the forms treated as exceptions in rule-based phonology in C & K are
dealt with in compliance with the natural ranking of URP’s with the help of LAE-*UNDO
in Natural Derivational Phonology. And in subtableau (184c) the underlying structure
/…iln-one: …/ changes to the surface structure …φln-φne:…. Neither the underlying
structure meets the SD of SCE nor its i meets that of *Vµ that feeds *. But the deletion of
o by * that is fed by *Vµ feeds SCE, which in turn feeds the deletion of i by * that is
fed by *Vµ. These changes are brought about in a serial manner in compliance with the
natural ranking of URP’s.
17. 6 Glottal Stop Deletion
The glottal stop  drops in pre-consonantal and word-final positions, and in case a short
vowel precedes it, the short vowel is lengthened at the same time when it drops (Kisseberth
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1973a, C & K). Examine the following derivations to see how the process of glottal stop
deletion works:
(185) Glottal Stop Deletion
a. /iyah-wapk/ → iyahφ-wapk → [iyhφ-wpk] ‘will hide pl. objects’
cf. /iyah-a/ → [iyh-a] ‘hides pl. objects’
/sa:-wapk/ → sa:φ-wapk → [sa:φ-wpk] ‘will make someone cry’
cf. /sa:-a/ → [sa:-a] ‘makes someone cry’
b. /sle-ca-a/ → sle:φ-ca-a → sle:φ-c-a → [sle:φ-cφ-a] ‘goes to see’
/hVs-sle/ → hes-φle → [hes-φle:φ] ‘Show!’
/hVs-sle-Wi:y-a/ → hes-φle-Wi:y-a → [hes-φle:φ-Wi:y-a] ‘almost showed’
cf. /sle-a/ → [sle-a] ‘sees’
/sgen-at/ → sgen-t/ → [sge:φn-t] ‘(pl.) Buy!’
/sgen-i:y-a/ → [sge:φn-i:y-a] ‘buys for someone’
/sgen-ank/ → sgen-nk → [sge:φn-nk] ‘having bought’
/sV-V-y’o:q’-a/ → sV-o-y’o:q’-a → so-o-y’o:q’-a → so--y’o:q’-a →
so-φ-y’o:q’-a → [so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a] ‘shaves oneself’
c. /sgen-ebli/ → sgen-bli → sgen-φbli → sgem-φbli → [sgem-φbli]
‘buys back’
/hVs-sgen-a/ → hes-φgeφ-a → hes-φgφ-a → hes-φgφφ-a →
[hes-φkφφ-a] ‘buy from each other’
cf. /sgen-a/ → [sgeφ-a] ‘buys’
/q’ajaym-m/ → q’ajaym-m → [q’ajym-m] ‘manzanita’
The glottal stop  drops intermorphemically (a). The short vowel preceding it is
lengthened at the same time when it drops (b). And the N-ranked constraint for glottal
stop deletion is overridden by other constraints (c).
It is in order to introduce the following schema established in Lee (2009g; see also Lee
2009b) prior to formulating the constraint for the process of glottal stop deletion:
(186) Compensatory Lengthening (CL) Schema
Add µ to α1, where α1 = V, or geminate α1, where α1 = C, if and only if α2 or α3 is
deleted in the sequence α1α2(α3).
The constraint that feeds an instantiation of the CL schema and the fed instantiation must
be construed as a single constraint. Accordingly, the latter must override the constraint
that is O-related with itself. In effect this reflects the purport of transformational rules in
rule-based phonology (Chomsky & Halle 1968: 360-363, Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979:
369-377).
We are now in a position to formulate the C-pair for the process of glottal stop deletion:
*{C, ]PW} (GD) » MAX (see (176, 184)). And the lengthening of the short vowel after
the deletion of  is taken care of by the CL for GD, an instantiation of the CL schema. In
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the CL for GD, α1 = Vµ and α2 = /; hence, it says: Add µ to Vµ if and only if/ is deleted

in the sequence Vµ/. If the process of glottal stop deletion were not split into *{C, ]PW}

» MAX and the CL for GD, it would have to check whether the glottal stop  is preceded
by a short vowel or not, and suffer the consequential complication. Besides, LAE-on*Vµ/*aC1]σ to be employed in (203) must be introduced. LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ is an
instantiation of LAE-constraint schema (202), where Mi = *Vµ/*aC1]σ and α = long schwa
:. LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ now says: If candidatex subsequent (immediately or not) to
candidaten derived by *Vµ/*aC1]σ contains the long schwa : that *Vµ/*aC1]σ and the
subsequent constraint(s) conspired to derive, LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks candidaten,
candidatex and the in-between candidate(s) with a violation mark.
The following tableau for the forms in (185) shows how GD operates:
(187) Tableau for Glottal Stop Deletion (DC on VS1/2 = (1), LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ = (2))
(1)/(2)

CRED

*Vµ

*

a. /iyah-wapk/
1.
iyahφ-wapk
2. → iyhφ-wpk
b. /sle-ca-a/
1.
sleφ-ca-a
2.
sle:φ-ca-a
3.
sle:φ-c-a
4. → sle:φ-cφ-a
c. /hVs-sle/
1.
hes-φle
2.
hes-φleφ
2.
hes-φl
3.
hes-φlφ
4.
hes-φl:φ
5. → hes-φle:φ
d.

*aC1]σ

GD/
CL

AA

√/

√√
√/
/√

M
M
√
√
√

√/
√

/*(2<LA>)!

√/
/√
/√

/*(2<LA>)
/*(2<LA>)

/sgen-at/
√

1.
sgen-t
2. sgeφn-t
3. → sge:φn-t
e.
1.
2.
3.
4.

VS1/2

/sV-V-y’o:q’-a/
sV-o-y’o:q’-a
so-o-y’o:q’-a
so--y’o:q’-a
so-φ-y’o:q’-a

N/
√/
/√

`
√
√
√
√
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*Cna]PW/
SCE

GE/
LN

5.
so-φφ-y’oq’-a
6.
so-φφ-y’o:q’-a
7. → so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a
8.
so:-φφ-y’oq’-a
f. /sgen-ebli/
1.
sgen-bli
2.
sgen-φbli
3.
sgem-φbli
4. → sgem-φbli

*/

√

*/

√

√/
√/
/√

√
√

g. /hVs-sgen-a/
1.
hes-φgeφ-a
2.
hes-φgφ-a
3.
hes-φgφφ-a
4. → hes-φkφφ-a

√

N/
N/
N/
N/

/√

N/

√/

/M

A/
A/

√
√
/√

h. /sgen-a/
1. → sgeφ-a
(1)/(2)

CRED

*Vµ

*

VS1/2

*aC1]σ

N/

√/

GD/
CL

*Cna]PW/
SCE

GE/
LN

In (a), AMP-ranked GD derives [1], overriding two instantiations of A-ranked *aC1]σ, in
accordance with the natural ranking ACP » AMP. The two instantiations of A-ranked
*aC1]σ NO-derive [2] according to ACP. In (b), AMP-ranked GD derives [1] and CL
derives [2], both M-feeding *Vµ, in accordance with the natural ranking MFP » AMP.
*Vµ derives [3] and * derives [4]. In (c), the SD’s of four AMP-ranked constraints CRED, GD, *Vµ and the constraint that deletes s after s meet the underlying representation.
But only C-RED NO-derives [1] with the s-deletion constraint by default; because the
variable expression C0 specified in the SD of a constraint is ignored in defining the Orelation of constraints (see footnote 62), the two constraints are NO-related. GD and *Vµ
constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U. Since *Vµ that constitutes MCR’s is
constrained by LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ, it must be checked whether the candidate it derives
violates an LA E-constraint. GD thus derives [3] from the second candidate in MCR’s,
and the CL for GD derives [4] from [3], but it violates LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ. Candidate [4]
subsequent to candidate [2] derived by *Vµ contains the long schwa : that *Vµ and the
subsequent constraints GD and CL conspired to derive; hence, LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks
candidate [2], candidate [4] and the in-between candidate [3] with a violation mark. CL
derives [5] from the winner in MCR’s. In (d), A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [1], overriding Nranked GD, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP. N-ranked GD derives [2]
and CL derives [3]. See the CFC on * operative in (191c) for the survival of  in [2-3]
from *. In (e), C-RED derives [1] (see footnote 54), and it derives [2]. *Vµ derives [3]
and * derives [4]. AMP-ranked VS2 and AMP-ranked GD O-derive [5], but it violates
DC on VS1/2. GD derives [6] from [4], and CL derives [7]. VS1 derives [8], but it violates
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DC on VS1/2. In (f), N-ranked GD is overridden by other constraints throughout the
derivation. *Vµ and * respectively derive [1] and [2]. The constraint in charge of
assimilating n to the following b derives [3], overriding A-ranked GE, and M-feeding
SCE. M-fed SCE derives [4], overriding A-ranked GE, in accordance with the natural
ranking NRP, ACP » AMP. In (g), C-RED NO-derives [1] with *Cna]PW and the
constraint for s-deletion, overriding N-ranked GD. Vµ derives [2], * derives [3] and Nranked LN derives [4]. In (h), *Cna]PW derives [1], overriding N-ranked GD.
GD must not apply to the intermediate form with the structure G{C, ]PW}, overridden
by VOC that is O-related with itself. The following derivations tell the story:
(188) Intermediate Forms with the Structure G{C, ]PW}
/sV-aysi/ → sa-aysi → sa-ysi → sa-φysi → [sa-φi:si] ‘keeps something to
oneself’
cf. /aysi/ → [aysi] ‘keeps a secret’
/DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ → DIST-i-iwy’G-a → i-i-wy’G-a → i--φwy’G-a
→ i-φ-φwy’G-a → i-φ-φo:y’G-a → [i-φ-φo:yG-a] ‘put pl. objects into a
container’ (distr.)
/DIST-V-oy/ → DIST-o-oy → o-o-y → o--φy → o-φ-φy →
[o-φ-φi:] ‘gives a long object’ (distr.)
cf. /V-oy-a/ → o-oy-a → o-y-a → [o-φy-a] ‘gives a long object’
As is observed, GD is bled by VOC in the underlined structure G{C, ]PW}. It is evident
that this is taken care of by E-*BLVOC.
Thanks to E-*BLVOC we can construct the tableau for the (188, 173e) forms. Besides
E-*BLVOC, LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ employed in (187) and to be employed in (203) takes
part. And the CFC on *Vµ employed in (166d) and LAE-*BLVOC employed in (170) take
part too. Henceforward GD includes the CL for itself when the short vowel preceding  is
lengthened.

(189) Tableau for the Forms with the Structure G{C, ]PW} (LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ = (1),
CFC on VS1/2 = (2), E-*BLVOC = (3), CFC on *Vµ = (4), LAE-*BLVOC = (5))
(1), (2), (3), CGE *Vµ/ VS1/2/ VOC/
GD
(4), (5)
RED
*aC1]σ
*
a.
1.
2.

/sV-aysi/
sa-aysi
sa-ysi

√
√/
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/A
/A

3.
4.
5.
6.

sa-φysi
sa-φφys
s-φysi
s:-φφys

/√
√/

*(3)*(4)
*(1<LA>)

√/

*(1<LA>)*(3)
*(4)

/√

N/A

/√

N/√
N/
√/

7. → sa-φi:si
b.
1.
2.
3.
4.

/DIST-V-oy/
DIST-o-oy
o-o-y
o--φy
o-φ-φy

5. o:-φφ-φy
5. → o-φ-φi:
c. /DIST-hVs-saywg-y-s/
1. DIST-has-φaywg-i:-s
2.
ha-has-φywg-i-s
3.
ha-hs-φ12y3w4g5-i-s
4.
ha-hs-φ1φ2y3w4g5-i-s
4.
ha-hs-φ12y3o: 4g5-i-s
5.
ha-hs-φ1φ2y3o: 4g5-i-s
6. → ha-hs-φ1φ2i: 3w4g5-i-s
7.
ha-hs-φφiwg-i-s

√
√

√/
√/√
/√

*!(3)

/√
√/
√
√

*(5<LA>)!
*(5<LA>)

A
√/
√/N
/√

√/

√N/A
N/AA
N/A
√/

/√
√/
√/

*(2)

In (a), C-RED derives [1], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ, in accordance with the natural
ranking ACP » AMP. *Vµ derives [2], overriding A-ranked *aC1]σ, and * derives [3].
The AMP-ranked constraints *Vµ and GD O-derive [4], overriding N-ranked VOC and Aranked *aC1]σ, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP » AMP, but it violates
E-*BLVOC and the CFC on *Vµ. GD O-applies with AMP-ranked *Vµ, since the
constraint that feeds an instantiation of the CL schema (GD) and the fed instantiation (the
CL for GD) are construed as a single constraint. A-ranked *aC1]σ derives [5] from [3],
overriding N-ranked VOC, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP. The AMPranked constraints *Vµ and GD NO-derive [6] from [5], overriding N-ranked VOC, but it
violates LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ, E-*BLVOC and the CFC on *Vµ. Candidate [6] subsequent to
candidate [5] derived by *aC1]σ contains the long schwa : that *aC1]σ and the
subsequent constraints *Vµ and GD conspired to derive; hence, LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks
candidate [5] and candidate [6] with a violation mark. N-ranked VOC derives [7] from [3],
since [4, 5, 6] violate the E-constraint(s) crucially. In (b), C-RED derives [1], and C-RED
and *Vµ O-derive [2]. Vµ and * NO-derive [3], and AMP-ranked * derives [4]. The
AMP-ranked constraints GD and VOC constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U. The
loser derived by GD violates E-*BLVOC, since it changes the structure CG]PW. The
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winner is derived by VOC. In (c), the underlying representation meets the SD’s of as
many as eight constraints. But only C-RED that fully specifies V of hVs NO-derives [1]
with VOC and the constraint responsible for deleting s after another s, overriding Nranked VOC, A-ranked GE and A-ranked *aC1]σ. In deriving [2] C-RED and *Vµ O-apply,
and they NO-apply with VS1/2, overriding N-ranked VOC and two instantiations of Aranked *aC1]σ. *Vµ derives [3], overriding N-ranked *, N-ranked VOC, and A-ranked
*aC1]σ. The intramorphemic sequence 12y3w4g5 of [3] meets the SD’s of the two Orelated constraints * and VOC (w): the sequence 2y3 meets the SD of * and the
sequence y3w4g5 meets the SD of VOC (w). Hence, the two constraints constitute MCR’s
in conformity with C-on-U. Because VOC (w) that constitutes MCR’s is constrained by
LAE-*BLVOC, it must be checked whether the candidate it derives violates an LA Econstraint. N-ranked * thus derives [5] from the second candidate in MCR’s. But
candidate [5] subsequent to the candidate in MCR’s derived by VOC (w) violates LAE*BLVOC, since the structure 1φ2y3w4g5 would meet the SD of VOC (y) unless w4 were
vocalized by VOC (w) (= Ci), resulting in the structure 1φ2y3o:4g5 (= Si). LAE-*BLVOC
therefore marks the second candidate in MCR’s and candidate [5] with a violation mark.
VOC (y) now derives [6] from the winner in MCR’s in such a way that LAE-*BLVOC is not
violated. VS1/2 derives [7], but it violates the CFC on VS1/2. It violates both the first part
and the second part of the CFC on VS1/2, but I adopt the latter, since N-ranked VOC
derives the immediately preceding candidate. This may applicable to the first three forms
in (168b) too.
First, in deriving [1-2] in (187b), if GD and the CL for GD were not treated as a single
constraint, GD could not M-feed *Vµ, since it does not derive the structure that meets the
SD of the latter. Second, the variable expression C0 specified in the SD of a constraint is
ignored in defining the O-relation of constraints.62 Therefore in deriving [1] in (187c) CRED that fully specifies the underspecified V of the prefix /hVs/ by copying the first
vowel of the following morpheme and O-related GD NO-apply with the constraint for sdeletion. Finally, C & K footnote that neither Feinstein & Vago (1981) nor C & K
themselves can account for the form in (189c) and the following forms in a
straightforward way: /saywg-otn-a/ → [sywk-φtφ-a] ‘knows’, /V-iwy’G-a/ → [iφwi:G-a] ‘puts pl. objects into a container’, and /DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ → [i-φ-φo:yG-a]
‘puts pl. objects into a container’ (distr.). But they are accounted for in a natural manner
in Natural Derivational Phonology; see (179b), (174c) and (207) respectively for the
derivations of the three forms.
17. 7 Nasal Consonant Deletions
The nasal consonant n is deleted in the context C _____ -a]PW. We may establish the Cpair *Cna]PW » MAX for this process (see (174, 179, 187)). It is deleted in the context
_____-y-s]PW as well. First, I will discuss the n-deletion to be accomplished by *Cna]PW,
which is exemplified by the following derivations:
62

According to McCarthy (2002: footnote 6), autosegmental structure eliminates the need for variable
expressions like C0.
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(190) n-Deletion in the Context C _____ -a]PW
a. /yebn-a/ → [yebφ-a] ‘digs’
/DIST-yebn-a/ → ye-yebφ-a → ye-ybφ-a → [ye-yφbφ-a] ‘dig’ (distr.)
cf. /yebn-o:l-a/ → [yebn-o:l-a] ‘finishes digging’
/sgen-a/ → [sgeφ-a] ‘buys’
/hVs-sgen-a/ → hes-φgeφ-a → hes-φgφ-a → hes-φgφφ-a →
[hes-φkφφ-a] ‘buy from each other’
cf. /sgen-ank/ → sgen-nk → [sge:φn-nk] ‘having bought’
/twe-eqn-a/ → twe-qφ-a → [twe-φqφ-a] ‘bore through’
/DIST-twe-eqn-a/ → te-twe-qφ-a → te-tw-φqφ-a → te-twφ-φqφ-a →
[te-to:φ-φqφ-a] ‘bore through’ (distr.)
/swV-pat-otn-a/ → swa-pat-otφ-a → swa-pt-tφ-a → [swa-pt-φtφ-a] ‘tie to a
tree’
/DIST-swV-pat-otn-a/ → DIST-swa-pat-otφ-a → swa-swa-pt-otφ-a → swa-swpt-tφ-a → swa-swφ-pt-φtφ-a → [swa-so:φ-pt-φtφ-a] ‘tie to a tree’ (distr.)
/sp’aw-otn-a/ → sp’aw-tφ-a → sp’aw-φtφ-a → [sp’w-φtφ-a] ‘poisons someone’
cf. /sin’ams-otn-ank/ → sin’ams-tn-ank → sin’ams-φtn-ank →
[sin’ams-φtn-nk]63 ‘having become afraid’
b. /snV-ken-a/ → sne-ken-a → sne-kn-a → sne-kφn-a → [sne-kφφ-a] ‘makes it
snow’
cf. /ken-a/ → [ken-a] ‘snows’
/DIST-swin-a/ → swi-swin-a → swi-swn-a → swi-swφn-a → [swi-swφφ-a]
‘sings’ (distr.)64
cf. /swin-a/ → [swin-a] ‘sings’
*Cna]PW applies to the underlying structure (a) and it applies to the intermediate structure
derived by * (b).
Besides the C-pair *Cna]PW » MAX, an E-constraint is required to constrain *. *
may apply to the surface form sp’w-φtφ-a of the last form in (190a) derived by the Aranked constraint *aC1]σ, but its output must be ruled out. Hence, * is constrained by the
CFC on itself. *, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (b) from the CFC
schema with a specific M = *aC1]σ, constituting the CFC on itself. The CFC on *
demands that * not apply to the structure derived by *aC1]σ. The schwa derived by
*aC1]σ is left intact by virtue of the CFC on *.
With *Cna]PW and the CFC on * established we can construct the tableau for the (190)
forms:

63
64

This form is an exception to GE.
See footnote 58.
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(191) Tableau for the Forms in (190)
CFC on *

a. /DIST-yebn-a/
1.
ye-yebφ-a
2.
ye-ybφ-a
3. → ye-yφbφ-a
b. /DIST-twe-eqn-a/
1.
te-twe-qφ-a
2.
te-tw-φqφ-a
3.
te-twφ-φqφ-a
4. → te-to:φ-φqφ-a
c. /sp’aw-otn-a/
1.
sp’aw-tφ-a
2.
sp’aw-φtφ-a
3. → sp’w-φtφ-a
*
4.
sp’φw-φtφ-a
d. /snV-ken-a/
1.
sne-ken-a
2.
sne-kn-a
3.
sne-kφn-a
4. → sne-kφφ-a

C-RED

*Vµ

*

VOC *Cna]PW

√

*aC1]σ

√
√
√

√

√
√

√
√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√

In (a), C-RED and *Cna]PW NO-derive [1]. *Vµ derives [2] and * derives the surface
form. In (b), in deriving [1] C-RED copies the following morpheme with the second
consonant omitted (see footnote 54). C-RED and *Vµ O-apply, and they NO-apply with
*Cna]PW. *Vµ and * NO-derive [2], * derives [3] and VOC derives the surface form. In
(c), *Vµ and *Cna]PW NO-derive [1]. * and A-ranked *aC1]σ respectively derive [2] and
[3]. * derives [4], but it violates the CFC on *, since the deleted schwa is derived by
*aC1]σ. In (d), C-RED derives [1], *Vµ derives [2] and * derives [3]. *Cna]PW, fed by *,
derives the surface form.
As mentioned at the outset, the nasal consonant n is also deleted in the context _____y-s]PW. The C-pair *nys]PW » MAX is postulated for this process (see (177)). The problem
is that the structure n-y-s]PW meets the SD’s of both *nys]PW and VOC. If the two
constraints O-applied to the underlying representation /ken-y-s/ ‘snow’, for example,
according to AMP, the wrong surface form keφ-i:s would be derived. Examine the
following derivations to decide which constraint must override which constraint:
(192) n-Deletion in the Context _____ -y-s]PW
/ken-y-s/ → [keφ-y-s] ‘snow’
cf. /ken-a/ → [ken-a] ‘snows’
/gen-y-s/ → [geφ-y-s] ‘the going’
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/sqen-y-s/ → [sqeφ-y-s] ‘sewing’
/ginqn-y-s/ → ginqφ-y-s → ginqφ-i:-s → [ginqφ-i-s] ‘a hole through’
As is observed, *nys]PW must apply, overriding VOC. The two constraints are to be AMPranked, therefore no established URP can rank the former before the latter. Note that the
structure nys of the non-distributive form does not observe E-*BLVOC by virtue of the
condition on it.
The phonetic SD of *nys]PW (i.e., nys) and that of VOC (i.e., CGC) both meet exactly
the same underlying structure n-y-s]PW of the forms above. But we notice that the phonetic
SD of *nys]PW, which must take precedence, is more complex than that of VOC. On the
basis of this fact we may establish the following URP (see also Lee 2009b, 2009d):
(193) Complex Constraint Principle (CCP)
Apply M whose SD is more complex if and only if the SD’s of two M’s meet exactly
the same structure with non-phonetic context ignored.
It is certain that if the number of the features specified in the SD of one M is larger than
that specified in the SD of the other M, the former overrides the latter according to CCP.
Naturally, the non-phonetic elements specified in the SD of a constraint are counted in
assessing its complexity. The constraints ranked according to CCP are said to be Cranking and C-ranked. And CCP is assumed to be outranked by MFP; hence, the natural
ranking MFP » CCP » AMP (see section 16). As in the cases of MFP and C-on-U, the
constraints to be ranked by the same URP, which is checked by the natural ranking of
URP’s, are qualified to stand in a C-ranking relation. And once the C-ranking constraint
is established, it may apply with other constraints according to the URP that ranks it
previous to its establishment.
The following tableau demonstrates that C-ranking *nys]PW overrides C-ranked VOC
according to CCP. LAE-*UNDO employed in tableau (181) participates here.
(194) Tableau for the Forms in (192) (C = C-ranked)
/ginqn-y-s/ LAE-*UNDO VOC *nys]PW VS1/2

SCE

GE

*

C
A
√
√
1.
ginqφ-y-s *<LA>
2.
ginqφφ-y-s *<LA>
√
C
A
3.
ginqφ-y-s
√
A
4.
ginqφ-i:-s
√
5. → ginqφ-i-s
√
C-ranking *nys]PW O-derives [1] with SCE, overriding C-ranked VOC and A-ranked GE
in accordance with the natural ranking ACP » CCP » AMP. * derives [2] from [1], but it
violates LAE-*UNDO, since  inserted by SCE in [1] is deleted by *. Hence, LAE-*UNDO
marks candidate [1] and candidate [2] with a violation mark. C-ranking *nys]PW thus
derives [3] from the underlying representation, overriding C-ranked VOC and A-ranked
GE, in such a way that LAE-*UNDO is not violated. AMP-ranked VOC derives [4],
overriding A-ranked GE, and VS1/2 derives [5].
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According to Barker (1964: 92), the structure n-y-s# in distributive forms is subject to
the process of vocalization (i.e., VOC) instead of the process of n-deletion (i.e., *nys]PW).
This is exemplified by the following derivations of distributive forms:
(195) Distributive Forms with the Structure n-y-s]PW
/DIST-swin-y-s/ → swi-swin-i:-s → swi-swn-i:-s → swi-swφn-i:-s →
swi-swφn-i-s → [swi-so:φn-i-s] ‘singer’ (distr.)
cf. /swin-y-s/ → swiφ-y-s → [swi:φ-φ-s]65 ‘singer’
/DIST-gen-y-s/ → ge-gen-i:-s → ge-gn-i:-s → ge-gφn-i:-s → [ge-gφn-i-s]
‘habitual goer’
cf. /gen-y-s/ → [geφ-y-s] ‘the going’
/DIST-w’atn-y-s/ → w’a-w’atn-i:-s → [w’a-w’tn-i-s] ‘habitual laughter’
/DIST-w’oln-y-s/ → w’o-w’oln-i:-s → [w’o-w’ln-i-s] ‘habitual asker’
The distributive forms that contain the structure n-y-s]PW must not undergo *nys]PW
contrary to what CCP predicts: *nys]PW must be overridden by VOC without regard to
CCP. It is indubitable that this is also taken care of by E-*BLVOC.
E-*BLVOC takes part in constructing the tableau for the (195) forms:
(196) Tableau for the Distributive Forms with the Structure n-y-s]PW
a. /DIST-swin-y-s/
1.
swi-swiφ-y-s]DIST
1.
swi-swin-i:-s]DIST
2.
swi-swn-i:-s]DIST
3.
swi-swφn-i:-s]DIST
4.
swi-swφn-i-s]DIST
5. → swi-so:φn-i-s]DIST
b. /DIST-gen-y-s/
1.
ge-geφ-y-s]DIST
1.
ge-gen-i:-s]DIST
2.
ge-gn-i:-s]DIST
3.
ge-gφn-i:-s]DIST
4. → ge-gφn-i-s]DIST

E-*BLVOC

C-RED

*!

√
√

*Vµ

*

VS1/2

VOC

*nys]PW GE

√

A
A

√

A
A

√
√
√
√

*!

√
√

N
√

√
√
√
√

E-*BLVOC

C-RED

*Vµ

*

VS1/2

VOC

*nys]PW GE

In (a-b), *nys]PW and VOC constitute MCR’s in accordance with C-on-U in an NOmanner with C-RED, overriding A-ranked GE. The loser violates E-*BLVOC, since
*nys]PW changes the structure CGC in the distributive form. VOC derives the winner. *Vµ
65

According to Kisseberth (1971a), a rule reduces the sequences i(:)y and o(:)w to i: and o: in the
preconsonantal position (and presumably in the word-final position) respectively. This may be a
phenomenon of compensatory lengthening (see (186)).
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derives [2] and * derives [3]. In (a), VS1/2 derives [4], overriding N-ranked VOC, in
accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP. N-ranked VOC derives the surface
form. In (b), VS1/2 derives the surface form.
There is a distributive form with the structure n-y-s that does not observe E-*BLVOC:
(197) Form Exceptional to E-*BLVOC
/DIST-sin-y-s/ → si-siφ-y-s → [si-si:φ-φ-s] ‘one who habitually has coitus’
(distr.)
cf. /sin-y-s/ → siφ-y-s → [si:φ-φ-s] ‘one who has coitus’
*nys]PW NO-derives the intermediate form si-siφ-y-s with C-RED without regard to E*BLVOC, and the constraint in charge of reducing the sequence i(:)y to i: (see footnote
65) derives the surface form, bleeding *Vµ. Hence, this distributive form is an exception
to E-*BLVOC and *Vµ. Note that the part minus the distributive prefix is identical to the
non-distributive cf. form.
In general, the structure derived by the last-applying (N- or A-ranked) constraint is not
affected by a constraint. This seems to be due to the fact that the constraint ranked
according to NRP or ACP applies as late as possible, which may bring about surface-true
result (see also subsection 8. 2). To mention examples, the CFC on VS1/2 demands that
VS1/2 not apply to the structure derived by N-ranked * in the context _____G and Nranked VOC, and the CFC on * demands that * not apply to the structure derived by Aranked *aC1]σ.
First, it is remarkable that the morphemes /eqn/ in (191b), /otn/ in (191c) and /ken/ in
(191d) are all reduced to a single consonant in the surface forms. The reduction stems
from the changes made by three constraints: the short vowel is converted to  by *Vµ, the
derived  is deleted by *, and n is deleted by *Cna]PW. Second, the distributive forms
with the structure nys in tableau (196) observes E-*BLVOC in contrast to the nondistributive forms with the same structure in tableau (194). Third, in (196a-b) C-ranking
*nys]PW might apply to the underlying representation, overriding C-ranked VOC,
according to CCP, but we must note that URP’s yield to C-on-U.
17. 8 Intensive Forms
The intensive reduplicative prefix may exceptionally block the process of vowel reduction
(*Vµ) from affecting the immediately following root (Barker 1964, C & K, McCarthy &
Prince 1995: 349). The following derivations will give a general idea:
(198) Intensive Forms
a. /INTEN-Wic-l’i/ → [Wic-Wic-l’i] ‘stiff’
/INTEN-p’etq’-a/ → p’etq’-p’etq’-a → [p’etq-p’etq’-a] ‘blinks’
/INTEN-k’at’-a/ → k’at’-k’at’-a → k’at-k’at’-a → [k’t-k’at’-a] ‘teeth chatter’
/snV-INTEN-jiq’-a/ → snV-ji:q’-jiq’-a → [sni-ji:q-jiq’-a] ‘tickles’
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/DIST-INTEN-n’awG-k’a/ → DIST-INTEN-n’awq-k’a → DIST-n’awq-n’awq-k’a →
n’a-n’awq-n’awq-k’a → n’a-n’wq-n’awq-k’a → n’a-n’wq-n’wq-k’a → n’an’φwq-n’wq-k’a → [n’a-n’φo:q-n’wq-k’a] ‘little throats’ (distr.)
b. /INTEN-dop’-a/ → dop’-dop’-a → [dop-dop’-a]
→ dop-dp’-a → dop-dφp’-a → [dop-tp’-a]66 ‘boils’
c. /sw’V-INTEN-ciq’-a/ → sw’V-ciq’-ciq’-a → sw’i-ciq-ciq’-a → sw’i-cq-ciq’-a
→ sw’i-cq-cq’-a → [sw’i-cq-cφq’-a] ‘shake the head’
/DIST-sw’V-INTEN-ciq’-a/ → DIST-sw’V-ciq’-ciq’-a → DIST-sw’i-ciq-ciq’-a →
sw’i-sw’i-cq-ciq’-a → sw’i-sw’-cq-cq’-a → sw’i-sw’φ-cq-cφq’-a →
sw’i-swφ-cq-cφq’-a → [sw’i-so:φ-cq-cφq’-a] ‘shake the head’ (distr.)
*Vµ must not affect the root that follows the intensive prefix (a). *Vµ may affect it
optionally, yielding two surface forms as “apparent free variation” (b). And *Vµ affects it
(obligatorily) (c).
The fact brought out by the examples in (198a-b) compels the CFC on *Vµ established
in subsection 17. 1 to be supplemented. It must be supplemented with a specific M = CRED that segmentalizes the intensive prefix. As a result, *Vµ, an instantiation of M in the
CFC schema, chooses (b) from the CFC schema with a specific M = * that applies in the
context RTi[C0 _____…]RTi, VS1/2, or C-RED that segmentalizes the intensive prefix,
constituting the CFC on itself. Hence,
(199) Supplemented CFC on *Vµ
*Vµ must not apply to the structure derived by a specific M = * that applies in the
context RTi[C0 _____…]RTi, VS1/2 or C-RED that segmentalizes the intensive prefix.
The forms in (198a) are constrained by the CFC on *Vµ and the form in (198b) is
constrained by it optionally. But the forms in (198c) are not interrupted by it.
The following tableau for the intensive forms shows how the E-constraints including
the CFC on *Vµ restrict the application of constraints:

(200) Tableau for Intensive Forms (CFC on *Vµ = (1), CFC on * = (2), E-*BLVOC =
(3))
(1), (2), (3)

a.
1.

/INTEN-p’etq’-a/
p’etq’]INTEN-p’etq’-a

CRED

*Vµ

*

VOC

*aC1]σ

LN/
GE

√

66

The root /dop’/ is misquoted as /dop/ in C & K (150) and McCarthy & Prince (1995: 349) (cf. Barker
1964: 120).
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2.
p’etq]INTEN-p’tq’-a
3. → p’etq]INTEN-p’etq’-a
b. /snV-INTEN-jiq’-a/
1.
snV-ji:q’]INTEN-jiq’-a
2.
snV-ji:q]INTEN-jq’-a
2. → sni-ji:q]INTEN-jiq’-a
c. /DIST-INTEN-n’awG-k’a/
1.
DIST-INTEN-n’awq-k’a
2.
DIST-n’awq]INTEN-n’awq-k’a
3.
DIST-n’awq]INTEN-n’wq-k’a
3.
n’a-n’awq]INTEN-n’awq-k’a
4.
n’a-n’wq]INTEN-n’awq-k’a
5.
n’a-n’wq]INTEN-n’wq-k’a
6.
n’a-n’φwq]INTEN-n’φwq-k’a
7.
n’a-n’φwq]INTEN-n’wq-k’a
8.
n’a-n’φwq]INTEN-n’wq-k’a
9. → n’a-n’φo:q]INTEN-n’wq-k’a
d. /INTEN-dop’-a/
1.
dop’]INTEN-dop’-a
2.
dop]INTEN-dp’-a
3. → dop]INTEN-dop’-a
1.
dop’]INTEN-dop’-a
2.
dop]INTEN-dp’-a
3.
dop]INTEN-dφp’-a
4. → dop]INTEN-tφp’-a
e. /DIST-sw’V-INTEN-ciq’-a/
1.
DIST-sw’V-ciq’-ciq’-a
2.
DIST-sw’i-ciq-ciq’-a
3.
sw’i-sw’i-cq-ciq’-a
4.
sw’i-sw’-cq-cq’-a
5.
sw’i-sw’φ-cq-cφq’-a
6.
sw’i-swφ-cq-cφq’-a
7. → sw’i-so:φ-cq-cφq’-a

*(1)

√

√/
√/

√

√/
√/

√
*!(1)
√
M
√

A
A
AA
AA
AA

√

*!(1)
√

√M

√/

√

N
√√

*(2)

√
*(3)

N

/√

√
√
*(1)

√

√/
√/

√

√/

√
√
√/
√
√
√

√/
√M
√√
√√

M
√

√/

The unpaired constraint C-RED makes the prefix INTEN copy the following root. In (a-b,
d), C-RED derives [1]; furthermore, in (b), the intensive prefix copies the following root
with vowel length added. In (a), *Vµ and LN NO-derive [2] but it violates the CFC on
*Vµ. LN derives [3] from [1]. In (b), *Vµ and C-RED constitute MCR’s in conformity
with C-on-U in an NO-manner with LN. The loser that *Vµ NO-derives with LN violates
the CFC on *Vµ and the winner is NO-derived by C-RED (see footnote 54) with LN. In
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(c), A-ranked *aC1]σ is overridden by other constraints in the derivation of [1-4]. AMPranked LN derives [1], M-feeding C-RED. M-fed C-RED derives [2]. *Vµ and C-RED
constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U. The loser that *Vµ derives violates the CFC
on *Vµ and the winner is derived by C-RED. *Vµ derives [4] from the winner in MCR’s,
M-feeding *Vµ that may affect the root vowel a. A-ranked *aC1]σ derives the second
schwa of [5], overriding N-ranked *, in accordance with the natural ranking NRP, ACP.
Two instantiations of N-ranked * NO-derive [6] according to NRP. It violates the CFC
on *, since the second  derived by *aC1]σ is deleted by *. * derives [7] from [5]. Aranked GE derives [8], overriding N-ranked VOC, but it violates E-*BLVOC. N-ranked
VOC derives [9] from [7]. The shaded columns of the E-constraints in (d-e) mean that the
derivations are not interrupted by the CFC on *Vµ. In (d), two surface forms are derived
from the same underlying representation. In deriving [2] *Vµ and LN NO-apply in the
structure op’-do according to AMP. The first [2] violates the CFC on *Vµ. The first [3] is
derived from [1] by LN. The second [3] is derived from the second [2] by * and [4] is
derived by N-ranked LN. In (a-d), the candidates that violate ICV are discarded. For
instance, in (c) the candidate that will be derived from [4] by M-fed *Vµ will violate the
same CFC on *Vµ that the loser in MCR’s violates, incurring the violation of ICV. In (e),
C-RED derives [1], and C-RED and LN NO-derive [2]. C-RED and *Vµ NO-derive [3], the
latter M-feeding *Vµ that may affect the third i. Two instantiations of *Vµ NO-derive [4],
and two instantiations of * NO-derive [5]. LN derives [6], M-feeding VOC, and M-fed
VOC derives [7].
First, in deriving [2] in (200a) *Vµ is NO-related with LN, since the structure q’]INTEN-p’
of [1] corresponds to C0 … C0 of the context VC0 RT/PREF[C0 _____ of *Vµ, and the variable
expression C0 specified in the SD of a constraint is assumed to be ignored in defining the
O-relation of constraints (see (187c) and footnote 62). Therefore *Vµ (i.e., ME) cannot
constitute MCR’s with LN in conformity with C-on-U. Second, it is worth noticing how
the surface form in the subtableau (200c) is derived. Seven constraints take part that are
ranked according to the four universal ranking principles NRP, ACP, MFP and AMP.
Three E-constraints restrict the application of constraints. And C-on-U instructs MCR’s to
be constructed. Overall, Natural Derivational Phonology derives the surface form in a
fairly complex but natural way, letting each of the three components play its part. Third,
note that the second schwa derived by *aC1]σ in [5] in (200c) is identical to that in the
loser in MCR’s derived by *Vµ.

17. 9 Look-Ahead E-constraint
The Look-Ahead E-constraint schema will be established in this subsection. The
instantiations of this schema have already been employed in (170f-g), (181), (189a, c) and
(194).
Let us take an example. Constraints must not affect the short vowel Vµ of an
intermediate structure Vµ()G. Otherwise, the impermissible long schwa : would be
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derived as a result of the application of GD. Hence, the first vowel in the underlined
structure in the following derivations must not reduce to schwa by *Vµ or *aC1]σ. (The
first example is treated in (189a), where [3] contains the structure a-φy that meets the SD
of *aC1]σ.)
(201) Intermediate Forms Exceptional to *Vµ or *aC1]σ
/sV-aysi/ → sa-aysi → sa-ysi → sa-φysi → [sa-φi:si] ‘keeps something to
oneself’
/DIST-sV-V-y’o:q’-a/ → DIST-sV-o-y’o:q’-a → DIST-so-o-y’o:q’-a → so-so-y’o:q’-a → so-so-φ-y’o:q’-a → [so-so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a] ‘shave themselves’ (distr.)
cf. /V-y’o:q’-a/ → [o-y’o:q’-a] ‘shaves someone’
/sV-V-y’o:q’-a/ → sV-o-y’o:q’-a → so-o-y’o:q’-a → so--y’o:q’-a →
so-φ-y’o:q’-a → [so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a ] ‘shaves oneself’
/DIST-sV-i-wl-oye:g-a/ → DIST-si-i-wl-oye:g-a → si-si--wl-oye:g-a → si-si-φwl-ye:g-a → si-si:-φφ-wl-φye:g-a → [si-si:-φφ-wl-φye:g-a] ‘piles pl. objects up on
top of’ (dist.)
cf. /i-wl-oye:g-a/ → i-wl-ye:g-a → i-wl-φye:g-a → [i-wl-φye:g-a] ‘piles
pl. objects up on top of’
If *Vµ or *aC1]σ reduces the short vowel Vµ of the structure Vµ()G to schwa (and *
deletes the schwa), then the structure (φ)G will result. The resultant structure will meet
the SD of GD, which will lengthen the schwa, yielding the disallowed long schwa. An Econstraint may thus be proposed which states that a constraint must not yield the structure
(φ)G. But this E-constraint does not explain why this structure is not allowed.
Therefore we may rely on a LOOK-AHEAD E-constraint on *Vµ/*aC1]σ (LAE-on*Vµ/*aC1]σ) that says that a candidate subsequent to the candidate derived by *Vµ/*aC1]σ
must not contain a long schwa. But this is not what happens only in this isolated case, as
we have observed in the afore-mentioned (sub)tableaux. Consequently, I will make a
belated attempt to establish the LOOK-AHEAD E-constraint schema:
(202) LOOK-AHEAD E-constraint Schema (LAE-constraint Schema)
If candidatex subsequent (immediately or not) to candidaten derived by Mi contains α
that Mi and the subsequent constraint(s) conspired to derive, LAE-on-Mi marks
candidaten, candidatex and the in-between candidate(s) with a violation mark.
LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ

is an instantiation of LAE-constraint schema, where Mi =
*Vµ/*aC1]σ and α = long schwa :. LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ now says: If candidatex
subsequent (immediately or not) to candidaten derived by *Vµ/*aC1]σ contains the long
schwa : that *Vµ/*aC1]σ and the subsequent constraint(s) conspired to derive, LAE-on*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks candidaten, candidatex and the in-between candidate(s) with a violation
mark.
The tableau for the (201) forms is now constructed with LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ:
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(203) Tableau for the (201) Forms
LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ/

DC on VS1/2

a. /DIST-sV-V-y’o:q’-a/
1.
DIST-sV-o-y’o:q’-a
2.
DIST-so-o-y’o:q’-a
3.
so-so--y’o:q’-a
4.
so-s-φ-y’o:q’-a
5.
so-s:-φφ-y’o:q’-a
6.
so-so-φ-y’o:q’-a
7. → so-so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a
8.
so-so:-φφ-y’oq’-a
b. /DIST-sV-i-wl-oye:g-a/
1.
DIST-si-i-wl-oye:g-a
2.
si-si--wl-oye:g-a
3.
si-s-φ-wl-ye:g-a
4.
si-s:-φφ-wl-φye:g-a
5.
si-si-φ-wl-ye:g-a
6.
si-si:-φφ-wl-φye:g-a
7. → si-si:-φφ-wl-φye:g-a

CRED

√
√
√
*<LA>/
*<LA>/

*Vµ

VS1/2

√
√

*

GD

SCE

√
√
√
√
√

/*
√
√
*<LA>/
*<LA>/

√M
√√
√

√
√
√
√

√
√
√

In (a), C-RED derive [1] (see footnote 54), and it derives [2]. C-RED and *Vµ O-derive
[3]. *Vµ NO-derives [4] with *. GD derives [5] from [4], but it violates LAE-on*Vµ/*aC1]σ. Candidate [5] subsequent to candidate [4] derived by *Vµ contains the long
schwa : that *Vµ (and *) and the subsequent constraint GD conspired to derive; hence,
LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks candidate [4] and candidate [5] with a violation mark. *
derives [6] from [3], and GD derives [7]. [8] that VS1/2 derives violates the DC on VS1/2.
In (b), C-RED derives [1]. In deriving [2] C-RED and *Vµ O-apply, and the latter M-feeds
*Vµ that may affect o. Two instantiations of *Vµ O-derive [3] with *. * and GD NOderive [4], but it violates LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ. Hence, LAE-on-*Vµ/*aC1]σ marks [3] and
[4] with a violation mark. *Vµ and * O-derive [5] from [2], and * and GD NO-derive
[6]. SCE derives [7]. In (a-b), the candidates that violate ICV are discarded. What is true
of [4-5] in (a) and [3-4] in (b) is also applicable to [6-7] in (189a), where LAE-on*Vµ/*aC1]σ is invoked.
An instantiation of the LAE-constraint schema can replace an awkward ordinary Econstraint. In the present case it penalizes the candidate that contains the disallowed long
schwa :, while the corresponding ordinary E-constraint would penalize the structure
(φ)G, which in itself is blameless (see Lee 2009d for more examples of LA Econstraints).
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17. 10 Cyclic Derivation
Kisseberth (1972) and C & K claim that the surface form so-so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a in (203a), for
example, must be derived cyclically. It may also be derived in a cyclic manner by the
established constraints in Natural Derivational Phonology:
(204) Cyclic Derivation of /DIST-sV-V-y’o:q’-a/→ [so-so:-φφ-y’o:q’-a]
Underlying Representation: /DIST-sV-V-y’o:q’-a/
Input to the first cycle:
/V-y’o:q-a/
C-RED (see footnote 54)
o-y’o:q-a
Input to the second cycle: /sV-o-y’o:q-a/
C-RED
so-o-y’o:q-a
*Vµ
so--y’o:q-a
so-φ-y’o:q-a
*
67
GD
so:-φφ-y’o:q-a
Input to the third cycle:
/DIST-so:-φφ-y’o:qa/
C-RED (see footnote 54)
so-so:-φφ-y’o:q-a
[so-so:-φφ-y’o:q-a]
The expected surface form is derived in a cyclic manner. The cyclic alternative may be a
device to prevent the derivation of such wrong surface forms as so-s:-φφ-y’o:q’-a (= [5]
in (203a)) that contains a long schwa. However, there are forms that cannot be derived
cyclically. The examples follow:
(205) Forms That Cannot Be Derived Cyclically
/DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ → [i-φ-φo:yG-a] ‘put pl. objects into a container’ (distr.)
/pec-el’G-Wi:y-s/ → [pec-φl’q-Wi:y-s] ‘footprint’
/DIST-hVs-saywg-y-s/ → [ha-hs-φφi:wg-i-s] ‘teacher’ (distr.)
If the first form were derived in a cyclic manner, it would bring forth the wrong surface
form:
(206) Cyclic Derivation of /DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ → *[i:-φφ-φwiG-a] ([i-φ-φo:yG-a])
Underlying Representation: /DIST-V-iwy’G-a/
Input to the first cycle:
/iwy’G-a/
iwyG-a
N-ranked LN (M-feeding N-ranked VOC)
iwi:G-a
VOC
Input to the second cycle: /V-iwi:G-a/
67

The forms that will be derived from this candidate and the surface form by VS1/2 will violate the DC on
VS1/2, but their derivations are ignored.
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Input to the third cycle:

i-iwi:G-a
i-wi:G-a
i-φwi:G-a
/DIST-i-φwi:G-a/
i-i-φwi:G-a
i--φwi:G-a
i-φ-φwi:G-a
i:-φφ-φwiG-a
*[i:-φφ-φwiG-a]

C-RED
*Vµ
*
C-RED
*Vµ
*
GD, VS1/2

As is proven, the cyclic derivation does not guarantee the correct surface form.
The cyclic derivation of the other two forms in (205) will also bring forth the wrong
surface forms pec-φl-q-Wi:y-s and ha-hs-φφφyog-i-s from /pec-el’G-Wi:y-s/ and /DISThVs-saywg-y-s/ respectively. Their non-cyclic derivations are respectively given in
(179a) and (189c). And the cyclic derivation in (206) is replaced by the following tableau:
(207) Tableau for /DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ → [i-φ-φo:yG-a]
C-RED *Vµ *
/DIST-V-iwy’G-a/ E*BLVOC
√
1. DIST-i-iwy’G-a
√
√
2. i-i-wy’G-a
√
√
3. i--φwy’G-a
√
4. i-φ-φwy’G-a
5. i:-φφ-φwy’G-a *!
5. i-φ-φo:y’G-a
6. → i-φ-φo:yG-a

VOC

LN

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

√N

GD GE

√

A
A

√

The N-ranked constraints VOC (y) and LN that may apply to the intramorphemic
sequence wy’G are overridden by other constraints in the derivation of [1-5]. C-RED
derives [1], and *C-RED and *Vµ O-derive [2]. *Vµ and * NO-derive [3], and * derives
[4]. The AMP-ranked constraints GD and VOC (w) constitute MCR’s in conformity with
C-on-U, overriding A-ranked GE. GD derives the loser; it violates E-*BLVOC, since it
changes the structure CGC. AMP-ranked VOC (w) derives the winner, overriding Nranked VOC (y) in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s without violating E*BLVOC. N-ranked LN derives the surface form.68
It might appear necessary to apply constraints cyclically in some cases, but we have
seen that the cyclic application of constraints brings about undesirable results. Needless to
68

The vocalization of a glottalized glide has not been exemplified; an example is thus adduced: /m’olw’wapk/ ‘will be ready’ → m’olo:-wapk (by AMP-ranked VOC with A-ranked *aC1]σ overridden) → [m’olo:wpk] (by A-ranked *aC1]σ).
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say, in Natural Derivational Phonology the non-cyclic application of constraints works
satisfactorily in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s. (see also section 3).
17. 11 A Residual Problem
The formulations of the C-pairs GE » DEP () and SCE » DEP () leave something to be
desired. The vowel  inserted by them is placed in the very context where *aC1]σ derives
 from a. Accordingly, GE and SCE can be reconsidered: they insert a instead of . The
problem then arises that GE must be governed by AMP rather than ACP that has been
actually operative. It can be solved in the following way. If every output of constraintn
becomes the input to constraintn+1 exhaustively, the two constraints are construed as one
single constraintn. Constraintn is a LOOK-AHEAD constraint (LAconstraint) and the output
of constraintn+1 is considered to be the output of LAconstraint. That is, the SD of
LAconstraint (i.e., constraintn) and the output of constraintn+1 together determine by which
URP LAconstraint must be governed. The output a of GE becomes the input to *aC1]σ
exhaustively; hence, GE and *aC1]σ that is operative here are construed as one single
LAGE. Furthermore, the output  of *aC1]σ that applies to the output of GE is considered
to be the output of GE. Therefore LAGE is considered to be an allophonic constraint to be
governed by ACP. The same thing is applicable to SCE, but LASCE is governed by AMP.
The SD of LASCE and the output of *aC1]σ that applies to the output of SCE together
determine by which URP LASCE must be governed and the SD of LASCE has non-phonetic
context specified in its SD.
GD and the CL for GD dealt with in subsection 17. 6 can be reconsidered in the same
way. The output of GD (i.e., Vµφ) becomes the input to the CL for GD exhaustively;
hence, GD and the CL for GD are construed as one single LAGD. And the output of the
CL for GD (i.e, Vµµ) is considered to be the output of LAGD. In general, if a constraint
feeds the CL for it, it becomes LAconstraint.
17. 12 Conclusion
The interaction of rules falls back upon extrinsic ordering, as is almost always the case
with rule-based phonology. C & K (165), for instance, take advantage of the following
ordered rules in the phonology of Klamath:

(208) Ordered Rules in C & K
a. Initial Vowel Truncation
b. Sonorant Cluster Epenthesis
c. Vowel Reduction
d. Vowel Deletion
e. Pre-glide Epenthesis
f. n-Deletion
g. Glottal Lengthening
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These ordered rules must apply cyclically too. If the established constraints that do not
have corresponding rules in (208) are transformed into rules, the complexity of rule
ordering will be great. In Natural Derivational Phonology, however, it has been
demonstrated that constraints have only to apply in accordance with the natural ranking of
URP’s, letting E-constraints assess their outputs.
Nine E-constraints are established to restrict the application of the constraints.
Nonetheless, we must notice that each of them, except E-*BLVOC, is an instantiation of a
certain schema. The DC on VS1/2 is an instantiation of the DC schema. The CFC’s on
*Vµ, VS1/2 and * are the instantiations of the CFC schema. The instantiations of LAEconstraint schema are: LAE-*BLVOC, LAE-*UNDO, and LAE-*Vµ/*aC1]σ. And ALIGN-R on
SCE is an instantiation of Generalized Alignment (see McCarthy & Prince 1993b).
Of particular interest is it that E-*BLVOC ensures that VOC applies in preference to
other constraints without regard to the natural ranking of URP’s, and that LA Econstraints fulfill an indispensable function.
It must be emphasized that if OT tries to deal with Klamath phonology to the same
extent as it is dealt with in this section, it is quite evident that a surprising degree of
complexity is inevitable.
Natural Derivational Phonology has survived the rigid test of Klamath phonology.
Complex and baffling problems confronting us in Klamath phonology have been
untangled in a natural fashion in Natural Derivational Phonology. At every turn in the
course of the research I could not but marvel at the regularity of Klamath phonology that
Natural Derivational Phonology unravels, bringing out “the intricate beauty of
phonological theory”.

Part VIII. E-Constraints and C-on-U
As a consequence of the natural ranking of URP’s it is inevitable that E-constraints,
including the instantiations of the DC and CFC schemata, and LA E-constraints, should
evaluate the outputs of constraints in Natural Derivational Phonology. C-on-U is its
outgrowth as well. Just for the sake of argument, I will first examine whether the blocking
constraints on rules in rule-based phonology that might replace E-constraints work
adequately. I will then examine whether the blocking constraints that might be established
in Natural Derivational Phonology can successfully replace E-constraints. Lastly, I will
examine whether C-on-U is necessary at all.
18. E-Constraints and C-on-U
Are the blocking constraints (B-constraints) on rules in rule-based phonology comparable
to the DC schema? In rule-based phonology, for example, a B-constraint may require that
a rule not apply in the non-derived intramorphemic environment. This yields the result
that a rule must not apply to the non-derived intramorphemic structure even if its SD is
met (cf. (36a)). And is the extrinsic ordering that sequences counterfed rules before
counterfeeding rules comparable to the CFC schema? In most cases the counterfed rule
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must be reckoned to have applied even when its SD is not met prior to the application of
the counterfeeding rule (cf. (66b)). Both of these facts run counter to the natural principle
that rules or constraints must apply whenever their SD’s are met.
Furthermore, we may adopt the rule-based alternatives to subtableaux (170f) and
(189c) to see if B-constraints on rules and extrinsic ordering are comparable to Econstraints. In rule-based phonology the surface forms may be derived as in (209) and
(210) below. The constraints are construed as representing the corresponding rules.
Mostly they apply whenever their SD’s are met. And they are allowed to apply
simultaneously.69
Firstly, the rule-based derivation corresponding to subtableau (170f) is as follows:
(209) Rule-Based Derivation Corresponding to Subtableau (170f)
/DIST-sdayn-k’a/
Underlying Representation
1. sda-sdayn-k’a
C-RED
*aC1]σ, *Vµ
2. sd-sdyn-k’a
3. sd-sdφyn-k’a
*
VOC (y) ordered before GE and after VS1/2
4. sd-sdφi:n-k’a
[sd-sdφi:n-k’a] Surface Representation
• In deriving [1-3] the B-constraint on SCE requires that SCE not apply to the structure
{DIST, σ}C1VµG [C, +son]C, where Vµ, fed by *Vµ , will be deleted by *. But for
it, the schwa  inserted by SCE would cause the structure that will eventually meet
the SD of VOC (y) to be changed. Namely, but for it, the schwa  inserted by SCE
would prevent VOC (y) from applying even remotely.
The B-constraint on SCE, and the ordering of VOC before GE cannot satisfactorily
explain that rules must not bleed VOC even remotely (cf. E-*BLVOC, LAE-*BLVOC). And
VOC (y) must be ordered after VS1/2 in order that the latter may not shorten the long
vowel derived by the former, with the result that it is regarded as applied even when its
SD is not met.
Secondly, the rule-based derivation corresponding to subtableau (189c) is as follows:

(210) Rule-Based Derivation Corresponding to Subtableau (189c)
Underlying Representation
/DIST-hVs-saywg-y-s/
C-RED that fully specifies the underspecified V
1. DIST-has-saywg-y-s
C-RED, s-Deletion, *Vµ , VOC (y) ordered before GE
2. ha-has-φywg-i:-s
3. ha-hs-φφywg-i-s
*Vµ , *, VS1/2
69

Considering the rule ordering generally practiced in rule-based phonology, it is evident that the ordering
of the rules, intrinsic or extrinsic, to be employed in (209-210) cannot be exactly adhered to. But these
tolerant derivations are designed to highlight the problems.
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4. ha-hs-φφi:wg-i-s
[ha-hs-φφi:wg-i-s]

VOC (y) ordered before GD and GE, and after VS1/2
Surface Representation

• In deriving [1-3] the B-constraint on VOC (w) requires that VOC (w) not apply to the
structure σC1VµGGC, where Vµ, fed by *Vµ, will be deleted by *. But for this Bconstraint, VOC (w) would bleed VOC (y) eventually.
The B-constraint on VOC (w), and the extrinsic ordering of VOC (y) before GE and GD
cannot explain that rules must not bleed VOC (y) (cf. E-*BLVOC, LAE-*BLVOC). And
what is said of the ordering of VOC (y) after VS1/2 in (209) can also be said of the same
ordering here.
It may be maintained that some E-constraints can be replaced by blocking constraints
(B-constraints) within the framework of Natural Derivational Phonology. In subtableau
(162d), the B-constraint MINPW’, replacing MINPW, may require that *V]PW not apply in
case it derives the prosodic word that does not meet the requirement of bimoracity
condition minimally. And in (170f), the B-constraint LAE-*BLVOC’, replacing LAE*BLVOC, may require that Ci not apply in case it derives Si even remotely. However, Bconstraint MINPW’ ceases to be a B-constraint, since it must evaluate the candidate
derived by *V]PW, and the same applies to the B-constraint LAE-*BLVOC’.
Turning to the third issue, we may ask if C-on-U can be dispensed with. In (124), for
instance, a B-constraint to be employed in Natural Derivational Phonology, in spite of the
shortcoming pointed out above, may require that NOCODA not apply to non-derived
structure, replacing the DC on NOCODA. NOCODA that may apply to the non-derived
structure is thus blocked by the B-constraint. Consequently, NOCODA that applies to the
derived structure derives the correct candidate without having to rely upon C-on-U.
In the tableau (80) for stress assignment in Serbo Croatian, instead of invoking C-on-U
we might rely upon the natural ranking of URP’s. AMP then dictates the instantiations of
ASSFT to be N-ranked to apply to [1] simultaneously.70 This simultaneous application
yields the candidate in which feet overlap, namely, the wrong candidate (ok{ru)[ga}o]
that violates CFC and ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD). Hence, an instantiation of ASSFT applies to
[1], deriving the expected surface form in such a way that the E-constraints are not
violated. Despite the awkward wrong candidate, where the feet (okru), {ruga} and [gao]
overlap, this derivation guarantees the correct surface form.
Nevertheless, we have to examine the issue with additional examples. The tableau
constructed for the augmentation of prosodic words in Axininca Campa in Lee (2009d) is
reproduced in (213) below. Here the following constraints and E-constraints take part:
(211) Constraints71
a. *[µ]PW : The monomoraic prosodic word must be augmented to be bimoraic.
b. *C]PW » DEP: The C-final prosodic word must have a segment added.
(212) E-constraints on *[µ]PW and Their Ranking
70

As the O-related instantiations of ASSFT cannot be ranked according to NRP, they are ranked according
to outranked AMP in accordance with the natural ranking NRP » AMP.
71
A new stem is created recursively by suffixation, and each stem is assigned the prosodic-word boundary
in underlying representations. Consequently, each stem is qualified to be a prosodic word.
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a. ALIGN-R: The underlying V-final stem-edge must coincide with the right edge of
a syllable.
b. DEP (The addition of a mora also acquires one violation mark of DEP. And the
epenthetic vowel identical to the preceding vowel with no intervening
syllable boundary adds a mora. Hence, the tautosyllabic sequence ViVi is
equivalent to Vµµ.)
c. Ranking: ALIGN-R » DEP
(213) Tableau for the Augmentation of Prosodic Words in Axininca Campa
ALIGN-R DEP *C]PW » DEP *[µ]P
W

a. /[[na]-piro]-…/
1. [[naa]-piro]-…
1. → [[nata]-piro]-…
b. /[[p]-wai]-…/
1. [[pa]-wai]-…
2. [[pata]-wai]-…
2. → [[paa]-wai]-…
/na
/
/p/

*!

√
√

*
**
√
**!
*

‘carry on shoulder’

/piro/ ‘verity’

‘feed’

/wai/ ‘Cont.’

√
√

• The brackets “[” and “]” mark prosodic-word boundaries and the bold-faced a and t are
epenthetic. In satisfying the constraints that insert segment(s) the unmarked vowel a
or the unmarked consonant t is chosen. And the resultant syllable structure is assumed
to be well-formed by virtue of the E-constraints responsible for well-formed syllable
structure.
Naturally, if the instantiations of the same M whose SD’s meet exactly the same structure
yield different structures, they each are qualified to be independent M’s in constituting
MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U. Consequently, in (a-b), as two instantiations of
*[µ]PW yield different outputs, applying to exactly the same input structure of the same
candidate, they each are qualified to be independent M’s. Each of them is ME, and they
are O-related and ranked according to the same URP (i.e., AMP). They are thus qualified
to be MO’s, being able to constitute MCR’s in conformity with C-on-U.72 In (a), the loser
violates higher-ranking ALIGN-R crucially and the winner violates only shaded DEP. In
(b), *C]PW derives [1]. In MCR’s, the winner beats the loser that has more violation marks
of DEP. Each mora of a long vowel is treated as an independent element with regard to the
constraint *[µ]PW and the E-constraints on it.
Instead of relying upon C-on-U we may apply the two instantiations of *[µ]PW to the
underlying representation in (213a) and to [1] in (213b) simultaneously according to AMP
72

The two instantiations of the same constraint *[µ]PW cannot be ranked according to CCP, since the SD of
neither is more complex than the other.
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with the E-constraints employed in (213) invoked as in the Serbo Croatian case. But the
simultaneous applications will not derive the wrong candidates that take the forms
sufficiently articulate to make the E-constraints invoked, inducing the instantiations of
*[µ]PW to reapply in such a way that the expected surface forms are derived.
We may therefore adopt an alternative. The following two constraints may replace the
two instantiation of *[µ]PW:
(214) Constraints for the Augmentation of Prosodic Words in Axininca Campa
a. Add two segments to the monomoraic stem that ends in an underlying vowel.
b. Add one segment to the monomoraic stem that ends in a derived vowel.
Constraint (214a) and constraint (214b) respectively apply to the underlying
representation in (213a) and [1] in (213b), deriving the expected surface forms. But they
cannot explain that monomoraic prosodic words are augmented to meet the same
requirement of bimoracity condition of a prosodic word. In addition, we must not
overlook the augmentation of the monomoraic stem consisting of (C)VC, which ends in a
consonant, to (C)VCa.
If more than two ranked E-constraints constrain a single constraint, the situation will be
much more complicated. 73 In reality, four ranked E-constraints constrain a single
constraint in stress assignment in Mohawk (Lee 2009e).
In Mohawk, the stress pattern can be characterized by the unpaired constraint ASSFT
and the E-constraint ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD) on it. The former assigns a non-iterative
binary foot under syllabic analysis. The latter ensures that foot is assigned from right and
the degree of its violation is shown by the number of syllables isolating the right edge of a
foot from the right edge of the prosodic word (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993b). And an
unpaired constraint assigns trochaic stress; trochaic stress is assumed to be assigned at the
same time when ASSFT applies.
The C-pairs EPENTH1 » DEP (e) and EPENTH2 » DEP (a) respectively epenthesize e and
a in appropriate environments. The AMP-ranked constraints EPENTH1 and EPENTH2
override N-ranked ASSFT74. Yet the application of the overridden constraint ASSFT to the
products of the two overriding constraints may result in wrong forms. The candidates
whose foot includes the epenthetic e or a as a result of the application of ASSFT must
therefore be filtered out. This necessitates an appeal to the CFC’s on ASSFT; ASSFT is
constrained by two CFC’s on itself. First, ASSFT, an instantiation of M in the CFC
schema, chooses (b) with a specific M = EPENTH1, constituting the CFC1 on itself. The
CFC1 on ASSFT demands that ASSFT not apply to the structure derived by EPENTH1.
Second, ASSFT, an instantiation of M in the CFC schema, chooses (b) with a specific M =
EPENTH2, constituting the CFC2 on itself. The CFC2 on ASSFT demands that ASSFT not
apply to the structure derived by EPENTH2. Besides, the lengthening of the stressed vowel
in the open syllable is taken care of by the C-pair *[Vµ, +stress] (VL) » DEP (µ).
Despite CFC1/2 one of the two epenthetic vowels in adjacent syllables must be included
in a foot. It is thus necessary to postulate the E-constraint *UNPARSED σ2 (*UP-σ2) on
73

In Axininca Campa there are cases where three ranked E-constraints constrain a single constraint.
This ranking is established without having to invoke the natural ranking NRP » AMP, since ASSFT is
ranked after all the constraints applicable by default.
74
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ASSFT, which says that ASSFT must not skip over two adjacent syllables. *UP-σ2 must
outrank CFC1/2 so that one of the epenthetic vowels in adjacent syllables may be counted
in foot formation at the cost of violating the latter.
Finally, CFC1 outranks CFC2 and they outrank ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD); hence, the
ranking *UP-σ2 » CFC1 » CFC2 » ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD).
With the constraints and the E-constraints introduced we may construct the tableau for a
form in Mohawk. In Mohawk, the syllables included in a foot are not necessarily adjacent
owing to the CFC1/2 on ASSFT, which may filter out the candidate that contains an
epenthetic vowel. ALIGN-R (FT, PRWD) must thus be reinterpreted: the degree of its
violation is shown by the number of syllables isolating the right edge of the left
discontinuous subfoot from the right edge of the prosodic word or by the number of
syllables isolating the right edge of a continuous foot from the right edge of the prosodic
word. Foot is enclosed with braces, and the two discontinuous parenthesized syllables
within braces are subfeet that constitute a foot. (The underlined vowels are epenthetic.)
(215) Tableau for /te-ka-nuksr-ke/ → [te-ka-nukse{ra:-ke}] ‘two onions’ in Mohawk
ASSFT
*UP- CFC1 CFC2 ALIGNEPENTH1/
VL
/te-ka-nuksr-ke/
R
EPENTH2
σ2
[ref. /te-ka-nukser-ke/]
1.
te-ka-nukser-ke
2.
te-ka-nuksera-ke
3.
te-ka-{(nuk)sera-(ke)} *!
3.
te-ka-nuk{(se)ra-(ke)}
3.
te-ka-nukse{ra-ke}
4. → te-ka-nukse{ra:-ke}

√/R
/√
***
**

*!
*

√
√
√
√

R-ranking EPENTH1 derives [1], epenthesizing e intramorphemically, and overriding Rranked EPENTH2, which is O-related with itself, and ASSFT, in agreement with the natural
ranking RBP » AMP. AMP-ranked EPENTH2 derives [2], epenthesizing a and overriding
ASSFT. Three instantiations of ASSFT constitute MCR’s in compliance with C-on-U. In
MCR’s, the candidate that contains unparsed epenthetic vowels in consecutive syllables is
ruled out by the highest-ranking *UP-σ2. Out of the candidates that observe it that which
violates CFC1 is ruled out due to the ranking CFC1 » CFC2. VL derives [4] from the
winner in MCR’s.
In tableau (215) four ranked E-constraints constrain the single constraint ASSFT in
MCR’s constituted in compliance with C-on-U. Suffice it to say that the conceavable
alternatives to C-on-U are not equal to this situation.
We have seen that B-constraints and the extrinsic ordering of rules in rule-based
phonology as well as B-constraints that might be employed in Natural Derivational
Phonology cannot take the place of E-constraints. And it has been demonstrated that Con-U cannot be dispensed with.

Conclusion
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Natural Derivational Phonology radically departs from OT. Most importantly, the natural
ranking of URP’s can do away with the language-particular constraint hierarchy in OT.
Constraints apply in a serial fashion under its direction, permitting E-constraints to
evaluate their outputs.
In section 1 a typical case is discussed where a huge number of faithfulness constraints
must outrank a markedness constraint to produce the expected surface form in OT. In
section 2 it has been proven that the problems perplexing to OT are encountered in nonflat derivations. And in sections 14-15 it has been demonstrated that sympathy theory and
comparative markedness theory cannot successfully deal with the problem of
phonological opacity. In Natural Derivational Phonology, however, constraints have only
to apply in accordance with the natural ranking of URP’s regardless of whether the
problem of opacity is involved or not. Furthermore, McCarthy (2002) observes that
opacity of allophonic processes presents a challenge to sympathy theory and comparative
markedness theory. Yet in section 7 the problem of O-opacity in regard to Sea Dayak
allophonic nasal harmony is solved successfully in terms of the CFC schema.
In Natural Derivational Phonology, in accordance with R-ROTB the base (underlying
representation) can be rich only if the rich base can be affected by a constraint existent in
a given language or it contains the structure identical to the output of a constraint existent
in a given language.
In Natural Derivational Phonology the independently motivated DC schema accounts
for TETU. The phonologically unmarked structure or TETU in reduplication is realized
only in the environment derived by C-RED. Hence, its realization does not incur the
violation of the instantiations of the DC schema, a Natural-Derivational-Phonology
version of NRC. Because it takes place only in the environment beyond the range of
NRC, it does not bring about the untoward result tantamount to the reanalysis of
morphemes.
Distinguishing typological difference between languages in Natural Derivational
Phonology, as is exemplified in sections 12 and 13, makes a striking contrast to factorial
typology of OT. Significantly, the typological fact brought out in (133) may justify
composing a constraint pair in the form of M » F.
Although Natural Derivational Phonology radically departs from OT, it employs the
dichotomy between M and F in composing C-pairs. Tableaux are effectively employed for
the illustration of deriving surface forms naturally with the necessary change made. And
constraints, notations and terms employed in OT are widely adopted. It is evident that the
insight of OT is reflected everywhere.
Serialism has nothing condemnable in itself. The serious defect of serialism in rulebased phonology is that it must exploit extrinsic ordering of rules. In this respect OT is
not superior to it, since it must also exploit extrinsic ranking of constraints, claiming that
language-particular ranking of constraints explains typological differences among
languages. (In Natural Derivational Phonology only E-constraints may be ranked.) Now
that the natural ranking of URP’s in Natural Derivational Phonology divests serial
derivation of extrinsic ranking, we may confidently say that serial derivation merits no
such condemnation. The natural ranking of URP’s solves the chronic problem of extrinsic
ordering of rules or extrinsic ranking of constraints with which phonologists have
grappled since the beginning of generative phonology.
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Look up any surface form separated from the underlying representation by one or more
intermediate candidates in the tableaux constructed in this work. We will then never fail
to be convinced that it would be impossible to derive it in a natural way without drawing
on serial derivation authorized by the natural ranking of URP’s. And it ought to be
stressed over again that if we let OT deal with Klamath phonology on the same scale on
which it is dealt with in section 17, we can then well imagine the abominable degree of
complexity that will result therefrom.
Fundamentally, Natural Derivational Phonology is made up of URP’s, C-on-U, the DC
schema, and the CFC schema. They are therefore presented below as a convenient
summary and for ease of reference:
(216) Apply-M Principle (AMP)
Apply M.
(217) Maximal Feeding Principle (MFP)
Apply M if and only if M M-feeds M.
Definition: M M-feeds M if M can derive the candidate with a structure Sn+1 from
the candidate with a structure Sn, where Sn and Sn+1 are identical except
the change(s) to be made by constraint(s), and both Sn and Sn+1 meet the
SD of M.
(218) No Reanalyzing Principle (NRP)
Apply MN if and only if there is no other M may apply than MN that is NO-related
with itself.
Definition: The neutralization M whose SD is met in SI is MN.
(219) Allophonic Constraint Principle (ACP)
Apply MA if and only if there is no other M may apply than MN, or MA that is NOrelated with itself.
Definition: The allophonic M in whose SD no non-phonetic context other than
syllable boundary is specified is MA.
(220) Rich Base Principle (RBP)
Apply M to SI of a member of MUR’s.
(221) Complex Constraint Principle (CCP)
Apply M whose SD is more complex if and only if the SD’s of two M’s meet exactly
the same structure with non-phonetic context ignored.

(222) Constraint on URP’s (C-on-U)
Apply MO’s individually to the same candidate.
Definitions: 1. M that derives a candidate that violates at least one E-constraint is ME.
2. O-related M’s at least one of which is ME are MO’s.
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(223) Derivedness Constraint (DC) Schema
Neutralization M must
(a) apply to SD if its SD is met in SI, or
(b) apply only to SD.
Condition: SD can be SD by a specific M.
(224) Counterfed Constraint (CFC) Schema
M must not apply to (a) SD or (b) SD by a specific M.
Lastly, a URP that is established in Lee (2009c) is introduced:
(225) Vacuous Application Principle (VAP)
Apply M vacuously.
Definition: M applies vacuously if it applies causing no structural change.
Condition: M ranked according to VAP must feed another M.
The natural ranking of URP’s is RBP (, VAP) » NRP, ACP » MFP » CCP » AMP. Only
RBP (, VAP) extrinsically ranks over NRP and ACP, since even the constraints to be Nor A-ranked may have to be ranked according to RBP. It is inherent in the statements of
NRP and ACP themselves that the constraint ranked according to ACP applies before the
constraint ranked according to NRP though there is no ranking between them. NRP and
ACP intrinsically rank over MFP. And the constraints to be N- or A-ranked may be
intrinsically ranked according to MFP or CCP, which is assumed to be outranked by
MFP, and they may intrinsically O-apply according to AMP.
Natural Derivational Phonology may be pithily summed up as a system in which
constraints apply in obedience to the natural ranking of URP’s, letting E-constraints
assess their outputs.
A postscript is added. The fundamental tenets on which Natural Derivational
Phonology is based have been reinforced by the principal results of the researches
contained in Lee (2009a, b, c, d, e, f, g).
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